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This thesis studies multi-phase materials. One such material, dual-phase steel, is nowadays widely
applied in car bodies, as it is strong and ductile (as opposed to conventional steels which are strong
or ductile). By using such advanced materials, cars can be designed to be lightweight, and thus fuel
efficient, but nevertheless also safe in crash situations.
Zooming in on the material, the microstructure comprises grains of two phases (‘materials’): one
hard but relatively brittle and one soft and ductile. Understanding the resulting mechanical properties
of such microstructures, in particular in the damage and fracture regime, entails significant scientific
challenges. In fact, many paradoxical observations have been reported in the literature.
The objective of this thesis is to unravel the relationship between fracture and the distribution
of the phases. A statistical approach is developed, whereby the typical phase distribution around
fracture is characterized by averaging a large number of microstructural simulations or experimental
observations. This ‘big data’ approach has enhanced the understanding of the fracture mechanisms in
multi-phase materials. The developed approach is relevant beyond the micromechanics of fracture,
and may assist systematic and objective analyses of other micromechanical phenomena.
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Summary

Multi-phase materials are of great importance for engineering applications, because of their favorable
combination of strength and ductility. This unique combination of properties enables lightweight yet
safe design for instance in the automotive industry. The in-depth understanding of the mechanical
properties of these materials is thus necessary in enabling future environmentally friendly designs.
The multi-phase materials studied throughout this thesis obtain their strength and ductility by
combining two or more phases with distinct mechanical and failure properties. The phases are
thereby dispersed throughout the microstructure, often resulting in a complex morphology. This
entails significant scientific challenges for the understanding and characterization of the resulting
mechanical properties, in particular in the damage and fracture regime. In fact, although single phase
materials are well understood, many apparent contradictory observations have been reported for
multi-phase materials. This can be overcome using a systematic micromechanical study. However,
this is a non-trivial objective, neither experimentally nor computationally, since many microstructures
have to be transparently compared to unravel the worst-case scenario.
To facilitate a statistical study that includes many realizations of the microstructure, this thesis
includes only the basic mechanical and morphological features. This way, the influence of the spatial
arrangement of phases on fracture initiation is transparently qualified and quantified. It furthermore
enables the systematic identification of the role of the relative amount of phases, of the contrast
in their mechanical properties, and of the macroscopic stress state. Exploiting these first results,
more complicated microstructures are studied: through simulations in two and three dimensions,
and directly through experiments.
The basic model is established by assuming a microstructure that consists of two phases; a soft
and ductile matrix reinforced with a hard and brittle phase. The morphology is idealized, whereby the
microstructure is constructed from equi-sized cells which are randomly assigned the properties of the
soft or the hard phase. Damage is modeled using simple indicators which predict failure of individual
cells (or “grains”). These simplifications with respect to reality enable a systematic study in which:
(1) the computations are fast, allowing a statistical comparison of many different microstructures and
parameters, (2) variations in terms of volume fraction are well controlled, and (3) the identification
of the average distribution of phases around fracture initiation sites is well defined and transparent.
The extension to three dimensions is feasible, in particular when the simple model is paired with an
efficient spectral solver. To enable the treatment of arbitrary non-linear problems, this thesis includes
improvements tot the spectral solver that result in robust convergence.
The results show that damage initiation occurs where regions of the hard phase, aligned with
tension, are interrupted by bands of the soft phase in the directions of shear. At this intersection,
The hard phase triggers high hydrostatic tensile stresses, while giving sufficient room for the shear
bands in the soft phase resulting in a high plastic strain. The results of the two- and three-dimensional
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microstructures are qualitatively consistent. A difference is that the local strain partitioning between
the two phases is over-predicted by a two-dimensional microstructure, leading to an overestimation
of damage. A similar statistical analysis has been performed directly on experimentally obtained
micrographs, revealing a similar mechanism. Observed differences are due to the different statistical
properties of the real material and the simple microstructures used in the simulations. This is shown
through simulations based directly on micrographs.
The two-dimensional model is used to consider large range parameter variations. Depending on
the stress triaxiality it is observed that generally one of the phases dominates macroscopic fracture
initiation: at low stress triaxiality the soft phase dominates, whereas the hard phase dominates above
a critical triaxiality. In the latter regime, a strong decrease in ductility results. The transition between
the two regimes is strongly dependent on microstructural parameters. If the hard phase volume
fraction is small, the fracture initiation is dominated by the soft phase even at high phase contrast.
At higher hard phase volume fraction, the hard phase dominates already for a low phase contrast.
This simple model thereby reconciles experimental observations from the literature.
Beyond the stage of void nucleation, early nucleated voids start influencing the sequel of damage
mechanisms. It is found that, at a certain strain level, voids start to link up along a percolating path
of soft phase aligned with the directions of shear. The relative spatial positions of the early voids
thereby determine whether the onset of final fracture occurs early or at a substantially large strain.
Hence, the macroscopically observed failure is largely predetermined by the microstructure. The
nucleation of voids is determined by the local arrangement of the phases, while damage propagation
is controlled on a longer length-scale relying on a critical relative position of “initiation hot-spot”.
Although more research is needed to validate the conclusions of this thesis for more realistic
microstructures and different load cases, this thesis has contributed to the state of the art for multiphase metals by performing a systematic analysis. Additionally, the proposed statistical perspective
may assist systematic and objective analyses of other micromechanical phenomena in the future.

Samenvatting

Materialen die bestaan uit twee of meer fasen, meer-fasen materialen, zijn erg belangrijk in werktuigbouwkundige toepassingen, doordat ze een gunstige combinatie van sterkte en taaiheid bezitten.
Deze unieke combinatie van eigenschappen staat lichtgewicht doch veilig ontwerp toe in industrieën
zoals de automobielindustrie. Een grondig begrip van de mechanische eigenschappen van deze materialen staat daarom aan de basis van toekomstige milieuvriendelijke ontwerpen.
Deze meer-fasen materialen, onderwerp van deze thesis, danken hun sterkte en taaiheid aan twee
of meer fasen met verschillende mechanische en faaleigenschappen. De resulterende microstructuur
heeft vaak een complexe morfologie, waarin de fasen zijn verspreid door de microstructuur. Het begrijpen en de karakterisering van de mechanische eigenschappen, met name in het regime van schade
en breuk, zijn hierdoor omgeven met significante wetenschappelijke uitdagingen. Hoewel materialen
bestaand uit slechts een fase goed begrepen zijn, worden er ogenschijnlijk tegenstrijdige observaties
over meer-fasen materialen gerapporteerd. Dit maakt een systematische analyse noodzakelijk. Dit is
niet eenvoudig, noch experimenteel noch numeriek, omdat veel microstructuren op een transparante
wijze moeten worden vergeleken om het slechts denkbare scenario te ontrafelen.
Door alleen de basis mechanische en morfologische karakteristieken te beschouwen kunnen veel
realisaties van de microstructuur statistisch worden bestudeerd. Op deze manier is de invloed van de
ruimtelijke verdeling van de fasen op schade initiatie gekarakteriseerd en gekwantificeerd. Daarnaast
heeft deze aanpak de systemische identificatie van de rol van de relatieve hoeveelheid van de fasen, van het contrast in mechanische eigenschappen, en van de macroscopische spanningstoestand
mogelijk gemaakt. Deze eerste resultaten zijn benut om meer gecompliceerde microstructuren te
bestuderen: met behulp van simulaties in twee en drie dimensies, en met behulp van experimenten.
Voor het basismodel is aangenomen dat de microstructuur bestaat uit twee fasen: een zachte
taaie fase die wordt versterkt met een harde brosse fase. De morfologie is geïdealiseerd door de
microstructuur op te bouwen uit blokjes van gelijke afmetingen die willekeurig de eigenschappen
van de zachte of de harde fase krijgen toegekend. Schade is gemodelleerd door gebruik te maken
van eenvoudige indicatoren die de breuk van de individuele blokjes (welke de “korrels” voorstellen).
Deze vereenvoudigingen ten opzichte van de werkelijkheid maken een systematische studie mogelijk
waarbij: (1) de simulaties snel zijn, waardoor een statistische studie mogelijk is die bestaat uit vele
verschillende morfologieën en parameters, (2) variaties in termen van volume fractie goed beheerst
zijn en (3) de identificatie van de gemiddelde fase distributie rondom schade goed gedefinieerd alsmede transparant is. De uitbreiding naar drie dimensies is realiseerbaar, in het bijzonder wanneer
dit model wordt gecombineerd met een efficiënte spectrale oplosmethode. Dit proefschrift presenteert daarnaast verbetering van deze oplosmethode, om deze te kunnen gebruiken voor arbitraire
niet-lineare problemen, wat zich manifesteert in robuust convergentiegedrag.
Gevonden is dat de initiatie van schade plaatsvindt daar waar gebieden van de hard fase die paxiii
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rallel zijn georiënteerd in de richting van trek onderbroken zijn door gebieden van de zachte fase
georiënteerd in de afschuifrichtingen. Op het kruispunt leidt de harde fase tot een hoge volumetrische trekspanning, maar tegelijkertijd is er voldoende ruimte voor afschuifbanden in de zachte
fase welke leiden tot hoge plastische rekken. De resultaten voor de twee- en driedimensionale microstructuren zijn kwalitatief consistent. Een verschil is dat the lokale rekverdeling tussen de twee
fasen wordt overschat in de tweedimensionale microstructuren, wat leidt tot een overschatting van
de schade. Een vergelijkbare statistische analyse is ook direct toegepast op experimenteel verkregen
microscopische foto’s, waarbij een vergelijkbaar mechanisme is gevonden. De gevonden verschillen zijn toe te schrijven aan de verschillende statistische eigenschapen van het echte materiaal en
de geïdealiseerde microstructuren die zijn gebruikt voor de simulaties. Dit is aangetoond door ook
simulaties te doen direct gebaseerd op de microscopische foto’s.
Het tweedimensionale model is gebruikt om een breed scala van parameters te bestuderen. Afhankelijk van de spanningstriaxialiteit domineert een van de fasen de initiatie van macoscopische
breuk: bij lage spanningstriaxialiteit domineert de zachte fase, terwijl de harde fase domineert boven
een kritische waarde van de triaxialiteit. In het laatste regime resulteert een sterke daling in taaiheid.
De transitie tussen de twee regimes is sterk afhankelijk van de microstructurele paramaters. Wanneer
de volumefractie van de harde fase laag is, wordt breukinitiatie gedomineerd door de zachte fase zelfs
als het mechanische contrast tussen de fasen groot is. Wanneer de volumefractie van de harde fase
hoger is, domineert de harde fase zelfs bij een laag fasecontrast. Het eenvoudige model is daarmee
in staat experimentele observaties uit de literatuur te verenigen.
Voorbij schade-initiatie beginnen vroeg ontstane schades het ontstaan van nieuwe schade te bepalen. Boven een kritische rek beginnen schades aan elkaar te groeien langs aaneengesloten paden
van de zachte fase in de afschuifrichtingen. De relatieve positie van de vroeg geïnitieerde schades
bepaalt daarbij of het begin van de catastrofale breuk plaatsvindt bij een lage rek of een substantieel
hogere rek. Dit impliceert dat het faalgedrag zoals geobserveerd op de macroscopisch schaal voor
een groot deel vooraf bepaald is door de microstructuur. De initiatie van schade is bepaald door
de lokale ruimtelijke verdeling van de fasen, terwijl de groei van schade gecontroleerd wordt op een
grotere afstand door de kritische ruimtelijke verdeling van “initiatie-hotspots”.
Ondanks dat meer onderzoek nodig is om de conclusies van dit proefschrift te valideren voor
meer realistische microstructuren en verschillende belastingcondities, heeft dit proefschrift bijgedragen aan de wetenschap over meer-fase metalen, door een systemische analyse te doen. Daarnaast
heeft het ontwikkelde statistische perspectief de potentie om systemische en objectieve analyses naar
andere microstructurele fenomenen in de toekomst mogelijk te maken.

CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Towards designing lighter means of transportation, a specific class of metals and alloys offers important benefits. The materials in this class present a favorable combination of strength and ductility. Together, these properties ensure formability as well as structural integrity, thereby limiting the
weight of the end product. Although these properties are usually trade-off properties – materials are
usually either strong but brittle, or ductile but weak – these properties have been paired by employing two or more phases or materials at the level of the microstructure. The microstructure thereby
consists of grains of a ductile but soft matrix, reinforced by grains of a second phase or non-metallic
particles. Specific materials in this class are metal matrix composites, for example an aluminum matrix reinforced with ceramic particles, and dual-phase steel, usually a ferrite matrix reinforced with
martensite. As an example, the microstructure of a dual-phase steel is shown in Figure 1.1(a) wherein
the martensite is comparatively bright with respect to the ferrite matrix. Several review papers are
available for these materials [1–3].

(a) dual-phase steel

(b) idealized model

Figure 1.1. (a) Microstructure of a dual-phase steel, the bright regions are martensite (hard) while the dark
regions are ferrite (soft) [courtesy: Chaowei Du]. (b) Idealized microstructural model employed in this thesis;
the hard phase is shown in blue while the soft phase is shown in gray.

Although the macroscopically observed stiffness and yielding of these materials is reasonably well
understood [e.g. 4–6], many question persist concerning damage and failure. The essential difficulty
arises from the fact that the microstructure is usually complex (e.g. Figure 1.1(a)) whereby many
1
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fracture mechanisms can occur, including failure of either of the phases or their common interface
(e.g. [2, 7–9] amongst others). The microstructural properties therefore have a direct effect on failure
mechanisms and overall stress at the macroscopic scale [10–14], necessitating their incorporation
in bulk models. The different failure mechanisms may thereby have different effects, while it has
been frequently observed that, depending on the microstructural features and macroscopic loading
conditions, different failure mechanisms are triggered [15–23]. This renders it impossible to predict
failure through simple scaling relations or rules-of-thumb. Once adequately understood however,
one could tailor the microstructure to delay failure.
To predict which fracture mechanisms are triggered with which consequences, one should better
understand the failure from initiation to localization. Many valuable insights have been gained experimentally in the literature. For example, fracture initiation is almost exclusively found near the hard
phase [21–25]. However, experimental approaches are intrinsically limited because fracture is usually
sudden and happens inside the material. In-situ techniques such as x-ray tomography are rapidly
progressing [26–30], but are still limited to snapshots of only the phase distribution or only large
voids in small observation volumes. Also, systematic variations of one parameter without affecting
others is extremely difficult.
Numerically this problem has been addressed using representative volume elements that are either directly obtained from experiments, generated to closely match real microstructures, or idealized
[31–38]. The mechanics are modeled using crystal plasticity, or it is assumed that the mismatch is
mechanical properties between the phases dominates the crystallographic effects, permitting modeling plasticity in an averaged sense using isotropic plasticity. The fracture is either extracted ex-situ,
or coupled to the mechanics through continuum damage models or cohesive zones. Among other
findings, such studies have confirmed that closely separated regions of the hard phase are critical for
fracture initiation [33, 37–40]. Even though systematic variations are numerically possible, they often
are computationally too expensive. Moreover, it has proven to be extremely difficult to transparently
compare different microstructures under different conditions in a statistical sense.
Given the presented state-of-the-art the following research questions (RQ) are addressed in this
thesis.
RQ.1 How can the role of the microstructure on damage and failure be identified objectively and
transparently?
RQ.2 What are the relative contributions of the crystallographic mismatch between grains and the
mechanical mismatch between phases? What are the consequences on failure?
RQ.3 Which of the phases governs failure? Under which conditions?
RQ.4 To what extent is failure determined by the three-dimensional reality? Can two-dimensional
observations and simulations tell us anything?
RQ.5 Beyond the stage of initiation, what governs the ultimate failure? Which clusters of voids
sufficiently weaken the microstructure to trigger localization?
RQ.6 Can the actual microstructure be simulated to make numerical analyses more realistic? How
can the computation be made efficient enough to consider a statistically relevant set?
To address these research question a modeling approach is adopted in this thesis. The scale of
observation is that of the microstructure, i.e. the aggregate of grains, at which the effect of different
phases is clearly present.

3

The first research question (RQ.1) is not-trivially answered as it calls for the identification of
worst-case configurations. It necessitates a novel statistical perspective, for which the foundations
are laid in Chapter 2. In this approach, many different microstructures are compared, allowing the
identification of those features that are shared by damage ‘hot-spots’, which are critical for failure.
To enable a transparent analysis featuring well controlled variations, an idealized model is used. The
microstructure is highly simplified in a major part of this thesis to a two-dimensional regular grid
of equi-sized square cells in which two phases are randomly distributed (see Figure 1.1(b)) – one
of which is soft and ductile, and the other is hard and brittle. Their mechanics are described using
an isotropic elasto-plastic model, whereby the two phases differ only through their yield stress and
hardening response. The damage is traced using simple descriptors. The resulting computations
are inexpensive, allowing a statistical treatment of many microstructures, different parameters, and
different loads.
The statistical perspective developed in Chapter 2 is generalized in Chapter 3 to a more realistic
setting, whereby gray-scale micrographs are directly compared. To better understand the influence of
some of the adopted simplifications, hexagonal cells and different damage descriptors are considered
in Chapter 4.
The relative contributions between the crystallographic mismatch between the grains and the mechanical mismatch between the phases (RQ.2) is studied in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the competition
between failure of the hard phase and that of the soft phase is studied under the influence of different
stress states (RQ.3). To answer RQ.4, the investigation is extended to three-dimensions by employing a, non-standard, spectral solver to enable this computationally demanding analysis, in Chapter 7.
A statistical analysis is thereby imperative, since direct visual interpretations are intractable.
Beyond the stages of fracture initiation (RQ.5), in Chapter 8 voids are incorporated to study the
competition and/or synergy between the roles of the spatial distribution of the phases and that of
existing voids. The idealized model again enables a transparent comparison of different microstructures.
To advance to more realistic microstructures within a numerical framework (RQ.6), the fast
Fourier transform-based solution scheme is further refined in Chapters 9 and 10, first in small strains,
then in finite strains. The goal of these chapters is to disconnect the method from a linear auxiliary
problem that has obscured the treatment of non-linear problems in the past. Doing so, enables the
treatment of arbitrary non-linear problems whereby the solver treats the material law a a black-box
and vice versa. Chapter 11 presents a preliminary analysis illustrating the potential of this method,
while at the same time bridging the gap between the employed simplified model and reality, by directly
simulating real microstructures.

4
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CHAPTER 2
Fracture initiation: a statistical perspective

Abstract
Multi-phase materials are key for modern engineering applications. They are generally characterized
by a high strength and ductility. Many of these materials fail by ductile fracture of the, generally softer,
matrix phase. In this work we systematically study the influence of the arrangement of the phases
by correlating the microstructure of a two-phase material to the onset of ductile failure. A single
topological feature is identified in which critical levels of damage are consistently indicated. It consists
of a small region of the matrix phase with particles of the hard phase on both sides in a direction
that depends on the applied deformation. Due to this configuration, a large tensile hydrostatic stress
and plastic strain is observed inside the matrix, indicating high damage. This topological feature
has, to some extent, been recognized before for certain multi-phase materials. This study however
provides insight in the mechanics involved, including the influence of the loading conditions and the
arrangement of the phases in the material surrounding the feature. Furthermore, a parameter study is
performed to explore the influence of volume fraction and hardness of the inclusion phase. For the
same macroscopic hardening response, the ductility is predicted to increase if the volume fraction of
the hard phase increases while at the same time its hardness decreases.
Keywords: micromechanics; ductile failure; damage; multi-phase materials
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Microstructural topology effects on the onset of ductile failure in multi-phase materials – a systematic computational approach
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1

Background

Multi-phase materials are frequently used in engineering applications because they generally provide
a good compromise between a high strength and a high ductility. Examples are dual-phase steels,
metal matrix composites, and fiber-reinforced polymers. For many of these multi-phase materials
the macroscopic response as a function of the microstructure has been reasonably well characterized,
both experimentally and numerically [1–7]. Existing models range from simple phenomenological
models to complex multi-scale simulations. So far, it is only partially understood which microstructural mechanisms govern the failure of these materials [8–12]. To better understand and characterize
the failure of multi-phase materials one needs to consider the response at the microstructural level;
the level at which the inhomogeneity between phases is clearly distinguishable, and damage initiates.
2.1.2 State of the art
Experimental evidence exists that suggests that failure often occurs by ductile fracture of the, generally relatively soft, matrix phase. This is substantiated for example by fractography, in-situ microstructural observations using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), or X-ray tomography [11, 13–17].
Similar observations are made using models [13, 18, 19]. However, depending on the configuration
and loading conditions considered, also brittle failure of the hard inclusion phase or decohesion of
the interface between the two phases has been observed [14–16, 20].
To better understand the onset of failure in multi-phase materials, a wide variety of microstructural models are used. These models often use relatively simple material representation in which both
phases are modeled using an elasto–plastic constitutive model and where failure is associated with
large local permanent deformation [e.g. 1, 3, 7, 9, 19, 21]. Sometimes, more complicated models are
used to quantify the mechanisms underlying ductile fracture. For example, Prahl and co-workers applied the Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN) model [20, 22]. Using this extension it was shown
that for transformation and twinning induced plasticity, void nucleation is due to phase transformations or the presence of inclusions. The competition between these two mechanisms is largely
influenced by the stress triaxiality.
The mechanism leading to final failure is however not easily predicted. Different failure modes,
ranging from shear to split failure, are observed for different loading conditions [1, 3, 9]. Less apparent is the role of the microstructure on the onset of these mechanisms. So far, Choi et al. [9]
established that lower levels of damage occur when the hard phase is distributed more homogeneously, since stress concentrations are relaxed [see also 23, 24]. A more systematic approach was
proposed by Kumar et al. [21]. Their objective was to identify a microstructural feature in which high
levels of damage occur, independent of topological variation outside this feature. In their preliminary
conclusion they identify a damage “hot-spot” in which a high level of damage is observed in the soft
phase with hard phase on both sides in the principal strain direction.
2.1.3 Objective
Except Kumar et al. [21], none of the described studies perform a systematic analysis of the influence of microstructural topology. In fact, many studies use realistic microstructures, often directly
obtained from experiments, thus limiting the space for carrying out a systematic analysis. Such a
systematic study is however of interest for multi-phase materials since the presence of at least two
distinct phases raises the question how these phases should be arranged to optimally benefit from
their distinct properties. Therefore, in this paper focuses on the influence of the microstructural
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topology on damage initiation in a ductile matrix, for a wide variety of multi-phase materials. To this
end, a systematic analysis is performed in which a large number of randomly generated microstructures are compared. The microstructural model that is used is highly idealized in order to enable the
identification of the influence of the geometrical arrangement of the phases independently from other
influences – which is not easily achieved experimentally or with realistic microstructures. By comparing a large ensemble of microstructures, the influence of the microstructural topology on the onset
of ductile fracture is identified more clearly than by Kumar et al. [21], where a single microstructure
was used as the basis of the analysis.
2.1.4

Approach followed

The microstructural model is two-dimensional (plane strain) and comprises square hard particles
which are randomly distributed in a soft matrix phase consisting of equally sized elements (or grains).
Both phases are modeled by isotropic elasto-plasticity. Given this highly idealized geometry and
material model, only element averaged stresses and strains are considered. The onset of failure of
the ductile matrix is predicted using a simple damage indicator which incorporates the effect of plastic
strain and hydrostatic stress [cf. 25–27].
An advantage of the simple microstructures and damage model used, is that the resulting analyses are computationally inexpensive enabling the study of a large number of randomly generated
microstructures. Unlike studies which are aimed at understanding, or predicting, the macroscopic
material response before failure, the focus is here on the ‘worst case scenarios’ – i.e. geometrical
features in the microstructure which give rise to high values of damage. The underlying reasoning is
that in real materials such features will always be present somewhere in the material’s microstructure
and they are therefore preferential locations at which failure will initiate.
Through a novel statistical comparison an ensemble of microstructures is considered at once. The
outcome of this analysis suggests that a single topological feature is critical in terms of the initiation
of ductile fracture. It consists of a small region of the matrix phase, flanked by hard phase on both
sides in the direction of the maximum principal strain, and by matrix material in the perpendicular
direction. Our simulations consistently indicate the highest levels of damage in the soft matrix region
at the center of this feature. By studying the underlying mechanics, we show that the orientation
of the feature with respect to the direction of straining is essential. Given this critical feature and
orientation, the level of damage is determined by the topology of the microstructure in the area
directly around it. The influence of the volume fraction and hardness of the hard inclusion phase are
also studied.
2.1.5

Outline

The outline of this paper is as follows. The microstructural model that is employed in our study is
discussed in Section 2.2. Simulation results of the model are presented in Section 2.3, resulting in
the identification of a critical topological feature. The mechanics involved in this feature are also
discussed in this section. In Section 2.4, a parameter study is performed to identify the influence of
volume fraction and hardness of the inclusion phase on the initiation of failure. The paper closes
with a discussion in Section 2.5 and conclusions in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Modeling
2.2.1 Microstructure
Multi-phase materials consist of several phases, each with their own properties, generally in a highly
disordered microstructure with irregularly shaped three-dimensional particles and grains of varying
sizes. Here, the focus is on a two-phase material in which a harder inclusion phase is embedded in
a softer matrix phase. Since we are mainly interested in the influence of the spatial arrangement of
the two phases, a highly idealized two-dimensional microstructure is considered which consists of
square, equi-sized elements (see Figure 2.1). The interpretation of these elements depends on the
class of materials considered, e.g. grains in multi-phase steels, or continuum volume elements in fiber
reinforced polymers.

hard

soft

Figure 2.1. Periodic cell of the random two-phase material.

The microstructure is assumed to be periodic, whereby the periodicity is much larger than the
individual elements. As a result, the entire microstructure may be modeled by a periodic cell to which
periodic boundary conditions are applied; see Figure 2.1. The microstructure shown in this figure
is just a single realization of the large reference set of realizations used throughout this paper, for
the statistical analysis. It consists of 20 × 20 microstructural elements, in which hard particles are
randomly distributed according to a constant volume fraction φhard = 0.25. Different topologies
are obtained by analyzing ncell = 400 randomly generated microstructures (or unit cells).
2.2.2 Constitutive model
We assume that both phases obey an isotropic elasto-plastic constitutive behavior, but with different
initial yield stresses and hardening laws. As the local deformations are significant we assume finite
deformations. The elastic response is characterized by the Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio
ν. For the plastic part, standard Von Mises plasticity is used. The plastic hardening is described by
a power-law, i.e. the yield stress is given by
σy = σy0 + Hεnp

(1)

where εp is the effective plastic strain. The parameters σy0 , H, and n are the initial yield stress,
hardening modulus and hardening exponent, respectively. They are defined for the two phases as
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follows
hard
σy0
= 3,
soft
σy0

H hard
= 4,
soft
σy0

nhard = 1;

H soft
= 2,
soft
σy0

nsoft = 0.2

(2)

These parameters have been taken from one of the material classes for which our analysis is relevant:
dual-phase steels [see e.g. 3]. However, the level of property contrast resulting from these parameter
values is relevant for a wider class of materials, e.g. for metal matrix composites.
2.2.3 Applied deformation
The (periodic) cell is loaded in pure shear, in combination with a plane strain condition for the out of
plane direction. The macroscopic – unit cell averaged – deformation gradient tensor therefore reads
F̄ = λ ⃗ex⃗ex +

1
⃗ey ⃗ey + ⃗ez ⃗ez
λ

(3)

where λ ≥ 0 is the stretch factor in the ⃗ex direction. The deformation is applied monotonically, until
a final stretch factor of λ = 1.2. We characterize the macroscopic deformation by the logarithmic
strain tensor
(
)
ε̄ = ln λ ⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey ⃗ey
(4)
and the effective (logarithmic) strain
2
ε̄ = √ ln λ
3

(5)

2.2.4 Failure criterion
We next focus on the onset of ductile fracture of the soft and ductile matrix material. Failure of
the hard and brittle inclusion phase is not considered. The high degree of idealization of the microstructures used implies that local peak stresses and strains, e.g. at element corners, should not be
considered as physically correct fluctuations. Therefore, only element averaged stresses and strains
are considered, which are less sensitive to these local fluctuations and to the precise geometry of the
elements. The criterion for the onset of failure is also formulated in terms of these averaged stresses
and strains.
It is well known that ductile failure occurs through a mechanism of void nucleation, growth, and
finally coalescence into a macroscopic crack. Many studies have been devoted to understanding and
describing these mechanisms. Different models incorporating the influence and evolution of voids
in the constitutive model have been proposed [e.g. 26–30]. A common feature of these models is that
for voids to nucleate and grow, a hydrostatic tensile stress state (i.e. a positive mean stress, σm > 0)
is required. In contrast, when σm < 0 any existing void would be closed. Furthermore, void growth
is accompanied by a significant amount of permanent deformation of the matrix material.
A simple criterion is used for the onset of ductile failure in terms of a qualitative damage indicator
D, which depends on the effective plastic strain and the hydrostatic stress as follows
D = εp ⌊σm ⌋
where the brackets ⌊. . .⌋ denote that only non-negative values are taken into account, i.e.
(
)
⌊x⌋ = 12 x + |x|

(6)

(7)
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and εp and σm are the element-averaged effective plastic strain and hydrostatic stress respectively.
This damage variable may be regarded as a simplified version of a void growth model. It is used
solely as an indicator to identify elements subjected to stress and plastic strain states that are likely to
result in ductile failure. Computed damage values have no effect on the constitutive response of the
material, i.e. the damage variable is not coupled to the elasto-plasticity model.
2.2.5 Implementation
The response of the unit cells (with a randomly distributed microstructure) is calculated using the
finite element method. Each microstructural element is discretized by 5×5 quadratic finite elements,
so that the complete unit cell consists of 100 × 100 finite elements (see Figure 2.1). Reduced integration is applied so that each finite element has four integration points. A mesh refinement study
– not included in this paper – shows that this discretization is sufficiently fine to yield converged
element-averaged quantities. Tyings are used between opposite boundaries of the cell to implement
the periodic boundary conditions. achieved imposed deformation is applied in 2000 increments and
convergence is tested using a relative displacement tolerance of 10−3 .
2.2.6 Notation
Throughout this paper, we distinguish between volume and ensemble averages; the averaging on
microstructural elements (grains) as discussed above is always applied and therefore not explicitly
denoted. The unit cell average of a quantity a is denoted by ā. The average on the ensemble – i.e.
the 400 random unit cells – for a particular element on the other hand is denoted ⟨a⟩. ⟨ā⟩ indicates
the combined operation, i.e. the ensemble average of the volume average.

2.3 Simulation results
2.3.1 Macroscopic response
The average macroscopic response of the 400 different, randomly generated, microstructures is illustrated first. The macroscopic Von Mises equivalent stress σ̄eq is calculated from the macroscopic
Cauchy stress tensor determined by volume averaging of the local stress tensors over the entire cell.
In Figure 2.2 the ensemble average ⟨σ̄eq ⟩ is plotted as a function of the macroscopic applied equivsoft
alent strain ε̄. The data has been normalized by the initial yield stress of the soft phase, σy0
, and
soft
soft
soft
the initial yield strain ε0 of the soft phase, where the latter is defined as ε0 = σy0 /E. In the
diagram, the homogeneous response of the hard and soft phase is included as an upper and lower
bound respectively.
2.3.2 Scatter of the overall response and damage
The scatter in the responses of the individual cells around the average shown in Figure 2.2 is small.
This is demonstrated through the cumulative distribution of the macroscopic, or cell averaged, equivalent stress at the final deformation. In Figure 2.3(a), the cumulative probability density Φ of σ̄eq is
plotted, whereby the latter is normalized by the ensemble average, ⟨σ̄eq ⟩, corresponding to the final
data point in Figure 2.2. Obviously, the influence of the microstructural topology on the macroscopic response is negligible, since the scatter is within 1% of the average ⟨σ̄eq ⟩. This implies that
the macroscopic response of each individual cell is representative for the entire ensemble. Such a periodic cell is commonly denoted as a representative volume element (RVE). A similar conclusion was
drawn for dual-phase steels [e.g. 1, 3], for metal matrix composites [e.g. 4], and for fiber-reinforced
polymers [e.g. 5, 23], provided that the unit cell contains sufficient elements.
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Figure 2.2. Ensemble averaged Macroscopic Von Mises equivalent stress ⟨σ̄eq ⟩ ( ) versus the macroscopic
soft
, of the
applied equivalent strain ε̄, respectively normalized by the initial yield stress and strain, σy0
and εsoft
0
soft matrix. The homogeneous stress of the soft phase ( ) and the hard phase ( ) act as a lower and upper
bound respectively.
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Figure 2.3. Cumulative distribution of (a) the macroscopic Von Mises equivalent stress σ̄eq and (b) the maximum damage indicator Dmax per cell, normalized by their respective ensemble averages ⟨σ̄eq ⟩ and ⟨Dmax ⟩;
both diagrams are for an applied deformation of λ = 1.2. Notice the large difference in horizontal scales.
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Similar to the macroscopic stress, in Figure 2.3(b) a cumulative distribution is given for the maximum damage reached in each of the cells at the final deformation, Dmax . In this case a large scatter
is observed, with an amplitude that is of the same order as the average ⟨Dmax ⟩ (notice the different
horizontal scales used in Figure 2.3). This highlights the influence of the microstructural topology
on damage. In contrast to the macroscopic equivalent stress, the cells are not representative in terms
of damage. For this reason we consider many cells with different distributions of the phases.
2.3.3 Individual responses
To assess the local configurations triggering damage, three different cells on both extremes and at
the center of the distribution in Figure 2.3(b) (i.e. Dmax /⟨Dmax ⟩ ≈ 0.6, 1.0, and 1.6) are analyzed.
These microstructures and their response are shown in Figure 2.4, in which the maximum damage
increases from left to right. From top to bottom the figure shows – for each of these cells – the
microstructure and the distribution of equivalent plastic strain εp , hydrostatic stress σm , and ductile
damage indicator D (only defined in the ductile soft phase).
In the plastic strain distributions shown in Figure 2.4, shear bands develop at angles of approximately 45 degrees with respect to the loading axis. These bands develop predominantly in the soft
phase, as its plastic resistance is lowest. High stress levels are observed in regions where soft and
hard phase are adjacent to each other.
The cell in Figure 2.4(a) is characterized by a region with a large amount of connected soft matrix
material at the bottom right. In this region a significant portion of the plastic strain is taken up.
However, due to the absence of hard phase particles in this region, the hydrostatic stress remains
low and hence little damage is predicted. In the top left part of the unit cell small regions of matrix
material are connected to large islands of the inclusion phase. The resulting strain heterogeneity
causes a large amount of local plastic deformation. However, in this case the hydrostatic stress is
predominantly compressive, resulting in a low level of damage.
In the cell of Figure 2.4(b) the hard phase is distributed more homogeneously. This causes the
plastic deformation to be distributed over the entire cell. As a result, the strain heterogeneity is
lower and therefore also the hydrostatic stress is distributed more uniformly. Similarly to the cell in
Figure 2.4(a) relatively high (positive) stresses are located only in the hard phase and relatively large
plastic deformations occur only in the soft phase. Both phases are able to accommodate this without
indicating significant levels of damage.
In the cell of Figure 2.4(c), a large amount of plastic deformation again develops inside the soft
phase. Locally, high hydrostatic stresses develop due to the vicinity of hard particles. In particular where the soft phase is adjacent (left and right) to the hard inclusion phase, damage reaches a
high level; note that, due to the periodic boundary conditions, the volume element is repeated in all
directions.
2.3.4 Statistical analysis of the topology influence
To more rigorously identify the influence of the topology on damage, the likelihood of finding a
particular phase at a certain position relative to the fracture initiation sites is quantified. Since only
two phases are considered, it is sufficient to quantify the probability of finding the hard phase. If
at a relative position the probability of hard phase is higher than the volume fraction, φhard , having
hard phase at this relative position promotes fracture initiation in the reference element. Likewise, if
the probability is lower than φhard , having soft phase at that relative position promotes damage.
More precisely, the damage weighted average distribution of the phases around fracture initiation
is computed. This is shown first at the level of a single unit cell and subsequently we average also
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hard

soft

(a) lowest damage

(b) intermediate damage

(c) highest damage

Figure 2.4. Simulation results of three randomly generated cells. From left to right, the maximum damage in the
cell is the (a) lowest, (b) intermediate, and (c) highest among all cells. From top to bottom: the microstructure,
equivalent plastic strain εp , hydrostatic stress σm , and damage D at λ = 1.2. The hard phase (i.e. inclusions) is
highlighted by a black outline.
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across all unit cells in the ensemble. The distribution of the hard and soft phase in the cell is described
using a phase indicator, defined as follows:
{
1
for (i, j) ∈ hard
(8)
I(i, j) =
0
for (i, j) ∈ soft
where (i, j) denotes the position in the cell, which for the structured cell can be thought of as the
row and column index of the grid of elements. Likewise, the damage indicator, D(i, j), is known in
every location, resulting from the local mechanical response. The average phase at a certain position
(∆i, ∆j) relative to the fracture initiation sites can now be obtained by calculating the average phase
indicator weighted with the damage indicator, as follows:
∑
i,j D(i, j) I(i + ∆i, j + ∆j)
∑
(9)
ID (∆i, ∆j) =
i,j D(i, j)
where (i, j) loops over all elements in the unit cell, thereby taking the periodicity of the unit cell into
account. By using the damage indicator of the reference element as a weight factor, the surroundings
of a highly damaged element contribute much more to ID than those of a less damaged element.
While averaging, a pattern may thus emerge which characterizes the typical surroundings of highly
damaged elements. Note that without this weight factor, one would expect to recover a uniform
probability equal to the volume fraction. To be less sensitive to statistical fluctuations, the ensemble
average is taken, i.e. the result is averaged for all unit cells, resulting in the ensemble weighted average
⟨ID ⟩ as a function of the relative position (∆i, ∆j) with respect to the damage site.
The result is shown in Figure 2.5; note that the size of the region of interest shown in the figure
is smaller than the unit cell. The color scale has been chosen such that the obtained phase patterns
are highlighted. Following the theory above,
⟨ID ⟩(∆i, ∆j) = φhard

(10)

corresponds to no preferential phase, taken as the neutral – white – color in Figure 2.5.
φhard < ⟨ID ⟩(∆i, ∆j) ≤ 1

(11)

shown red in Figure 2.5, corresponds to an elevated probability of the hard phase at a position
(∆i, ∆j) relative to sites with high damage; and
0 ≤ ⟨ID ⟩(∆i, ∆j) < φhard

(12)

shown gray in Figure 2.5, to an elevated probability of the soft phase at that relative position. It is
remarked that the color varies in the range (0, 0.5) and is constant for (0.5, 1) in order to avoid an
optical bias.
The result, in Figure 2.5, shows that in the immediate surrounding area the (centered) soft element
is flanked to the left and right by hard elements, and by soft elements to the top and bottom – see
Figure 2.6(b) for a sketch of this pattern. The orientation of this critical feature coincides with the
direction of applied principal strain. Furthermore, an elevated probability of hard phase on both sides
of this feature is observed aligned with the tensile deformation. An elevated probability of matrix
phase is observed in ±65 degree angles1 through the critical feature. Far away from the central
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Figure 2.5. The ensemble averaged indicator function weighed by the damage, ⟨ID ⟩. As denoted by the axes,
the origin is arbitrarily chosen in the center. The neutral color coincides with the volume fraction of the hard
phase, φhard = 0.25; red implies an elevated probability of finding hard phase whereas gray implies soft phase
– for 0.5 ≤ ⟨ID ⟩ ≤ 1.0 a single color is used.

feature ⟨ID ⟩ decays to the volume fraction φhard , which is indicated in white in the figure. In other
words, there is no preferential topology in these areas.
Note that (9) is constructed by linearly weighing the distribution with the damage indicator. The
results do not significantly change when a different weighing is applied. In particular, a weighing
has been applied in which for each cell only the maximum damage is taken into account, and the
remaining elements are assigned zero weight. This leads to somewhat more scatter but essentially
the same pattern as shown in Figure 2.5.
From the results above, including the simulation results discussed in Section 2.3, it is clear that the
highest damage occurs in the critical topological feature sketched in Figure 2.6(b). The importance
of such a feature has been observed previously in the literature [11, 13, 31]. It may also be regarded
as a generalization of a small region of soft matrix interrupting a band of hard phase, which is known
to be a critical location in dual-phase steel [17]. The exact orientation was however not identified
previously.
The identified feature only leads to a high damage indicator when aligned unfavorably to the
applied deformation. Indeed, when the feature is rotated 90 degrees (i.e. when the hard particles are
located above and below, instead of left of right, with respect to the central matrix region of matrix)
damage is always zero, see e.g. the examples in Figure 2.4. Furthermore, the damage level is strongly
influenced by the surrounding topology in the vicinity of the feature. The latter explains why the
maximum damage varies significantly among the cells of Figure 2.4(a–c) even though each of them
contains a number of critical features. Both of these influences – i.e. the orientation of the feature,
as well as of the topology in the vicinity of the feature – are addressed in more detail in the next
subsection.
1 Figure 2.5 is in the (undeformed) reference configuration, using the push-forward to the current configuration the matrix
phase bands are approximately under ±55 degree angles.
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2.3.5 Mechanics of the critical feature
In the critical feature, a small region of matrix has to accommodate most of the local plastic deformation, as the neighboring inclusion phase particles are (much) harder. Previously, a tensile hydrostatic
stress has been observed in the critical feature of Figure 2.6(b). This stress state is caused by the
phase boundary separating the hard and soft phase. This can be shown by evaluating the stress state
in a two-phase laminate of which the phases are perfectly bonded. The interface between the phases
is characterized by a normal vector ⃗n = cos θ ⃗ex + sin θ ⃗ey , where θ equals either 0 or 90 degrees.
Consider such a laminate, in which we neglect elastic deformations in the composite and thus assume
a rigid-plastic response. The incompressibility assumed for the plastic part of the deformation and
compatibility implies that the deformation in both phases is identical to the macroscopically applied
deformation. Based on the deformation gradient tensor in (3) (characterized by the stretch factor λ)
the following plastic deformation rate tensor is obtained:
Dpk =

)
λ̇ (
⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey ⃗ey
λ

where k is used to denote each of the phases.
From the flow rule it is known that
( d )k
k
3 k σ
Dp = 2 ε̇p
k
σeq

(13)

(14)

( )k
where σ d is the deviatoric stress tensor in phase k and the effective plastic strain rate
2 λ̇
ε̇kp = √
3λ

(15)

k
By substitution of the above and setting σeq
= σyk we find

( d )k
σyk
σ
= √ (⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey ⃗ey )
3

(16)

The total stress tensor in phase k then reads
( )k
σyk
k
k
σ k = σm
I + σ d = σm
I + √ (⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey ⃗ey )
3

(17)

with I the second order unit tensor.
Because perfect bonding has been assumed, at the interface the normal stress is continuous, i.e.
⃗n · σ soft · ⃗n = ⃗n · σ hard · ⃗n

(18)

Substitution of (17) yields
σysoft
σyhard
soft
hard
σm
+ √ cos 2θ = σm
+ √ cos 2θ
3
3
Furthermore the average, or macroscopic, hydrostatic stress
(
) soft
hard
σ̄m = 1 − φhard σm
+ φhard σm

(19)

(20)
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hard
soft
Using this equation to eliminate σm
, equation (19) results in an expression for σm
. Using σ̄m = 0
(since the macroscopic deformation in (3) is isochoric) this expression reads

)
φhard ( hard
soft
σm
= √
σy − σysoft cos(2θ)
3

(21)

soft
Since σysoft < σyhard we can determine the sign of σm
as a function of θ; i.e. it is positive for θ = 0
degrees and negative for θ = 90 degrees.
Using the result above, we can now understand that indeed the orientation of the identified
topological feature determines the sign of the hydrostatic stress at its center. To this end the feature
is first regarded as a horizontal band with intermediate material properties to the soft and hard phase
(i.e. σysoft < σyband < σyhard ), as is illustrated in Figure 2.6(c). From (21), with θ = π/2 we find
that the hydrostatic stress in the band is tensile, while it is compressive in the soft phase around it.
The band actually consists of hard particles and a soft region, separated by vertical phase boundaries
(see Figure 2.6(d)). This implies that the hydrostatic stress in the hard particles is lower than the
band average and that the matrix element at the center experiences a higher (tensile) hydrostatic
stress. A high tensile hydrostatic stress in the central soft element result, rendering it susceptible for
damage. Note that if the applied deformation is reversed, or the geometry of the feature is rotated by
90 degrees, the central soft element experiences compression and it is therefore unlikely to develop
damage.

- - - + -

+ + +
- - (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.6. Approximation of the critical feature, in (b), using a superposition of laminates, in (c–d). The
resulting sign of the hydrostatic stress as a consequence of the orientation of the interface is indicated using
+/− symbols. The orientation of the interface is defined using the interface normal, ⃗n, whose orientation with
respect to the Cartesian basis is defined in (a).

This simplified analysis highlights that in a realistic situation, such as an interrupted hard band,
a small region of matrix phase only develops critical levels of damage when the band is orientated
along the direction of applied positive strain.
2.3.6 Influence of the neighborhood of the critical feature
Among the numerous critical features present in all unit cells considered, the highest levels of damage
occur by the interplay of different topological influences stemming from the area surrounding the
feature, leading to the distribution shown in Figure 2.5. We illustrate the governing influences in
this section by employing idealized deterministic microstructures. In these idealized microstructures,
first a critical feature is placed in the (center of) the cell. We limit ourselves to the configuration in
which a band of hard phase particles (spanning the entire width of the cell) is interrupted by one
matrix element, as this appears to be the most critical case. Bands of soft matrix phase of specific
orientation are then introduced, as discussed below. Finally, the remainder of the cell contains a
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third, uniform phase the properties of which are determined by a rule of mixtures, i.e. the yield stress
of this third, mixture phase at a certain effective plastic strain equals
(
)
σymixture = 1 − φhard σysoft + φhard σyhard
(22)
where φhard = 0.25; σysoft and σyhard are the yield stresses of the soft and hard phase. This mixture
phase is used to model the surrounding ‘composite’ of hard and soft phases. It is used merely to
eliminate the effect of randomness in this part of the cell, while preserving a certain degree of contrast
with the properties of the soft and hard phases. The use of the simple rule of mixtures results in
some degree of approximation and as a consequence results cannot directly be compared to those
of the fully randomized cells.
In Figure 2.7(a) the band of soft phase is oriented perpendicular to the interrupted band of hard
inclusion phase. As explained in Section 2.3.5 this configuration leads a high hydrostatic stress inside
this band of soft phase. However, due to the absence of soft phase in the direction of deformation,
the plastic strain (and therefore also the damage) remains small.
To introduce a high plastic strain, bands of the soft phase are oriented at favorable angles of
±45 degrees in Figure 2.7(b). The response indeed shows a large amount of permanent deformation
along these bands and in the central soft element. However, due to the orientation of the bands of
matrix material, the stresses are compressive in the central soft element. For this reason, again, the
damage indicator is low.
The most critical configuration is obtained by combining the effect of stress and strain. As
observed in Figure 2.7(c), this is accomplished by a trade-off between the configurations displaying
high levels of stress and strain. The angle of the bands of soft phase is chosen under ±55 degree
angles in the deformed configuration, thereby close to ±45 degrees to obtain maximum strain, while
a positive hydrostatic stress is obtained. From the response of this configuration it is observed
that due to the orientation of the bands of the soft phase, tensile stresses develop while permanent
deformation is allowed. Quantitatively, the damage is larger than in any of the randomly generated
microstructures. This configuration is similar to the distribution that appears in the probability of
hard phase around the element displaying the highest damage, see Figure 2.5.

2.4 Parameter study
Above the influence of the microstructural topology on damage has been investigated. In addition
to the identified topological influence, there are other parameters which influence the damage. In
this section, we consider the influence of two of these parameters: the volume fraction and hardness
of the inclusion phase.
2.4.1 Effect of the hardness
To investigate the influence of the inclusion hardness, the right hand side in the hardening law (1) is
multiplied by χhard to obtain
(
)
hard
hard
+ H hard εpn
(23)
σyhard = χhard σy0
hard
where σy0
, H hard and nhard are defined in (2). The factor χhard is a scaling factor; for χhard = 1
the reference case considered above is recovered. We choose the microstructure identical to that in
the cell in Figure 2.4(c), displaying the highest damage at the final stage of deformation.
The computed responses for two additional values of the inclusion hardness are shown in Figure 2.8. For χhard = 0.7, in Figure 2.8(a), the hardness of the inclusion phase is close to that of the
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hard

mixture
soft

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.7. Response of regularized microstructures, which display (a) stress dominated damage, (b) strain
dominated damage, and (c) a critical combination of stress and strain. From top to bottom: the microstructure,
normalized equivalent plastic strain εp , hydrostatic stress σm , and damage indicator D at λ = 1.2.
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matrix and the response is practically homogeneous. Compared to the reference, in Figure 2.4(c),
the damage indicator in the critical cell is reduced by 90%.
In Figure 2.8(b), which corresponds to χhard = 1.3, the contrast between the properties of
the phases is increased with respect to the reference case. Consequently the contrast in the stress
and strain distributions increases as well and a much higher level of damage is reached at the same
deformation (cf. Figure 2.4(c)). In this case, the damage indicator in the critical cell in increased
by 105% compared to the reference in Figure 2.4(c). Qualitatively the distribution of plastic strain,
hydrostatic stress, and damage, are more or less unaffected by the change in χhard . The highest
damage indicators are located in the critical feature identified above.

(a) χhard = 0.7

(b) χhard = 1.3

Figure 2.8. Response for different hardnesses of the inclusion phase: (a) χhard = 0.7 and (b) χhard = 1.3, for
the periodic cell of Figure 2.4(c). From top to bottom: the normalized equivalent plastic strain εp , hydrostatic
stress σm , and damage D.

When the macroscopic stress is studied it is found, as expected, that the macroscopic hardening
increases with χhard , as is observed in Figure 2.9(a). In this figure, the macroscopic Von Mises
equivalent stress σ̄eq is shown as a function of the applied equivalent strain ε̄ for the three different
values of χhard considered above (0.7, 1.0, and 1.3). Compared to the reference, for which χhard =
1, σ̄eq decreases 6% for χhard = 0.7 and increases 4% for χhard = 1.3 respectively at the same
applied deformation.
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(a) varying hardness

(b) varying volume fraction

Figure 2.9. The macroscopic Von Mises equivalent stress σ̄eq as a function of the macroscopic applied equivalent (logarithmic) strain ε̄ for varying (a) hardness of the inclusion phase characterized by the factor χhard , and
(b) volume fraction of the inclusion phase φhard .

2.4.2 Effect of the volume fraction
Next, the volume fraction of the inclusion phase, φhard , is varied with the original reference value of
the inclusion hardness (i.e. χhard = 1). In addition to the reference volume fraction of φhard = 0.25
we consider φhard = 0.10 and 0.40. These values span the range of realistic values for e.g. dual-phase
steel. For each volume fraction 400 randomly distributed cells are evaluated.
Similar to the hardness, changing the volume fraction affects the macroscopic response. This is
shown in Figure 2.9(b), which is representative for each cell with a different φhard . The initial yield
stress increases with the volume fraction, while the hardening is more or less constant (i.e. the curves
are parallel). Specifically, for φhard = 0.40 it increases by 6% compared to the reference (width
φhard = 0.25), while for φhard = 0.10 it decreases by 5% at the final increment of deformation.
To compare the individual responses and the properties of onset of fracture for the different
φhard the onset of ductile fracture is defined as a critical damage indicator value, which is arbitrarily
soft
taken as Dc = 80 εsoft
0 σy0 . The average strain and stress at this level of damage are defined as the
f
fracture onset strain ε̄f and fracture onset stress σ̄eq
respectively.
The cumulative distributions of the fracture onset strain and stress for all cells with different
φhard are shown in Figure 2.10(a) and (b) respectively. For φhard = 0.10 the critical level of damage
is not reached in all cells at the final level of applied deformation. However, the focus is here given on
the lowest part of the distribution, which is fully characterized. From Figure 2.10(a) it is observed that
the fracture onset strain ε̄f decreases with increasing volume fraction of hard phase, φhard , and that
it is significantly affected by the microstructure. From Figure 2.10(b) it is observed that the fracture
f
onset stress σ̄eq
among each of the 400 realizations is affected much less by the microstructure (notice
the limited range on the horizontal axis in this diagram): it slightly increases with φhard . These effects
have been recognized in the literature, e.g. the effect of the martensite volume fraction in dual-phase
steels [1, 16, 32], or the volume fraction of SiC particles in an aluminum matrix [33].
The individual response is now analyzed for cells with the lowest fracture onset strain ε̄f . For
the reference case, where φhard = 0.25, this response is shown in Figure 2.4(c). For φhard = 0.10
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(a) fracture onset strain

(b) fracture onset stress

f
Figure 2.10. The cumulative probability Φ of the (a) fracture onset strain ε̄f and (b) fracture onset stress σ̄eq
as a function of their normalized values for 400 random realizations, for each volume fraction of hard inclusion
phase φhard = 0.10, 0.25, and 0.40.

and 0.40 the response is shown in Figure 2.11(a) and (b) respectively.
For φhard = 0.10, in Figure 2.11(a), it is observed the plastic strain has a relatively low degree of heterogeneity. Only slightly elevated plastic strains appear inside the critical features (of
Figure 2.6(b)). A similar observation is made for the hydrostatic stress, whereby tensile stresses are
found inside these features. Therefore also the damage indicator is elevated in these regions.
A different observation is made for φhard = 0.40 (Figure 2.11(b)). Here a heterogeneous distribution of the plastic strain is observed. A band of high strain is observed in the uninterrupted path
of matrix at approximately −45 degrees (in the deformed configuration). Similarly, the hydrostatic
stress is heterogeneous. Again, the damage indicator is highest inside the critical features.
Although not shown here, we have performed a similar statistical analysis as in Section 2.3.3 for
the different volume fractions. In the results a similar trend is observed. Consistently, the highest
damage indicator is observed in the critical feature shown in Figure 2.6(b). Furthermore, an increased
probability of hard phase arises in the areas that are aligned with the primary deformation direction;
bands of soft phase are observed under angles of 60 degrees.
2.4.3 Combined effect
Increasing either the hardness or the volume fraction of the hard phase has a similar effect, i.e. an
increase in macroscopic stress but a reduction in ductility. This raises the question whether combinations of hardness and volume fraction exist which do not affect the macroscopic hardening
response, but improve the ductility. To answer this question we have varied the hardness in a wide
range (0.7 ≤ χhard ≤ 1.3) for different volume fractions (φhard = 0.325, 0.40) in addition to the
reference case for which φhard = 0.25 and χhard = 1.0. For each of these volume fractions, the
unit cell for which the fracture onset strain ε̄f is lowest from all 400 randomly distributed cells has
been selected.
In Figure 2.12 the macroscopic stress–strain response for the reference case and the two higher
hard phase volume fractions φhard = 0.325 and 0.40 are shown. The value of the hardness χhard
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hard

soft

(a) φhard = 0.10

(b) φhard = 0.40

Figure 2.11. Response of microstructures with different volume fractions of hard phase, φhard of (a) 0.10, and
(b) 0.40. The cells shown are the ones for which the fracture onset strain ε̄f is lowest out of 400 realizations (for
each φhard ). From top to bottom: the microstructure, the normalized equivalent plastic strain εp , hydrostatic
stress σm , and damage indicator D.
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is chosen such that the macroscopic response is the same for all three combinations of φhard and
χhard . Each of the curves has been truncated at the onset of ductile fracture, i.e. when the damage
indicator reaches the critical value somewhere in the cell (see above). In the curves, this point has been
highlighted. By increasing the volume fraction of the hard phase while at the same time decreasing
the hardness, the fracture onset strain and fracture onset stress are increased significantly while the
macroscopic hardening response remains unaffected. A similar conclusion can be found, although
not explicitly, in the work of Choi et al. [1] in which both the hardness and volume fraction of
martensite are varied for dual-phase steel. Povirk [7] observes that when the contrast between the
hard and soft phase is increased, the local plastic deformation in the soft phase increases. This is
consistent with the present results, but neglects the influence of the (hydrostatic) stress on failure.

Figure 2.12. Comparison of the onset of ductile fracture for different combinations of hard phase volume
fraction φhard and hardness χhard , resulting in the same macroscopic hardening behavior. Different volume
fractions are denoted by different markers. The onset of ductile fracture, i.e. point where each curve has been
truncated, is highlighted using a bigger marker.

2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Confrontation with experimental observations
Based on the results obtained a critical topological feature in terms of the onset of ductile fracture
has been identified, i.e. a small region of matrix phase flanked on both sides by hard phase particles
which are aligned with the direction of applied positive strain (see Figure 2.6).
Experimentally, damage has been observed in such a feature on several occasions [e.g. 11, 17, 34].
Williams et al. [11] performed a quantitative analysis of particle fracture and void growth in a metal
matrix composite in which SiC particles are embedded in an aluminum matrix. An example of a
reconstructed tomographic slice is shown in Figure 2.13(a). In this figure, damage events similar to
the critical feature of Figure 2.6 are highlighted by a red square, cracking of the hard particles or
inclusion damage as black triangles, and other events by a black ellipse; the direction of deformation
is indicated by arrows. Similarly, Hoefnagels et al. [34] performed a quantitative analysis of damage
in a dual-phase steel. Figure 2.13(b) shows an image cross section made using scanning electron
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microscopy. From these two examples it is obvious that most of damage events in the soft phase
occur in a feature similar to the critical feature in Figure 2.6. Only some damage events in the soft
phase occur in other regions. Cracking of the hard phase or inclusion induced damage is highlighted
as another major damage mechanism, which is not included in the present analysis. Note that damage
events different from Figure 2.6 might also be explained by the unknown sub-surface microstructure.

(a) metal matrix composite

(b) dual phase steel

Figure 2.13. Observations of damage incidents observed in (a) a SiC particle reinforced aluminum alloy matrix,
and (b) a dual-phase steel. The pictures are cross-sections of (a) a specimen loaded in uniaxial tension, and
analyzed using tomography (courtesy of Williams et al. [11]); and (b) of a specimen loaded biaxially and analyzed
using SEM (courtesy of Hoefnagels et al. [8, 34]). In both pictures the direction of deformation has been
indicated by arrows. The damage events similar to the identified critical feature (see Figure 2.6) are highlighted
by a red square, cracking of the hard particles or inclusion damage are indicated as black triangles, and other
events by a black ellipse.

2.5.2 Model approximations
The simple microstructural model used in this study has provided valuable insights into the influence
of the topology of the microstructure on damage indicator in the matrix phase of a ductile multi-phase
material. In particular the highly idealized microstructure enabled a systematic analysis. For this
purpose, a number of assumption had to be made. The influence of these assumptions is discussed
next.
To generate the microstructure we have used square hard particles and square elements of matrix
material. To focus on topological influences, we have considered only element averaged quantities.
Doing so, the effect of geometrical singularities of the square shaped cells vanishes upon meshrefinement. This is further confirmed by considering a different topology. To this end, a cell comprising hexagonal cells is considered. We again consider 400 randomly generated periodic cells with
a volume fraction of 0.25 of the hard phase, loaded in pure shear. Figure 2.14 shows the response
of the cell with the highest level of damage. In accordance with the above, we observe that damage
is highest where hard inclusion phase particles are located left and right of a small region of matrix
material, qualitatively similar to Figure 2.6.
A two-dimensional microstructure has been used throughout this paper. Both model and analysis
can trivially be extended to three dimensions. However a systematic analysis that studies different
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Figure 2.14. The response of a microstructure comprising hexagonal, instead of square, cells. From left to
right: the normalized equivalent plastic strain εp , hydrostatic stress σm , and damage D; all taken at the stretch
factor λ = 1.2.

three-dimensional deformation states using a sufficiently large unit cell and ensemble is outside the
scope of this paper, and will be performed in a forthcoming contribution. Here, a preliminary analysis
is performed to verify that the main conclusions are not dominated by restricting the model to two
dimensions. Therefore, a full three-dimensional random microstructure, shown in Figure 2.15(a), is
subjected to the pure shear deformation according to (3). The same model, extended with periodicity
conditions in all three spatial directions, is used to calculate the mechanical response. An additional
approximation is made by discretizing each element using only one tri-quadratic finite element (see
Figure 2.15(a)). The mesh refinement study has shown that although this discretization leads to a
solution that is qualitatively correct, quantitatively the response is overly stiff. The result is therefore
only used only as a qualitative verification of the main conclusions. Of particular interest thereby
is the arrangement of the phases around high damage. The presented result is therefore taken in
a cross section parallel to the xy-plane in which damage is maximum. The response in terms of
plastic strain and the damage indicator is shown in Figure 2.15(b–c). In comparing the results to the
earlier results in Figure 2.4(c), it is observed the qualitative features are the same. In Figure 2.15(b),
the highest values of plastic strain are located in the soft phase in bands under ±45 degree angles.
The clear difference is that the plastic strain in the hard phase is elevated compared with the twodimensional case, which is an artifact of the chosen numerical discretization in the three-dimensional
model. In Figure 2.15(c), the highest values of the damage are located in the soft elements that have
a hard element to the left and right and a soft element to the top and bottom, qualitatively similar to
Figure 2.6.
The influence of grain boundaries and grain orientation (in particular in the soft phase) has been
disregarded. This made the identification of the distribution of the hard inclusion phase well defined.
When the orientation would be taken into account, for instance using a crystal plasticity constitutive
model, additional requirements on the orientation of the elements in the critical feature may be
identified. Such an analysis only makes sense for a specific class of materials.
For the propagation of a crack (i.e. when the mechanical influence of damage is incorporated),
the shape of the elements may be of influence. In this case, also the choice of a simple damage
parameter indicating damage should be reviewed. Furthermore, the effect of element orientation
may be more pronounced, and the assumption of an, isotropic, elasto–plastic constitutive model
may be too restrictive as well.
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Figure 2.15. The mechanical response of a three-dimensional microstructure subject to pure shear (at the
stretch factor λ = 1.2). From left to right: the microstructure, the normalized equivalent plastic strain εp and
damage indicator D.

2.6

Conclusion

This paper aimed to study the local morphology governing the onset of fracture of a ductile multiphase material. The influence of the microstructural topology on the onset of ductile damage in
the, relatively soft, matrix phase was analyzed. To this end we have used a highly idealized twodimensional microstructural model in which topological influences are clearly identified. A large
number of periodic cells have been investigated using a statistical framework making use of a simple
damage indicator. We have identified the topological influences that lead to the highest damage indicator, i.e. the greatest probability of fracture. Besides the insights to fracture initiation, the presented
framework has much potential to more systematically study the relation between microstructural
morphology and fracture initiation. Indeed, the analysis may equally be applied in three dimensions,
and one could also imagine calculating the average arrangement of phase around fracture initiation
by directly using microscopic images.
This analysis has resulted in the identification of a single topological feature which is most sensitive to damage. In this feature, a small region of soft matrix material has hard inclusion phase particles
on opposing sides; a similar observation was made by Kadkhodapour et al. [13, 31] for dual-phase
steel. In the special case where additional hard phase particles are located on both sides, this feature
resembles the interrupted bands frequently encountered in (industrially processed) dual-phase steel
[17].
The presence of the critical topological feature in the microstructure does not guarantee high
damage. By analyzing the mechanics, it was found that such a configuration is only critical when
aligned unfavorably with respect to the deformation. This is a consequence of the fact that the
sign of the hydrostatic stress in the critical matrix element depends on the orientation of the phase
boundaries. Specifically it was found that when the critical topological feature is rotated 90 degrees
(or the loading reversed) damage is always zero, due to the compressive stresses.
Besides the orientation, also the topology in the vicinity of the critical feature appears to have a
significant influence on the indicated level of damage. Two mechanisms were identified. First, the
number of hard phase particles along the direction of the maximum principal strain correlated with
a more positive hydrostatic stress in the feature (i.e. more damage generally develops in a stronger
hard phase band that is interrupted by a small region of matrix material). Second, a large amount of
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soft matrix in the direction of deformation causes high plastic deformation, and therefore damage.
Also here, the orientation is essential. Depending on the orientation of a band of matrix material,
either tensile or compressive stresses can develop respectively increasing or decreasing damage.
The analysis above was extended to address the influence of two other parameters: the volume
fraction and hardness of the hard inclusion phase. It was found that the topological feature, discussed
above, was critical regardless of these parameters. Analyzing the overall fracture onset strain and
fracture onset stress using a critical damage indicator has shown that the fracture strain decreases with
increasing volume fraction or hardness of the hard phase. At the same time, also the macroscopic
hardening increases. By varying both parameters at the same time, for constant macroscopic stress–
strain curve, an improvement of the predicted fracture onset strain (and, to a lower degree, the
fracture onset stress) is obtained by increasing the volume fraction of the hard phase while at the
same time decreasing its hardness. For dual-phase steel a similar observation has been made, using
both experiments and models [16, 19].
It should be emphasized that in this paper, we have limited ourselves to modeling the onset of
fracture of the ductile matrix and all of the above conclusions are based on this single failure mechanism. In reality, it is obvious that other failure mechanisms, such as e.g. fracture of the hard phase,
contribute as well. We however believe that precisely by being able to ‘switch off’ such additional
mechanisms, which is not easily done in experiments, much additional insight can be obtained on a
single mechanism – whereby similar studies on the alternative mechanisms may be equally insightful.
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CHAPTER 3
Damage statistics in experiments

Abstract
An original experimental approach is presented to automatically determine the average phase distribution around damage sites in multi-phase materials. An objective measure is found to be the
average intensity around damage sites, calculated using many images. This method has the following
benefits: no phase identification or manual interventions are required, and statistical fluctuations and
measurement noise are effectively averaged. The method is demonstrated for dual-phase steel, revealing subtle unexpected differences in the morphology surrounding damage in strongly and weakly
banded microstructures.
Keywords: microstructure; morphology; damage; multi-phase materials; image processing
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3.1 Introduction
Multi-phase materials typically consist of multiple phases with distinct mechanical and physical properties. Their fracture behavior is only partially understood, as the morphology – often complex –
plays a crucial role (e.g. in multi-phase metals [1], concrete [2], and geophysics [3]). Experimental
approaches towards systematic characterization of the microstructural morphology in damaged regions are cumbersome, whereas a reliable methodology might yield new insights and more accurate
input for (macroscopic) damage models [4–6].
Different statistical descriptors have been developed for arbitrary (microstructural) morphologies. Well known examples are the two-point probability or auto-correlation function and the lineal
path function [7, 8]. For an isolated inclusion phase (e.g. spherical particles) additional descriptors
have been developed that convey more information, such as the two-point cluster function and the
radial distribution function [9]. Almost all measures however require explicit knowledge of the spatial
distribution of phases. This knowledge is difficult to obtain experimentally and requires extensive
manual processing as the contrast between the phases is often low [10]. Furthermore, they are aimed
at the quantification of the distribution and/or size of a single phase, while a conditional probability
is needed to characterize the neighborhood of a phase (e.g. morphology around damage).
In Chapter 2 the spatial correlation between damage and phase distribution was characterized
by calculating the average arrangement of phases around damage sites. Extending this analysis to
an experimental setting faces the problem that Chapter 2 considered equi-sized grains in the model,
corresponding to a finite set of discrete positions (distance measures) that coincide with the grains.
In reality the position is continuous (finely discretized experimentally through digital images) and
the grains are irregular in position and shape. Furthermore the interpretation in Chapter 2 made
use of the explicit knowledge of the phases and damage as a function of the position, not available
experimentally.
This letter presents a methodology to quantify the conditional spatial correlation between a
uniquely identified feature (e.g. damage) and its surrounding morphology directly from a micrograph,
without the need for an explicit description of the morphology. As a proof of principle the average
arrangement of martensite and ferrite around damage in a dual-phase steel microstructure is characterized. It is well known that in commercial grades martensite often presents a banded structure,
which has a strong influence on the damage [1]. Two different grades of steel are therefore compared that evidence strongly and weakly banded martensite. Tensile tests on these steel grades show
that the weakly banded microstructure has a lower fracture strain, which is in disagreement with the
common understanding. The proposed analysis provides novel insights into this topic.

3.2 Technique
The spatial correlation analysis1 is discussed in detail in this section, using an artificial example for
which the average distribution of two phases around damage sites is quantified based on an image.
Several aspects have to be carefully considered to obtain statistically meaningful results. To simplify
notation, the analysis is based on fields that are discretized in space.
Consider the example in Figure 3.1(a), which shows part of a periodic microstructure comprising two phases: circular inclusions (white) embedded in a matrix (gray). The inclusions have been
numerically generated by randomly perturbing the size and position of an initially regular grid of equisized circles with diameter 2R̄. Damage (black) is mimicked by shifting each inclusion to the right,
1 The implementation is open-source. It is optimized, applicable to large sets of high resolution images
(https://tdegeus@bitbucket.org/tdegeus/gooseeye.git and www.geus.me/gooseeye).
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applying a position perturbation, and shrinking it by a factor two. These dimensions are indicated in
the zoom next to Figure 3.1(a). Two fields are used to describe this image: the image intensity I and
the damage indicator D. For this example I(⃗xi ) = 1 in the inclusion phase (white), I(⃗xi ) = 1/2
in the matrix (gray), and I(⃗xi ) = 0 in damage (black). The damage indicator D(⃗xi ) = 1 inside the
damage (black) and is zero elsewhere. The position ⃗xi denotes the position of a pixel, taken at the
position (i, j) in the pixel matrix.
The phase probability P around damage is calculated as the weighted average
∑
W(⃗xi ) I(⃗xi + ∆⃗x)
P(∆⃗x) = ∑i
(1)
xi )
i W(⃗
where the weight factor W(⃗xi ) = D(⃗xi ) for this example. The spatial average is obtained by looping
over all pixels i (optionally excluding a boundary region of half the dimensions of the region-ofinterest). It thus corresponds to the normalized discrete convolution between W and I. The result is
the expectation value of the intensity, P, at a certain position ∆⃗x relative to the damage site. It scales
with the image contrast. In the limit case that I and W are separate fields that are both explicitly
known (i.e. zero or one), P is the probability to find I at a certain position relative to W.
The analogy of P with a probability allows the interpretation of its value based on simple statistical arguments. If there is no correlation between I and W, then P = Ī, with Ī the spatial average
of I. If, at a position ∆⃗x relative to the damage site, more inclusion phase is found than its spatial
average, then P(∆⃗x) > Ī and vice versa.
For the example the result is shown in Figure 3.1(b), where the colormap recovers the extremes
(black and white) of the image. Directly to the left of the center (where the damage is) P ≫ Ī,
i.e. the inclusion phase is identified there. Directly around the center, in all other directions, P ≈
0 which corresponds to damage (black in the image). At larger distance, P < Ī corresponding
to predominantly matrix phase. Several lighter regions indicate a long-range correlation between
damage and inclusion, an intrinsic property of the example for which the inclusion positions are not
random but a random perturbation of an initially regular arrangement.
The most obvious artifact in this result is that directly around the damage in the center, damage
is identified in a region that corresponds to the size of the damage sites, R̄. As the goal is to identify
the phase around damage, this cross-correlation of damage should be avoided. It is accounted for
through a mask M, which is defined such that I(⃗xi ) is ignored for all pixels where M(⃗xi ) = 0. To
remove “damaged” pixels M(⃗xi ) = 1 − D(⃗xi ). The average phase around damage is now:
∑
W(⃗xi ) [IM](⃗xi + ∆⃗x)
P(∆⃗x) = ∑i
(2)
xi ) M (⃗xi + ∆⃗x)
i W(⃗
where the mask in the numerator ensures that the contribution of I in the damaged areas is omitted,
and the mask in the denominator corrects the normalization for the reduced number of data-points.
The interpretation of P is therefore unaffected.
The result is shown in Figure 3.1(c), where the cross-correlation between damage pixels is removed, i.e. the black central region in Figure 3.1(b) is absent. Instead, matrix phase is identified
there, as expected. Although this result is qualitatively correct, quantitatively the statistical properties
of the microstructure have not been preserved. To visualize this, the typical dimensions of the damage and inclusions are indicated in Figure 3.1(c) where the size of the region of elevated inclusion
probability (directly to the left of damage) has a diameter of 3R̄, while, by statistical arguments, it
should have a diameter of 2R̄. This results from equation (2), where every damage pixel is separately
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taken into account. Hence, the resulting phase distribution is smeared over an area equal to the
average damage size, in this case R̄.
To obtain a more accurate result, the damage site is collapsed to a single point by using the analogy
to the pore-size probability density (the probability that a point lies at a certain distance of the closest
pore-edge [11]). The basic idea is to quantify the average phase P at position ∆⃗x relative to the edge
of the damage site. Therefore equation (1) is modified to:
∑
P(∆⃗x) = ∑i
i

W(⃗xi ) [IM](⃗xi + ⃗δi (∆⃗x) + ∆⃗x)
W(⃗xi ) M (⃗xi + ⃗δi (∆⃗x) + ∆⃗x)

(3)

where the weight factor W(⃗xi ) equals one only in the geometrical center of the individual damage
sites and zero elsewhere, and ⃗δi is the distance between the damage site center and its edge – it
therefore depends on the orientation of ∆⃗x. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1(i), wherein ⃗δi (red) is
that part of the relative position vector inside the damage site, and ∆⃗x (blue) is the part outside the
damage site. The resulting P, defined in the region-of-interest (ROI), depends on the distance ∆⃗x
only, as shown in Figure 3.1(j). A mask is again used to account for the fact that I is undefined in
the (other) damage sites. Note that the same weight has been assigned to each individual damage
site, in different context other choices may be appropriate – straightforwardly applied to (3).
The result is shown in Figure 3.1(d). As observed, the global pattern is the same as in the earlier
results (Figures 3.1(b,c)). The essential difference is that the size of the region of elevated inclusion
probability directly left to damage now has diameter 2R̄, which coincides with the average inclusion
diameter.
Because this method compares the information of all damage sites at once, it is insensitive to (a
high degree of) measurement noise and a low intensity contrast between the phases. It only relies
on an explicit knowledge of the damage (not of the phases). This is demonstrated by extending the
example to a more realistic setting. In Figure 3.1(e), matrix and inclusions are changed to an intensity
close to each other and Gaussian noise is added to mimic image noise. The resulting contrast is low,
whereby the noise is of the same amplitude as the intensity contrast between the two phases. The
results are shown in Figures 3.1(f–h). The orange color is again chosen as the average intensity Ī.
The results coincide with the results of Figures 3.1(b–d). A limited amount of noise is still visible in
Figure 3.1(h) due to reduced number of data-points (one per damage site). The noise
√ reduces with
increasing field-of-view: the root-mean-square of the noise decreases by a factor n – with n the
number of damage sites. This dependency was verified using the example from this section (results
not shown).

3.3 Proof of principle: the dual-phase steel case
As case study, the average arrangement of martensite and ferrite around damage in a dual-phase
steel is characterized. Two grades are compared: one with strongly banded martensite (commercial
DP600) and one which has been heat-treated to remove the martensite bands as much as possible.
For both cases, a millimeter-sized tensile specimen is loaded to fracture. The microstructure is examined in the cross-section along the tensile direction, at least 50µm away from the fracture surface. A
series of grinding, polishing, and etching steps are applied to create a small height difference between
martensite and ferrite, providing contrast in the secondary electron mode of the scanning electron
microscope (e.g. Figures 3.2(a,c) for the two grades). In the resulting images martensite is brighter
than ferrite. Several damage sites are also visible in Figures 3.2(a,c), however they cannot be uniquely
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Figure 3.1. Virtual experiment in the ideal setting: no noise and high phase contrast (a–d), and the realistic
setting: with noise and low phase contrast (e–h). From top to bottom: (a,e) the two-phase microstructure, (b–
h) the average phase arrangement around a damage site calculated in three different ways. (i–j) An illustration
of (3) (used in (d,h)).
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identified based on intensity alone. To avoid user intervention, a back-scatter electron image is simultaneously acquired to identify the damage uniquely and automatically (see Figure 3.2(b,d)), as the
brightness is zero in the damage sites. This was verified by detailed examination of multiple damaged
cross-sections (e.g. Figure 3.2(f)). To establish a statistically representative set, a series of 16 and 11
images were captured of the two grades respectively, whereby all the scan settings were kept constant
within each batch of images, resulting in a large field-of-view with high spatial resolution.

(a) SE strongly banded DP-steel (c) SE weakly banded DP-steel

(e) edge effect

(b)BSE

(f) FIB-cut

(d)BSE

tension
Figure 3.2. Simultaneously acquired secondary electron (top) and back-scatter electron (bottom) images for
strongly (left) and weakly (right) banded dual-phase steel. Example of: (e) the edge-effect related to sharp
edges, (f) a focused ion beam milled cross-section of a damage site.

The different correlation measures (from Section 3.2) are compared for the strongly banded dualphase steel in Figure 3.3. Note that the color-scales are normalized with the standard deviation of
the intensity, Iσ . All results show the same characteristics: damage occurs in a band of martensite
aligned with the tensile direction (horizontal) with ferrite in the other directions (top and bottom).
However, several correlation measures reveal artifacts for the considered ensemble.
In Figure 3.3(a) equation (2) is applied, showing a clear miss-correlation, with P ≫ Ī in a ring of
approximately 2µm around the center. This ring corresponds to the edge-effect around damage (e.g.
Figure 3.2(e)), caused by the intrinsic artifact of electron microscopy imaging yielding a strong edgeeffect at sharp edges especially in secondary electron mode. This bright ring can be misidentified as
martensite and the smearing effect, discussed above, amplifies this artifact.
To resolve the edge-effect, the mask covering each damage site is expanded using standard image
dilation. To minimize the loss of information, the number of dilation iterations varies from damage
site to damage site and is equal to the square-root of the number of pixels in that damage site. The
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result is shown in Figure 3.3(b), in which the artifact is almost completely removed. What results is
the observation that damage occurs in-between regions of martensite that are aligned in the tensile
direction with ferrite domains in all other directions.
The applied convolution (equation (2)) has two disadvantages: the result is smeared over a region
which scales with the size of the damage, and by definition large damage sites contribute more to
the result. In particular the latter may lead to misleading interpretations. To remove this artifact,
equation (3) is applied to collapse the damage to a single point in Figures 3.3(c–d). As explained, also
with the edge-effect unmasked, its influence is substantially reduced as its size is no longer increased
during the correlation. The final result, with edge effect masked, is shown in Figure 3.3(d). It has the
same characteristics as Figure 3.3(b), however the regions of martensite are more closely comparable
with their average size (estimated from the auto-correlation function, not shown).
(a)

convolution
eq. (2)

(c)

damage center collapse
eq. (3)

damage masked

eq. (2)

-0.5

(d)

0.0

eq. (3)

0.5

damage + edge effect masked

(b)

tension

Figure 3.3. Expectation value of the intensity around damage sites in the strongly banded steel using different
approaches (columns) and different masks (rows).

Finally, the two different grades – with strongly and weakly banded martensite – are compared.
The average arrangement of phases around damage for the two grades is shown in Figure 3.4, wherein
different axes are used to correct for the different grain sizes of the grades. The results have the same
overall pattern: damage occurs in-between martensite aligned with the tensile direction with ferrite
in the other directions. For the strongly banded microstructure, the martensite appears in bands
(Figure 3.4(a)), whereas for the weakly banded microstructure the martensite confined in a relatively
small region (Figure 3.4(b)). This implies that even if the bands are not present, damage still occurs
in-between martensite domains.
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The two grades of steel are quantitatively compared to reveal a surprising difference. Whereby
the scaling of expectation value, P, with the image contrast, Iσ , is employed to obtain a probability
measure that is independent of the image contrast. For Figure 3.4 this implies that the difference in
color between the two results may be interpreted as a difference in martensite and ferrite probability
around the damage sites. The darker regions above and below the damage sites in Figure 3.4(b)
compared with Figure 3.4(a) indicate that the probability of ferrite is lower for the strongly banded
microstructure, i.e. the martensite bands are located in clusters. This gives rise to a hypothesis: as
the fracture strain is 6% higher for the strongly banded microstructure, the presence of clusters of
martensite above and below the damage may delay propagation. Revisiting the images, e.g. Figure 3.2,
confirms this observation. Although further analysis is needed, it is interesting to see how new
insights and hypotheses can originate from the presented, objective, analysis.
(a) strongly banded DP-steel
eq. (3)

(b) weakly banded DP-steel
eq. (3)

0.5

0.0

-0.5
tension

Figure 3.4. Expectation value of the intensity around damage sites in (a) the strongly and (b) weakly banded
dual-phase steel.

3.4 Conclusion and outlook
A methodology has been presented to quantify the spatial arrangement of phases around damage
sites directly using images. This technique is quite general: it may correlate different microstructural
features such as phases, cavities, etc. in the fields of materials science, geophysics, medicine and many
others. It requires no phase identification, no user interaction, and automatically averages out noise.
The interpretation of the result is straightforward as it retains the properties of the original images.
In the context of materials, this technique can readily be applied to three-dimensional tomographic
or serial sectioning measurements [e.g. from 10, 12, 13], for which it is nearly impossible to perform
systematic identifications without an automated analysis technique. Finally the approach does not
rely on a high contrast, which is usually hard to obtain experimentally.
A case study resulted in the average arrangement of martensite and ferrite around damage in
the microstructure of a dual-phase steel. This has led to a surprising observation, easily overlooked
otherwise. This is the key added value of this methodology.
The results also open up the possibility to use the identified average arrangement of phases as a
predictive tool. Indeed in a preliminary study, using the numerical results of Chapter 2, the fracture
initiation sites have been identified accurately.
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CHAPTER 4
Influences of cell shape and damage model

Abstract
The precise mechanisms underlying the failure of multi-phase materials may be strongly dependent
on the material’s microstructural morphology. Micromechanical modeling has provided much insight into this dependence, but uncertainties remain about crucial modeling assumptions. This paper
assesses the influence of different grain shapes, damage indicators, and stress states using a structured
numerical model. A distinct spatial arrangement of phases around fracture incidents is found, consisting of hard regions in the tensile direction interrupted by soft regions in the directions of shear.
These key features are only mildly sensitive to the studied variations.
Keywords: micromechanics; ductile fracture; damage; multi-phase materials; stress triaxiality
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4.1 Introduction
Multi-phase materials, such as dual phase steel, metal matrix composites, etc., are frequently used
in engineering applications. These materials often compromise strength with ductility. This favorable combination of properties is achieved by combining two or more phases at the level of the
microstructure, for example hard (yet brittle) particles embedded in a soft (ductile) matrix. Although
the macroscopic elasto-plastic and hardening behavior may be reasonably well predicted for a given
microstructure [1–5], many uncertainties remain about the dominant failure mechanism(s). Experimental observations based on fractography, in-situ electron scanning microscopy and tomography
suggest that failure often occurs by ductile fracture of the, generally relatively soft, matrix phase
[6–10]. However, also different mechanisms are observed in dual-phase steel [7, 8, 11, 12], and in
metal-ceramic composites in particular with a comparatively hard matrix phase [10, 13].
Several numerical studies have been performed aiming to unravel the complexity of the fracture
mechanisms. These models often use a relatively simple representation of the material in which the
different phases are considered elasto-plastic, whereby fracture is associated with large local plastic
deformation, see [1, 2, 5, 14–16] and others. For example, Choi et al. [14] reported that lower levels
of damage occur when the hard phase is distributed more homogeneously. Only few studies have
performed a systematic analysis of the effect of the local phase distribution on failure. Kumar et al.
[16] generated statistically representative microstructures from which a critical configuration is identified. This so-called “hot-spot” consists of a soft region neighbored on both sides by regions of
the hard phase. It is often recognized that the local incompatibility triggers both a high hydrostatic
stress and high plastic deformation [17]. By combining a large number of different microstructures
a similar observation was made by de Geus et al. [18], who identified the average phase distribution
around the initiation of fracture. In addition to the observations by Kumar et al. [16] it was found
the band of hard phase in the tensile direction is interrupted by a band of soft phase in the direction
of maximum shear.
From a modeling point of view different approaches are used to incorporate and/or study the
micromechanics of a two-phase material. Unit cell models have been used to study the basic micromechanical response, including fracture initiation mechanisms [19–22]. To accommodate the
geometrical complexity of two- or multi-phase materials, models are needed that include a large
number of particles/grains. Models that are based on a real microstructure with all geometrical details, however, suffer from a large number degrees-of-freedom. Furthermore, it is difficult to apply
systematic variations in terms of composition and morphology, without changing other parameters
at the same time, to unravel their influence on fracture initiation. Therefore, structured models consisting of square elements are frequently used [e.g. 16, 18]. Moreover, the numerical complexity is
often reduced by using simplified damage indicators [e.g. 1, 2, 5, 14–16, 18]. It is not trivial to assess
how the resulting conclusions are influenced by the approximations made therein.
In particular, in our earlier work [18], a microstructure of square equi-sized grains was employed
in combination with a simple indicator for fracture initiation, which was based on the well known fact
that ductile fracture takes places when a combination exists of a high hydrostatic tensile stress and
high plastic deformation. The particular interest was to study which characteristic features in the twophase microstructure give rise to such conditions. The main finding was that initiation of fracture is
strongly governed by the local arrangement of the two phases. A critical arrangement was identified
by calculating the average phase distribution around the critical site. It remains, however, questionable to what degree the main conclusions depend on the aforementioned assumptions. The current
contribution aims to remedy this concern, by a critical assessment of the effect of the assumptions
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on the critical phase distribution around fracture initiation. For this purpose, the following analysis
steps are made:
1. The basic, Rice & Tracey-like damage indicator is replaced by a more involved Johnson-Cook
damage indicator.
2. The square cells used to represent the individual phases are compared to hexagonal cells, in
which (in contrast to the squares) the phases are never connected by a single point.
3. The applied pure-shear deformation is extended with a volumetric contribution to consider
different strain paths resulting in different stress states, which remain proportional throughout
the deformation history.
Like de Geus et al. [18], this study is limited to the initiation of ductile fracture in the matrix phase,
initiation of fracture in the hard phase and in the interface between the hard and the soft phase are
not considered. Furthermore, fracture propagation is not considered.
This paper is structured as follows: the microstructural model, including a summary of the main
conclusions by de Geus et al. [18], is discussed in section 4.2. The influence of the respective assumptions are separately discussed in sections 4.3–4.5, followed by a discussion and a summary of
the conclusions in section 4.6.

Nomenclature
A
A
C =A⊗B
C =A·B
c = A : B = Aij Bji

4.2

second order tensor
fourth order tensor
dyadic tensor product
single tensor contraction
double tensor contraction

⟨a⟩
ā
⌊a⌋ = 12 (a + |a|)

ensemble average
volume average
positive part of a

Reference model and summary of earlier results

This section describes the model and summarizes the main conclusions reported by de Geus et al.
[18]. Several parts of the model are slightly modified, whereby the most important difference is
the adopted three-dimensional discretization to allow for more general stress states. Furthermore,
the composition of the microstructure is resolved in a weak sense, only allowing fluctuations in the
individual microstructural volume elements in the ensemble, as discussed below. The presented
results are all generated with the model presented here.
4.2.1

Microstructure

A two-dimensional microstructure is used that consists of two distinct phases, a comparatively hard
phase embedded in a soft phase. An ensemble of 400 randomly generated volume elements is considered, which are assumed periodic to minimize boundary effects. Each of these volume elements
comprises 20 × 20 equi-sized square cells, representing for example grains in a polycrystal. The influence of the shape of these cells is investigated in Section 4.4. These grains are randomly assigned the
properties of either the hard or the soft phase according to a probability equal to the target volume
fraction of hard phase, φhard = 0.25. This implies that the ensemble averaged volume fraction
of hard phase ⟨φhard ⟩ = 0.25, while the hard phase volume fraction of individual volume elements
ranges between 0.19 and 0.31. A typical volume element is shown in Figure 4.1, where the soft phase
is blue and the hard phase is red (with a black outline).
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The finite element method is used to calculate the mechanical response of each volume element.
In order to apply arbitrary stress states, the two-dimensional microstructure is expanded in thickness
direction, and discretized using three-dimensional tri-quadratic cubic finite elements. For each grain
one finite element is used in the out-of-plane direction and 2 × 2 finite elements are used in the two
in-plane directions of Figure 4.1. Numerical integration is done using eight Gauss-points per finite
element.
Given the idealized microstructures only grain-averaged stress and strain measures are computed.
To this end, all output tensor components and scalars are volume averaged over the 32 Gauss points
in the four finite elements in each grain. It has been verified that this discretization is sufficiently
accurate for our purpose, i.e. grain averaged quantities do not change significantly upon mesh refinement. Specifically, the maximum local relative error in terms of the used physical quantities is 1%
with respect to a reference discretization of 10 × 10 tri-quadratic cubic finite elements per grain.

soft
hard

(a) finite element discretization of one grain

(b) volume element

Figure 4.1. One typical volume element out of the ensemble of 400 random volume elements in Figure (b).
The finite element discretization of the individual grains is also shown in Figure (a).

4.2.2 Constitutive model
Both phases are assumed isotropic elasto-plastic and are modeled using the finite strain model due
to Simo [23]. This model relies on the multiplicative split of the deformation gradient tensor into an
elastic and a plastic part:
F = Fe · Fp

(1)

It is defined in the current (deformed) configuration, where the Kirchhoff stress τ is a linear function
of the logarithmic elastic strain as follows:
τ = 12 C : ln be

(2)

with be the elastic Finger tensor; the elastic stiffness
(
C = KI ⊗ I + 2G Is − 13 I ⊗ I)

(3)

in which the bulk modulus K and the shear modulus G depend on the Young’s modulus E and the
Poisson’s ratio ν in the conventional way. Furthermore I is the second order unit tensor, and Is is
the fourth order symmetric unit tensor.
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The plasticity is modeled using a J2 criterion in combination with linear hardening. The elastic
domain is thus bounded by the following yield criterion
ϕ(τ , εp ) = τeq − (τy0 + Hεp ) ≤ 0

(4)

where τeq is the von Mises equivalent stress and εp the equivalent plastic strain; the hardening modulus H and initial yield stress τy0 are material parameters. Finally, a standard associative flow rule
is used. Details on the implementation in the finite element framework (including the consistent
linearization) can be found in the work by Geers [24].
The elastic properties of the two phases are assumed identical; they differ only through the plastic
response. The following parameters are used:
soft
hard
2τy0
τy0
=
= 12 · 10−3
E
E

H hard
2H soft
=
= 16 · 10−3
E
E

ν = 0.3

(5)

which are representative for a wide class of steels, for example dual-phase steel [2, 25].
4.2.3 Damage model
This study is restricted to the initiation of the ductile fracture in the soft phase; the strong hard
phase is assumed not to fracture. In this regime, a damage indicator is used to signal the initiation
of fracture. This indicator does not affect the mechanical behavior, i.e. the material continuously
hardens despite the predicted indicator of damage. A simple damage indicator is used that captures
the essential characteristics of ductile fracture. It accounts for the influence of plastic strain εp and
a positive hydrostatic stress τm in a simple linear combination, i.e.
D=

εp ⌊τm ⌋
Dc

(6)

[cf. 26, 27, and others]. Notice that the above formulation is a simplified version of these models.
The critical damage Dc is introduced to compare this damage indicator to the Johnson-Cook model
in Section 4.3. Both models predict a value of D = 1 at the same applied uni-axial tensile strain; this
results in Dc = 2.75 · 10−4 .
4.2.4 Applied deformation
The periodicity of the microstructure is enforced by means of periodic boundary conditions, which
couple the average displacement of the boundaries to the macroscopic deformation gradient tensor
F̄ . Initially the microstructure is subjected to a macroscopic pure-shear deformation, defined as
follows
(√ )
( √ )
F̄ = F̄d = exp 23 ε̄d ⃗ex⃗ex + exp − 23 ε̄d ⃗ey ⃗ey + ⃗ez ⃗ez
(7)
where ε̄d is the logarithmic stretch ratio. The microstructure is deformed up to ε̄d = 0.2 in 200
increments. In Section 4.5, the deformation is extended with a volumetric part to consider different
stress states.
The band of macroscopic responses of the different volume elements is plotted in Figure 4.2,
with the macroscopic, volume averaged, equivalent stress τ̄eq on the vertical axis and the logarithmic
equivalent strain ε̄d on the horizontal axis. The constitutive response of the soft and the hard phase
is included using a blue and red line respectively. As observed, the macroscopic response of the
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microstructure is a non-linear combination of the constitutive response of the individual phases. The
scatter that is observed between the individual samples can be directly related to the difference in hard
phase volume fraction. The specific arrangement of phases in the volume element has significantly
less influence on the macroscopic response. Indeed, when the volume fraction is the same for each
volume element hardly any scatter is observed [18].

m
hard (ho

ogeneous)

e

microstructur

)

soft (homogeneous

Figure 4.2. Macroscopic equivalent stress τ̄eq as a function of the applied logarithmic equivalent strain ε̄ in
pure shear, for the two homogeneous phases (red and blue) and a band spanning the macroscopic responses
of all volume elements in the ensemble of microstructures, with an average volume fraction of hard phase
⟨φhard ⟩ = 0.25 (black).

4.2.5 Damage hot-spot
In contrast to the macroscopic response, a strong correlation is found between the local phase distribution and the initiation of fracture. To capture this correlation the so-called “damage hot-spot”
is calculated, as in the work by de Geus et al. [18]. This analysis reveals the average arrangement
of the phases as a function of the position relative to the fracture initiation sites, by computing the
probability of finding the hard phase around the fracture initiation sites. If at a certain relative position the probability of hard phase is higher than the volume fraction, ⟨φhard ⟩, having hard phase at
this relative position promotes fracture initiation. Likewise, if the probability is lower than ⟨φhard ⟩,
having soft phase at that relative position promotes damage.
The mathematical formalization is briefly repeated from the work by de Geus et al. [18]. It is first
discussed based on a single volume element, but the results which are presented have additionally
been average on all realizations in the ensemble. The distribution of phases is described using a
so-called phase indicator, defined as follows
{
1
if (i, j) ∈ hard
I(i, j) =
(8)
0
if (i, j) ∈ soft
whereby (i, j) is the position of a grain within the volume element, in this case simply the row/column index in the regular grid. The damage weighted average phase, ID , at a certain distance
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(∆i, ∆j) from fracture initiation is then obtained by:
∑
ID (∆i, ∆j) =

i,j

D(i, j) I(i + ∆i, j + ∆j)
∑
i,j D(i, j)

(9)

whereby (i, j) loops over the grains in the volume element, taking the periodicity of the volume
element into account1 . The ensemble average ⟨ID ⟩ trivially follows by looping over all volume
elements in the ensemble. The quantitative interpretation is now as follows:
⟨φhard ⟩ < ⟨ID ⟩(∆i, ∆j) ≤ 1

(10)

corresponds to an elevated probability of the hard phase at a relative position (∆i, ∆j) to the fracture
initiation sites; and
0 ≤ ⟨ID ⟩(∆i, ∆j) < ⟨φhard ⟩

(11)

to an elevated probability of the soft phase at that relative position.
The result is included in Figure 4.3, taken at the final increment of deformation. The relative
position (∆i, ∆j) to the initiation of fracture is indicated using dashed axes. The applied extension
is in the horizontal direction and the compression is in the vertical direction. The colormap is defined
such that the neutral color (white) corresponds to ⟨φhard ⟩; blue indicates an elevated probability of
soft, and red an elevated probability of hard phase at that relative position to the fracture initiation
sites. Iso-probability contours are used to highlight the main characteristics.
It is observed that – by construction – fracture initiates in the soft phase, indicated by the blue
square at (∆i, ∆j) = (0, 0). Directly to the right and left, in the direction of positive stretch, the
probability of hard phase is close to one, while the probability of soft phase is one in the perpendicular
direction. Further to the left and right an elevated probability of hard phase is found, while soft phase
is found in bands at approximately ±45 degree angles.
These observations are the result of a combination of microstructural mechanisms: (i) a soft
grain interrupting a band of hard phase along the tensile direction experiences high deformation, (ii)
the phase boundary perpendicular to the tensile direction causes a hydrostatic tensile stress, and (iii) a
soft band in the direction of shear, i.e. ±45 degrees, triggers high plastic deformation. The regions of
hard phase in Figure 4.3 are explained by the combination of (i) and (ii). In contrast, the orientation
of the soft regions is the outcome of the competition between (ii) and (iii), resulting in an orientation
between 0 and ±45 degrees. More details of this hot-spot can be found in the work by de Geus et al.
[18].
4.2.6 Simulations
The simulations are performed using an optimized in-house code. For the domain size considered
here, the time to compute the response of one volume element is approximately 15 minutes. Since
the simulations can be done in parallel, the total time to compute the ensemble of volume elements
is dependent on size and availability of the computing cluster.
1 Note that (9) corresponds to a normalized discrete convolution between I and D. Therefore the evaluation for the
special case of a square microstructure can be done using the discrete Fourier transform.
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Figure 4.3. The ensemble averaged “damage hot-spot” ⟨ID ⟩, at the final increment of deformation. The
neutral color coincides with the average indicator, i.e. the hard phase volume fraction ⟨φhard ⟩, consequently
red may be interpreted as a likelihood of the hard phase and blue as that of soft phase.

4.3 Influence of damage model
4.3.1 Johnson-Cook damage model
The damage model as defined in equation (6), in the following referred to as the Rice & Tracey
model, captures the initiation of ductile fracture in a basic manner only. Most critically, the value
of D depends on the history only through the plastic – deviatoric – strain, and only on the current
hydrostatic stress state. The influence of this assumption is assessed by using the more general
history dependent Johnson-Cook model [25, 28]. In this case, the damage indicator is obtained by
integrating the plastic strain rate ε̇p as a function of the stress state over the entire strain path. The
damage indicator then reads
∫
ε̇p
D=
dt
(12)
εc (η)
where the critical strain εc is a function of the local stress triaxiality:
εc = A exp (−Bη) + εpc

(13)

wherein A, B, and the critical plastic strain εpc are material parameters. The stress triaxiality is
defined in the usual way, as the ratio of the hydrostatic and equivalent (shear) stress:
τm
η=
(14)
τeq
The parameters of the Johnson-Cook model are based on the literature. For the class of materials
considered in this paper the parameters are given by Vajragupta et al. [25]:
A = 0.2

B = 1.7

εpc = 0.1

(15)

These parameters were obtained by fitting to response of the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model
for ductile fracture, for which the parameters had an experimental basis. Note again that the Rice
& Tracey model is normalized such that both models reach a value of D = 1 at the same applied
uniaxial strain in a homogeneous soft material.
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4.3.2 Results and discussion
To illustrate the similarities and differences between the two models, the results for the two damage
indicators in the microstructure of Figure 4.1 are shown in Figure 4.4(c–d); the plastic strain and
hydrostatic stress in this microstructure are shown in Figure 4.4(a–b) at the same level of applied
deformation. It is observed that the plastic strain, in Figure 4.4(a), is much higher in the soft phase
than in the hard phase. The extremes occur in bands of connected soft phase under ±45 degree
angles, observed most clearly in the band in the center of Figure 4.4(a). For the volumetric response
it is observed that in the relatively large homogeneous region of soft phase, in the lower left part of
Figure 4.4(b), the volumetric response coincides with that at the macroscopic level. Indeed, for the
applied pure shear, the macroscopic volume is preserved and the hydrostatic stress vanishes in this
region. In the other regions of Figure 4.4(b), the local mechanical incompatibility between the two
phase causes a significant amount of local hydrostatic tension and compression.
The highest values of the damage indicator are observed only at a few locations in the microstructure which are identical for both damage indicators. The distinct characteristics of these hot-spot
locations are clearly the same as in Figure 4.3: a soft grain neighbored to the left and right by hard
grains and by soft grains on top and bottom. Also at larger distances the characteristics from Figure 4.3 are easily identified. As observed from Figure 4.4(a–b), the hot-spots locally unite a high
plastic strain with a positive hydrostatic stress, nearby a phase boundary.
For the Rice & Tracey model in Figure 4.4(c) the damage is zero in many grains, in particular in
regions with continuous soft phase. Although there is plastic strain, the hydrostatic stress is low in
these regions (cf. Figure 4.4(a–b)). The difference for the Johnson-Cook model (Figure 4.4(d)) is that
the value of the damage indicator is non-zero in almost every grain. This can be easily understood
from equation (12), which shows that plastic straining contributes to the development of damage at
any hydrostatic stress, even in hydrostatic compression (where D increases, although at a low rate).
In the microstructure, the highest values of both plastic strain and hydrostatic tension are caused by
the mechanical incompatibility of the phases, resulting in the highest values of D. However, all soft
grains experience some degree of plasticity, resulting in the lower, but non-zero, values of D.
The fact that the Johnson-Cook damage indicator is also non-zero in grains where fracture initiation does not occur is inconvenient for our purpose. Particularly, the average microstructure around
damage is in that case no longer governed by fracture initiation only. The damage indicator D is
therefore converted to a real fracture initiation indicator
{
0
if D < 1
(16)
D=
1
if D ≥ 1
for both models. The “damage hot-spot” in equation 9 is calculated with this new definition. The
resulting “hot-spot” is included in Figure 4.5 for (a) the Rice & Tracey model and (b) the JohnsonCook model. The first observation to be made is that the result for the Rice & Tracey model using
the fracture initiation indicator D coincides with the earlier result using the continuous D (cf. Figure 4.5(b) and Figure 4.3). The second observation is that the same qualitative pattern of the phase
average distribution around the fracture initiation site is observed for the different damage models
in Figure 4.5. However, the orientation of the soft phase band is slightly different for the two damage models. The soft band for the Johnson-Cook model is closer to ±45 degrees. This is most
obvious for an absolute (diagonal) distance (|∆i|, |∆j|) = (1, 1) for which soft phase is found
for the Johnson-Cook model, but values close to ⟨ID ⟩ = ⟨φhard ⟩ are found for the Rice & Trace
model. The orientation of the soft band is the outcome of a competition between (ii) a hydrostatic
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(a) plastic strain

(c) damage: Rice & Tracey

(b) hydrostatic stress

(d) damage: Johnson-Cook

Figure 4.4. (a) The plastic strain εp , (b) the hydrostatic stress τm , (c) the Rice & Tracey damage indicator and
(d) the Johnson-Cook damage indicator; for the microstructure from Figure 4.1, at ε̄d = 0.2. The hard cells
are indicated using a black outline.
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(a) Rice & Tracey

(b) Johnson-Cook

Figure 4.5. The “damage hot-spot” for the (a) Rice & Tracey model and (b) the Johnson-Cook model. The
neutral color of the colormap coincides with ⟨φhard ⟩.

soft
hard

(a) hexagon (orientation 1)

(b) hexagon (orientation 2)

Figure 4.6. Typical volume elements using hexagonal grains in two orientations.

tensile stress caused by vertical phase boundaries and (iii) a high plastic strain caused by soft phase
under ±45 degrees. As evidenced by Figure 4.5, the different weighing of the plasticity and stress
contributions in the two damage models leads to a slightly different outcome of this competition.
In conclusion the Rice & Tracey model and the Johnson-Cook model lead to the same predicted
location of fracture initiation. A small difference is observed in the average phase distribution around
fracture initiation. In the following only the Johnson-Cook model is considered.

4.4

Influence of the grain shape

4.4.1

Considered grain shapes

In order to assess the influence of the shape of the grains on the presented conclusions, the square
grains are replaced by hexagonal grains with two different orientations (see Figure 4.6). A key difference between hexagonal grains and square grains is that the hexagonal grains have triple-junctions
only (i.e. the corners are shared by three grains), whereas square grains reveal quadruple-junctions.
Furthermore, the square grains result in square volume elements. For this particular case the
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(plastic) shear bands may be influenced by the periodic boundary conditions [e.g. 29]. In contrast,
equi-sized hexagonal grains result in a non-square volume element (cf. Figure 4.6(a–b)). Notice that
the periodicity is slightly non-standard as one face of the grain in the corner is shared by more than
one periodic repetition. In the case of square grains/elements this occurs only for a single point. See
de Geus et al. [18] for details.
4.4.2 Results
The resulting average phase distributions around the fracture initiation sites are depicted in Figure 4.7
for the three different grain shapes: square, horizontally and vertically oriented hexagons. The most
important features are shared by all three configurations, and thus insensitive to the chosen grain
shape and aspect ratio of the volume element. A small difference can be noticed between the horizontally oriented hexagons in Figure 4.7(b) and the vertically orientated hexagons and the squares.
Directly to the left and right from the central soft grain, a hard grain is found. However, the absolute probability (i.e. the value of ID ) in Figure 4.7(b) is lower with respect to figures 4.7(a) and (c).
To understand this it is important to realize that the orientation of the soft band is the outcome of
a competition between plasticity and hydrostatic tension. In the case of the horizontally oriented
hexagons in Figure 4.7(b) the microstructure is not able to capture the soft phase orientation that
is ‘optimal’ for the damage model like for the two other grain shapes. This is also observed in the
values of the damage indicator (results not included), where for the configuration in Figure 4.7(b)
fracture initiation is predicted in 0.2% fewer grains than for the other two grains shapes at the same
applied strain ε̄d = 0.2.

(a) square (equi-directional)

(b) hexagon (orientation 1)

(c) hexagon (orientation 2)

Figure 4.7. The average phase around the initiation of fracture at a deformation of ε̄d = 0.2 for ensembles
with different cell shapes. Blue may be interpreted as an elevated probability of soft phase, and red of hard
phase. In each case shear is applied by extension in horizontal direction and compression in vertical direction.

To summarize, the effect of the grain shape and the aspect ratio of the volume element seem to be
minor. Fracture initiation is delayed slightly if the microstructure does not reflect the configuration
that is critical for fracture initiation. Numerically this is observed when the volume element does not
allow for this distribution.
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4.5

Influence of the stress state

4.5.1

Application of the hydrostatic stress

So far, only a single deformation mode has been considered: pure shear. Since no volumetric deformation is applied in this mode, the overall hydrostatic stress vanishes. Note that this certainly does
not imply a vanishing local hydrostatic stress – even when averaged per grain – see Figure 4.4(b). We
next consider the effect of a macroscopic hydrostatic stress superimposed on the introduced shear
stress. Since the damage development is dependent on the hydrostatic stress one may anticipate a
significant effect of applying an overall hydrostatic stress on the damage distribution. To control the
stress state, the macroscopic deformation gradient F̄ is decomposed in a purely volumetric part F̄v
and a purely isochoric part F̄d :
F̄ = F̄v · F̄d

(17)

herein F̄d is taken identical to (7) and F̄v reads
(
)
F̄v = exp 13 εv I

(18)

with I the identity tensor and εv the volumetric logarithmic strain. The latter is evolved such that at
any time during the simulation the resulting overall triaxiality η̄ is constant and given by
η̄ =

τ̄m
τ̄eq

(19)

with τ̄m and τ̄eq the macroscopic hydrostatic and von Mises equivalent Kirchhoff stress, respectively.
A trivial case is η̄ = 0 for which τ̄m = 0 and thus εv = 0, as used so far in the previous sections.
The equivalent stress is obtained through homogenization. To this end the macroscopic Kirchhoff stress is decomposed in a volumetric part and a deviatoric part:
τ̄ = τ̄m I + τ̄ d

(20)

where the deviatoric stress is a function of the microstructure (cf. Figure 4.2). The hydrostatic stress
can be explicitly expressed in terms of the volumetric elastic strain by virtue of the assumption that
the microstructure is elastically homogeneous (and that the plastic response is purely deviatoric).
Following (2–3) the macroscopic hydrostatic stress
τ̄m = Kεv

(21)

and therefore the macroscopic triaxiality
η̄ =

Kεv
τ̄eq

(22)

Note that τ̄eq is a function of the microstructure, and thus a result of the simulation. To avoid
enforcing (22) iteratively during the simulation, the equivalent stress at the previous increment is
used, i.e.
(t)

η̄ τ̄eq
K
This explicit integration results in a small underestimation of η̄ (less than 1%).
In the results section, the macroscopic triaxiality is varied in the range
ε(t+∆t)
=
v

(23)

−0.2 < η̄ < 1.0

(24)
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4.5.2 Results
The results are analyzed in terms of macroscopic fracture initiation. A simple criterion is introduced
whereby macroscopic fracture is expected to occur, e.g. when fracture has initiated in 1% of the
grains in the ensemble. The predicted macroscopic equivalent strain at which fracture initiates, ⟨ε̄f ⟩,
is plotted in Figure 4.8 as a function of the applied triaxiality η̄ using a black line. The limit for the
homogeneous soft phase is included as a blue line. It is observed that ⟨ε̄f ⟩ decreases with increasing
applied η̄, as suggested by the dependence of the damage indicator on the local triaxiality (see equation (12)). The macroscopic fracture initiates at a significantly lower strain for the two-phase material
than for the homogeneous soft phase, whereby a slightly different dependence on η̄ is observed for
the two-phase microstructure than for the homogeneous soft phase.
Next, the individual fracture initiation sites are studied in more detail. The average phase distribution around the microstructural fracture initiation sites is included for three representative macroscopic triaxialities, η̄ = 0, 0.5, and 12 . Qualitatively, each of these triaxialities share the same pattern,
with hard phase in x-direction and soft phase under angles close to ±45 degrees. A minor change
in orientation of the soft bands is however observed. For higher values of η̄ the presence of vertical
phase boundaries is less important as the hydrostatic tensile state is partly caused by the macroscopically hydrostatic tension. This results in a soft phase band which more closely approximates ±45
degree angles with increasing triaxiality.

hom
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neo
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ft

Figure 4.8. The macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ as a function of the applied macroscopic stress
triaxiality η̄. The limit for which the microstructure is homogeneously soft is included as a blue curve. For
the macroscopic triaxialities η̄ = 0, 0.5, and 1, the average microstructural morphology around the individual
fracture initiation sites is shown, the colorbar corresponds to these three plots.

4.5.3 Reduction of the computational costs
The fact that the volumetric response of the two phases is elastic and that their elastic properties are
identical implies that the increase of hydrostatic stress due to the applied η̄ is homogeneous. This
is illustrated using the microstructure given in Figure 4.1. The local hydrostatic stress is shown in
2 Notice

that the earlier results (Figures 4.5 and 4.7) are at a different applied strain level.
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Figure 4.9(a–b) for η̄ = 0 and 1 respectively. The local difference – i.e. Figure 4.9(a) subtracted from
Figure 4.9(b) – is shown in Figure 4.9(c). Indeed, the increase in hydrostatic stress is homogeneous.
This suggest that the response for different applied triaxialities can be closely approximated by
simply superimposing a uniform hydrostatic stress on the stress field of a single simulation at η̄ = 0
for microstructures with a homogeneous volumetric, but inhomogeneous deviatoric properties. To
this end the local hydrostatic stress τm is split into a local contribution τ̃m and a global contribution
τ̄m :
τm (⃗x, ε̄) = τ̃m (⃗x, ε̄) + τ̄m (ε̄)

(25)

wherein the dependence on the position ⃗x and the applied deformation ε̄ have been explicitly specified. The local hydrostatic stress τ̃m is obtained from equilibrium for a specific macroscopic stress
state in which the hydrostatic component vanishes, for example using (7). The average hydrostatic
stress τ̄m is then determined from the applied triaxiality η̄ as follows
τ̄m (ε̄) = η̄(ε̄) τ̄eq (ε̄)

(26)

where typically η̄ is kept constant throughout the deformation history. This method results in stress
state which is in equilibrium, however the predicted strains are not fully compatible with these
stresses.
In this simplified method, a single simulation is performed (for each volume element in the
ensemble). Based on this one simulation the full stress tensor is calculated at each time increment,
for all the different triaxialities. The integration of the damage indicator over the history is thus done
for the different triaxialities individually, but is based on a single finite element calculation. This thus
greatly reduces the computational cost.
The predicted macroscopic fracture strain ⟨εf ⟩ using a single simulation (of the ensemble) in
pure shear is included in Figure 4.8 using green markers. As observed, the difference due to the
(must faster) approximation are extremely small (less than 1%). The largest source in inaccuracy is
the discretization in time (i.e. the size of the deformation increments). The predicted macroscopic
logarithmic strain ε̄ is furthermore a bit too small as it does not account for the elastic volumetric
contribution. However, these strains are small in comparison to the deviatoric strains as the bulk
modulus K is much larger than the hardening moduli H of the two phases.

4.6

Discussion and concluding remarks

Earlier work has identified the role of the local spatial distribution of phases on the onset of ductile
fracture in a two-phase microstructure using an idealized model subjected to a single stress state [18].
It was observed that elongated regions of hard phase in the tensile direction interrupted by soft bands
under ±45 degree angles – in the direction of shear – are the most likely locations for the fracture to
initiate. The exact orientation of the band of soft phase with respect to the tensile axis is determined
by the competition of the hydrostatic tensile stress (caused by phase boundaries perpendicular to the
tensile axis) and plastic strain (caused by soft bands under exactly ±45 degrees).
Since the conclusions in de Geus et al. [18] may be sensitive to modeling assumptions, this work
critically assesses three major assumptions made in de Geus et al. [18], resulting in the following
conclusions:
1. The simple damage indicator was replaced by the more realistic Johnson-Cook model, which
includes the influence of the stress state throughout the deformation history. The different
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9. The local hydrostatic stress at (a) η̄ = 0 and (b) η̄ = 1, at ε̄d . The difference: (a) subtracted from
(b) is show in (c). Notice the different scales bars used.

damage models qualitatively yield the same spatial phase distribution around the fracture initiation site, but have a slightly different orientation of the band of soft phase.
2. Changing the grain shape from square to hexagonal has a limited effect on the predicted fracture initiation. The only significant influence is the ability to capture a critical phase distribution
around the fracture initiation site as predicted by the damage indicator. If the grain shape is
unfavorable in relation to the critical configuration fracture initiation is slightly delayed. The
effect of different volume element aspect ratios is small, suggesting that the results are not
dominated by the periodicity assumption. Note that at the local level of the sub-grain, the
grain shape may be more important [observed for example in 30, 31]. Here, we only show
that on the level of aggregates of grains these difference may not be essential.
3. Different stress states, in particular higher stress triaxialities, yield a different overall ductility
but similar critical phase distributions around the fracture initiation site. The “ideal” orientation of the band of soft phase with respect to the tensile axis approaches ±45 degrees for
increasing triaxiality, as the tensile hydrostatic stress no longer depends on the phase boundaries perpendicular to the tensile axis. A novel simplified approximation was proposed to analyze the influence of the applied stress triaxiality using a single (set of) deformation controlled
simulations. In this way, numerical issues related to prescribed forces [e.g. 32] are avoided.
In the present study a structured two-dimensional microstructure was used, which enabled a systematic analysis. However, the methods developed lend themselves well to extend the analysis to a
more realistic setting. First, the analysis may be extended to three dimensions a straightforward fashion, except for the significantly increased computational cost. A preliminary analysis, using a coarse
numerical discretization, in de Geus et al. [18] has shown that for the same applied deformation the
damage response is not strongly affected by limiting the analysis a two-dimensional microstructure.
However, a more systematic analysis that includes different deformation states is needed. Second,
the analysis can be applied to a microstructural description characterized by a more realistic distribution of grain sizes and shapes, whereby the computation of the average phase distribution around
fracture initiation should carefully account for the presence of more than one length scale. However,
to model a set of microstructures that exactly matches such a distribution is far from trivial and not
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yet fully developed [e.g. 16, 33]. Finally, one could image the hot-spot analysis directly to microscopic
images that comprise both the microstructure and the fracture sites.
Several other assumptions need attention in future work. The hard phase was assumed not to
fracture. However, depending on the considered material and stress state this may be a restrictive
assumption [7, 8, 11, 12]. This study was limited to the initiation of fracture. Different mechanisms
may be controlling for the propagation of (macroscopic) fracture.
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CHAPTER 5
Crystallography vs. phase contrast

Abstract
This paper unravels micromechanical aspects of multi-phase metals whose microstructure comprises
grains of two or more phases. The local plastic response is determined by (i) the relative misorientation of the slip systems of individual grains, and (ii) the different mechanical properties of the phases.
The relative importance of these two mechanisms is unclear: is the plastic response dominated by the
grain’s anisotropy, or is this effect overwhelmed by the mechanical incompatibility between the two
phases? The answer impacts the modeling of such a material, but also gives insights in the resulting
fracture mechanisms. Until now, this question has been addressed only for particular crystallographies and mechanical properties. In contrast, this paper presents a systematic study including a large
set of distributions, crystallographies, and material parameters. It is found that the global and the
plastic local response of the two extreme modeling choices (full crystal plasticity on one end and
full isotropic plasticity on the other end) converge with increasing phase contrast. The effect of the
crystallography is completely overwhelmed by the mechanical incompatibility when the yield stress
of the hard phase is a factor of four higher compared to the soft phase. When this ratio is lower
than two, its influence may not be neglected. However, even in this regime, fracture initiation is controlled by the local arrangement of phases. The latter is quantified in this paper through the average
arrangement of phases around fracture initiation sites.
Keywords: crystal plasticity; multi-phase materials; micromechanics; ductile damage
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5.1 Introduction
This paper studies the plastic response of multi-phase metals that macroscopically combine good
strength and ductility. The microstructure typically comprises several phases that can be roughly
classified in a soft phase and a hard phase, which have a significantly different yield stress. We study
the competition between plasticity due to the misalignment of the slip systems of the grains, and
that due to the contrast in mechanical properties between the two phases. We aim to determine
their relative influence on the plastic response and the ductile damage of the matrix, at the level of
an aggregate of grains, whereby we investigate of a – much simpler and less expensive – isotropic
plasticity model provides sufficiently accurate predictions. Earlier works in this direction mainly
focused on a single set of parameters or microstructures. In contrast, we consider a statistically
relevant set of random microstructures for a wide range of parameters, thereby conciliating apparently
contradictory conclusions in different regimes. The outcome of this analysis offers perspective to
the required level of constitutive detail at this level of observation, for which a wide variety of models
have been applied by different authors.
Materials that belong to the category of interest are metal-matrix composites and advanced high
strength steels. The former has an aluminum matrix reinforced by silicon-carbide. It was recognized
that the response is dominated mostly by the strong contrast in properties of the two constituents.
The crystallography of the matrix was found to matter only at the final stages of deformation where
fracture initiates [1–3]. Advanced high strength steels have a considerably more complicated, fully
metallic, microstructure, whereby the main mechanical contributions originate from the (soft) ferrite
and the (hard) martensite phase. These steels display many phenomena which cannot be trivially
explained by the theory and models that have been proposed for the, more simple, metal-matrix
composites. Existing models were extended with more realistic microstructures [e.g. 4–6] but also
with more realistic constitutive models, often involving crystal plasticity [e.g. 7–9].
For single phase materials, the effects of crystallography are significant on the plastic and damage
response, as the misalignment of grains introduces mechanical contrast [10]. The natural question
that arises is to what extent the phase contrast in multi-phase materials dominates this ‘misalignment
contrast’. It is known that for the case of rigid particles embedded in an elasto-plastic matrix the micromechanical response is mostly controlled by the interaction of the particles and the matrix phase,
whereas the crystallography is less important [1, 2, 11]. Experimentally, this has been considered
only using a rigid fiber in an analog matrix material (silver chloride) [11], whereby transmission electron microscopy measurements were compared to isotropic elasto-plastic simulations. A satisfactory
accuracy of the model predictions compared to the experiments was found except on the sub-grain
level. If also the hard phase deforms plastically, the crystallography appears to play an important role
that may not be neglected [7, 12].
These studies were based on a specific set of crystallographies, with parameters (mechanical and
crystallographic / morphological) reflecting extreme cases. This paper considers a much wider range
of parameters to identify where the two extreme regimes break down. The analysis is extended to the
initiation of fracture for which the outcome of the competition between crystallography and phase
contrast is yet undetermined. For this case in particular it is imperative to consider a large set of
microstructures.
This paper is structured as follows. The microstructural model and the crystal and isotropic
plasticity models are introduced in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The macroscopic and microscopic elastoplastic responses for these two models are compared in Section 5.4 for a wide range of hard phase
volume fractions and phase contrasts. This comparison is extended to the initiation of ductile fracture
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in Section 5.5. The paper ends with concluding remarks in Section 5.6.

Nomenclature
⟨a⟩
ā
A
A
C =A⊗B
C =A·B
c = A : B = Aij Bji

ensemble average
volume average
second order tensor
fourth order tensor
dyadic tensor product
single tensor contraction
double tensor contraction

5.2

Microstructural model

5.2.1

Microstructure and spatial discretization

The microstructure is represented by an idealized periodic unit cell consisting of 32 × 32 equi-sized
“grains”, of which an example is shown in Figure 5.1(a). Each grain is randomly assigned the properties of the hard or the soft phase, by comparing a random number in the range [0, 1] to a target
volume fraction of the hard phase, φhard . The crystallography of the grains is discussed in the next
section. To obtain statistically representative results, an ensemble of 256 of these random unit cells
is considered for each set of parameters. A reference value φhard = 0.25 is considered, resulting in
an ensemble average volume fraction ⟨φhard ⟩ = 0.25 ± 0.04.
Consistent with the adopted idealization, only grain averaged (tensorial) quantities are considered.
A finite element based solution scheme is used, whereby the spatial discretization is chosen such that
these quantities are converged to within 1% error. Each grain is discretized using 2 × 2 eight node
bi-quadratic quadrilateral elements (see Figure 5.1(b)), each of which is numerically integrated using
four Gauss points.

soft
hard

(a) volume element

(b) finite element discretization of one grain

Figure 5.1. (a) A typical microstructure from the ensemble with a hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25,
whereby the grains of the two phases are shown in blue and red. (b) The numerical discretization within a single
grain.
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5.2.2 Macroscopic deformation and periodicity
The periodicity of the unit cell is applied using standard periodic boundary conditions. The displacement fluctuations are constrained such that the average deformation gradient tensor equals the
prescribed macroscopic deformation gradient F̄ . Plane strain is assumed for the out-of-plane direction.
To concentrate on the local effects in the microstructure, an isochoric macroscopic deformation
is applied. This way, any local volumetric deformation – resulting in a non-zero hydrostatic stress –
can be directly linked to the local microstructural features. Pure shear is used for this purpose, which
corresponds to the following logarithmic strain tensor
√
ε̄ =

)
3 (
ε̄ ⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey ⃗ey
2

(1)

where ε̄ represents the equivalent logarithmic strain. To introduce sufficient plastic deformation,
ε̄ = 0.2 is used (applied in 2000 steps for an accurate time integration, see below).

5.3 Constitutive models
5.3.1 Introduction
The response of a standard crystal plasticity model is compared to an isotropic plasticity model. For
both models, a rate-dependent formulation is adopted. This choice is classical for crystal plasticity,
since it regularizes the slip system activation, while the choice for the isotropic plasticity model is
made here for consistency. The parameters are chosen such that the resulting response is close to
the rate-independent limit and such that both models coincide in the isotropic limit (i.e. an aggregate
of grains with identical material properties). The actual values of the yield stress and hardening are
therefore different for both constitutive models, even though the same symbols are used below.
Both models are formulated in a finite deformation setting, by assuming the multiplicative split
of the deformation gradient, F , into an elastic part, Fe , and plastic part, Fp :
F = Fe · Fp

(2)

This split introduces an intermediate configuration distorted by the plastic deformation only. The
elastic deformation, as well as rotations, are included in Fe .
The plastic part of the velocity gradient is introduced as Lp := Ḟp · Fp−1 . Different expressions
for Lp are chosen for the crystal and the isotropic plasticity model, see below.
It is furthermore useful to introduce the pull-back of the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ to the intermediate configuration:
Si = Fe−1 · τ · Fe−T

(3)

The elastic constitutive relation for Si reads:
Si = C : Ee

(4)

for both crystal and isotropic plasticity. Herein, C is the usual (isotropic) fourth-order elasticity
tensor characterized by Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν. Ee := 12 (Ce − I) is the elastic
Green-Lagrange strain, where Ce := FeT · Fe is the elastic Cauchy-Green tensor.
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5.3.2 Crystal plasticity
Within a standard crystal plasticity formulation [13], the plastic part of the velocity gradient, Lp , is
the sum of the plastic slip rates, γ̇α , along the individual slip planes, α:
ns
∑

Lp =

γ̇α P0α

(5)

α=1

where ns is the number of slip systems; the Schmid tensor P0α defines the slip system’s orientation
α
α
α
through P0α := sα
0 ⊗ n0 where s0 is the slip direction and n0 is the normal to the slip plane
in the intermediate configuration. For both the soft and the hard phase, the number of active slip
systems ns = 12, all belonging to the {110} slip system family for body centered cubic crystals [see
14]. Non-Schmid effects are not considered. Throughout this paper, the grain orientations – i.e. the
Euler angles – are selected randomly, such that the aggregate of grains is isotropic [e.g. 15].
The plastic slip rate along each slip system, γ̇α , is determined via a visco-plastic slip law [16]
(
γ̇α = γ̇0

|τα |
sα

)1/m
sign(τα )

(6)

where γ̇0 is a reference slip rate, m is the strain rate sensitivity, and τα is the resolved shear stress
along the αth slip system:
(
)
τα = Si · Ce : P0α
(7)
The current slip resistance sα is calculated via the following evolution law
ṡα =

ns
∑

hαβ |γ̇β |

(8)

β=1

which has an initial value of s0 . The hardening is a combination of self-hardening and latent hardening defined through the hardening matrix
(
)a
(
)
sα
hαβ = h0 1 −
δαβ + qn (1 − δαβ )
(9)
s∞
where qn is the latent hardening over self-hardening ratio for non-coplanar slip systems and δαβ is
the Kronecker delta; h0 , s∞ and a are material parameters.
An equivalent plastic strain, εp , is defined for comparison purposes. Its evolution reads
√
ε̇p = 23 Dp : Dp
(10)
Its initial value is naturally zero. This definition is similar to that of [7], where Lp is instead.
5.3.3 Isotropic plasticity
For the case of isotropic plasticity, it is assumed that Lp ≡ Dp . The following expression of Dp is
employed [e.g. 17, 18]:
Dp =

3 ε̇p d
S · Ce
2 seq i

(11)
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Table 5.1. Used materials parameters for the crystal plasticity and the isotropic plasticity model.

Model
Isotropic plasticity
Crystal plasticity

s0 /E
170
450

s∞ /E
8000
8000

h0 /E
70
800

γ̇0
0.01
0.01

a
1.5
1.5

m
0.1
0.1

qn
1.4
-

ν
0.3
0.3

where ε̇p is the equivalent plastic strain rate, and the equivalent stress seq is defined as follows
√
seq =

3 d
(S · Ce ) : (Sid · Ce )
2 i

(12)

where the stress deviator Sid = Si − 31 (Si : Ce ) Ce−1 [cf. 18, 19]. The evolution of the plastic strain
reads
(
ε̇p = γ̇0

seq
sy

)1/m
(13)

where the yield stress is given by
sy = s0 + h εp

(14)

and finally the hardening
(
)a
sy
h = h0 1 −
s∞

(15)

5.3.4 Material parameters and phase contrast
The focus in this paper is on the plastic response, and hence the same (isotropic) elastic behavior is
assumed for both models. To render the plastic response comparable, the parameters of the isotropic
model are chosen representative for the considered class of materials [e.g. 20]. The soft phase is taken
as a reference and the parameters of the hard phase are obtained by scaling them relative to the soft
phase (see below). The constitutive response of the soft phase is plotted in Figure 5.2 using a solid red
line, in terms of the equivalent Kirchhoff stress τ̄eq , as a function of the equivalent logarithmic strain
ε̄. Next, the parameters of the crystal plasticity model are fitted such that the response coincides with
that of the isotropic model in an average sense (for a unit cell of many randomly oriented grains of
the soft phase). The resulting average response is plotted in Figure 5.2 using a solid green line. Note
that crystal plasticity predicts a more gradual transition from the elastic to the plastic regime, as the
slip planes of the different grains become active at various stages of deformation. After yielding, the
predicted response of the two models is comparable. All parameters are listed in Table 5.1.
Most parameters of the hard phase are the same as those of the soft phase, except for the yield
stresses and hardening moduli – s0 , s∞ , and h0 – which are scaled by a factor χ = 32 , 2, 4, and 8.
As an example, the behavior for χ = 2 is shown in Figure 5.2 using dashed lines for both models.
Note again that the plastic responses of both models closely resemble each other, except during
initial yielding. A reference stress τ0 , which coincides with the reference initial yield stress, is also
introduced in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. (Average) constitutive response of crystal plasticity (Section 5.3.2) and isotropic plasticity (Section 5.3.3), for two different hardening ratios: χ = 1 and χ = 2. NB no new parameter identification is
performed for χ ̸= 1.

5.4

Elasto-plastic response

5.4.1

Macroscopic response

The model in which both phases are modeled using crystal plasticity and for which the hard phase
volume fraction equals 0.25 is taken as the reference case. For this model, the scatter in the macroscopic response of the different unit cells in the ensemble is shown in Figure 5.3, whereby the lowerand upper-bound are highlighted. In this figure, the macroscopic equivalent Kirchhoff stress, τ̄eq ,
normalized by the reference stress, τ0 , is plotted as a function of the applied average strain, ε̄, using
different colors for different values of phase contrast, χ. The yield stress is approximately constant while the hardening strongly increases with increasing χ. Also the scatter between different
microstructures increases with χ. This behavior results from the sequence of plastic events activating in the microstructure. First, the soft phase starts yielding, while the hard phase remains elastic.
Macroscopically this is observed as the onset of yielding. As a consequence of the hardening of the
soft phase, the hard phase also starts to yield resulting in a higher macroscopic hardening than due
to the soft phase only. Since the yield stress (including hardening) of the hard phase increases by
increasing χ, more stress is required for the hard phase to yield, explaining the increased macroscopic
hardening. Whether the hard phase yields is determined by local compatibility within the microstructure. Since the hard phase yields at a higher stress, the microstructural configuration becomes more
important, which induces the observed increased scatter between the different microstructures.
The effect of using an isotropic model is shown in Figure 5.4 for an applied strain of ε̄ = 0.2. In
Figure 5.4(a) the microstructural model is simplified by applying the isotropic model for either one
or both phases for a phase contrast χ = 3/2. The scatter between the different microstructures is
shown using a box-plot. (i) The reference crystal plasticity model is shown in black. From left to
right: (ii) the soft phase is assumed isotropic while the hard phase remains plastically anisotropic;
(iii) the hard phase is assumed isotropic while the soft phase remains plastically anisotropic, and
finally, (iv) both phases are assumed isotropic. In the extreme case with both phases isotropic, the
macroscopic response is harder with respect to the reference case where both phases are plastically
anisotropic. Assuming the soft phase isotropic has a much bigger effect than assuming the hard
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Figure 5.3. Normalized macroscopic equivalent stress, τeq , as a function of the applied equivalent strain, ε̄, of
the individual unit cells wherein both phases are modeled with crystal plasticity (with scatter bands); for different
phase contrast, χ.

phase isotropic (3% instead of 1% increase of τ̄eq ). This is logical, as the soft phase takes most of
the plastic deformation.
Figure 5.4(b) shows the reference, crystal plasticity, model together with the strongest assumption
where both phases are isotropic, as a function of phase contrast, χ. For both cases the scatter between
the different microstructures increases with χ (as was observed for Figure 5.3). A more important
observation is that both models approach the same values. In terms of the ensemble average, the
isotropic model predicts a 4% higher stress for χ = 3/2 while this is reduced to 2% for χ = 8.
In terms of the scatter however, for χ = 3/2 all unit cells predict a higher stress while for χ = 8
only 7% of the unit cells predict a higher stress. This implies that if the contrast between the phases
is large enough, assuming both phases isotropic is less relevant than the phase contrast in terms of
mechanical properties. In term of the statistics of Figure 5.4(b) it is found that if χ ≥ 4 the stress
predicted by the isotropic model is accurate for 80% of the unit cells.
5.4.2 Microscopic response
The local plastic response is shown in Figure 5.5 for a typical microstructure; all snapshots are taken
at the same applied strain ε̄ = 0.2. The phase contrast, χ, increases from left to right. For the two
extremes, χ = 3/2 and χ = 8, a magnified region is shown in Figure 5.6. The reference model,
where both phases are modeled with crystal plasticity, is shown in the top row, and the simplest
approximation where both phases are isotropic is shown in the bottom row. In all cases, the plastic
strain, εp , is higher in the soft phase than in the hard phase. This partitioning is most pronounced
for the highest phase contrast (χ = 8, Figures 5.5(d,h)) where almost no plastic strain is observed
in the hard phase. The highest values of εp are found within bands in the soft phase oriented under
±45 degrees, coinciding with the shear directions; this deformation localization increases with χ.
In comparing the two models (crystal vs. isotropic plasticity) only minor differences are observed
for the highest phase contrast χ = 8 (cf. Figures 5.5,5.6(d,h)) both in the plastic strain, εp , and the
(periodic) displacements. Clear differences appear for lower χ. In particular at the lowest phase
contrast (χ = 3/2), the displacements and the local plasticity are noticeably more homogeneous for
the isotropic model (cf. Figures 5.5,5.6(a,e)). For the crystal plasticity model, fluctuations of εp are
observed from grain to grain within the soft phase, indicating that one grain is more favorably ori-
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Figure 5.4. Effect of different constitutive assumptions for each of the phases on the macroscopic response,
at an applied strain ε̄ = 0.2, for: (a) all combinations of constitutive assumptions for a phase contrast χ = 3/2;
(b) both phases modeled with either crystal plasticity or isotropic plasticity, as a function of increasing phase
contrast, χ.

ented than the other. The local orientation differences introduce an incompatibility which competes
with the incompatibility due to the phase contrast.
To address the above observations systematically, the local responses of the entire ensemble is
considered. In Figure 5.7 the probability density Φ of the plastic strain εp (top) and hydrostatic stress
τm (bottom) are shown for increasing phase contrast χ (left to right). The plots include Φ of the
ensemble of grains (thick solid line), as well as that of only the hard phase (thin solid line) and of only
the soft phase (thin dashed line) – for the reference crystal plasticity model (black) and the isotropic
model (blue).
For the plastic strain (top) it is observed that the partitioning between the hard and the soft
phase increases with increasing χ: the soft phase accumulates more deformation. At the same time
the scatter increases, implying that the plasticity is more localized. When the isotropic approximation
(blue) is compared to the reference model (black), it is observed that the two tend to overlap with
increasing χ. This also holds for the plastic strain distribution within each phase.
For the hydrostatic stress (bottom), the amplitude is similar in the hard and the soft phase. Note
that both phases have the same elastic response, justifying the comparable amplitudes. As the macroscopic deformation introduces no global hydrostatic stress, any non-zero hydrostatic stress is related
to the inhomogeneity of the microstructure only. Similarly as for the hard phase, the hydrostatic
stress in the isotropic approximation approaches that of the reference crystal plasticity model for
increasing χ.
5.4.3 Influence of the hard phase volume fraction
The analysis is next extended to different ranges of hard phase volume fraction, i.e. φhard = 0.50 and
0.75. For the reference (crystal plasticity) model, the macroscopic response is shown in Figure 5.8(a)
using different colors for the different hard phase volume fractions; all ensembles have the same
phase contrast χ = 3/2. The initial yield stress and the hardening increase with the hard phase
volume fraction, as to be expected from the rule of mixtures. The response at an applied strain

crystal plasticity
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Figure 5.5. The local equivalent plastic strain, εp , for increasing phase contrast χ (left to right) and different
constitutive models: both phases modeled with crystal plasticity (top) and both with isotropic plasticity (bottom);
all at an applied strain of ε̄ = 0.2 and the same microstructure (include crystallography) of Figure 5.1. Grains
of the hard phase are highlighted using a black outline.

(d)

(e)
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isotropic plasticity

(a)

Figure 5.6. Zoom of Figure 5.5: (a,e) for χ = 3/2 and (d,h) for χ = 8.
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Figure 5.7. The ensemble probability density Φ of the local plastic strain εp (top) and the local hydrostatic
stress τm (bottom) at an applied strain ε̄ = 0.2. The phase contrast χ increases from left to right. The isolated
hard phase (thin solid line) and soft phase (thin dashed line) are normalized with respect to their respective
volume fractions. The different constitutive assumptions are plotted using a different color: black for crystal
plasticity and blue for isotropic plasticity.

ε̄ = 0.2 is shown for the full range of considered parameters in Figure 5.8(b), where the macroscopic
stress, τeq , is plotted as a function of the hard phase volume fraction, φhard , using a marker for each
individual unit cell. The figure shows the strong combined influence of the hard phase volume
fraction and phase contrast. The dependence on the volume fraction is clearly more pronounced for
a larger phase contrast. For χ = 8, τ̄eq scales approximately with a factor χ φhard . For χ = 3/2,
it only scales with 50% thereof. An emperical power-law scaling relation of the macroscopic stress
relative to the volume fraction (with an exponent of approximately 1.3) can thus be extracted from
the responses.
The microstructural response is studied in a more coherent way by considering the distribution of
the plastic strain and hydrostatic stress response of all grains in the ensembles, as a function of phase
contrast χ. Figure 5.9 shows the distribution (confidence intervals) per phase: soft (blue) and hard
(red). The solid lines correspond to the crystal plasticity model while the dashed lines correspond
to the isotropic model. Figures 5.9(a–c) show the equivalent plastic strain, εp , and Figures 5.9(d–f)
show the hydrostatic stress, τm . From left to right the volume fraction increases. From the results it
is observed that in each case the difference between the two models reduces with increasing phase
contrast χ. For φhard = 0.25, the range of plastic strain is a factor of 2.2 (soft phase) and 2.4 (hard
phase) more narrow for the isotropic model than for the crystal plasticity model for the lowest phase
contrast, χ = 3/2. In the other extreme, χ = 8, these ratios reduce to 1.1 and 1.3, respectively.
This is consistently observed also for the hydrostatic stress where for χ = 3/2 the ratio is 2.0 for the
soft phase and 1.9 for the hard phase, while they are reduced to 1.1 and 1.05 for χ = 8. This trend
is confirmed for φhard = 0.5. For the highest hard phase volume fraction, φhard = 0.75, however
the range of plastic strains in the soft phase appears to be overestimated by the isotropic model for
χ = 8 (see Figure 5.9(c)) with a factor 1.1 for the soft phase and 1.01 for the hard phase, whereas
the range of hydrostatic stress is underestimated by the isotropic model in both phases (with a factor
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Figure 5.8. (a) The range of the normalized macroscopic equivalent stress, τeq , as a function of the applied
equivalent strain, ε̄, of the individual unit cells, for different hard volume fractions, φhard ; all for a phase contrast
χ = 3/2. (b) The response of the individual unit cells at ε̄ = 0.2 for all parameter variations. The two phases
are modeled with crystal plasticity.

of 1.2 for the soft phase and 1.3 for the hard phase, see Figure 5.9(f)). The mismatch originates
from the fact that at this high hard phase volume fraction the hard phase starts to form a network
across the unit cell. In that case, the hard phase is forced to significantly deform plastically also at
the highest χ. The soft phase follows the hard phase, through the strong constraint acting on it.
5.4.4 Effect of planar assumption
So far, plane strain conditions have been assumed, thereby artificially constraining the crystals. To
assess the consequences thereof, the microstructure is extended to a quasi-three-dimensional setting, whereby the finite element discretization is three-dimensional but the microstructure stays twodimensional. In this case, periodicity is used in all three spatial directions, whereby the average
deformation gradient tensor ε̄ is given by equation (1). The deformation is thus constrained to be
planar only on average, allowing for local out-of-plane deformations. The analysis is performed using
a hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25.
For the reference, crystal plasticity, model the scatter of the 3-D macroscopic responses is shown
in Figure 5.10, along with the two-dimensional results. As expected, the response is more compliant
now that the system is less constrained. In the local response, depicted in Figure 5.11, the out-ofplane displacements are clearly visible. However, the equivalent plastic strain distribution remains
comparable to the two-dimensional case (cf. Figures 5.11 and 5.5).
The local response of the ensembles with either a two- and three-dimensional discretization is
systematically compared in Figure 5.12, for the plastic strain (top) and hydrostatic stress (bottom).
The differences are minor, independent of the phase contrast χ. The relative local difference in
the response of the individual grains is at most 8%, which is slightly higher than what is observed
macroscopically (6%).
5.4.5 Discussion
The results of the present study are consistent with earlier results in the literature. Both Needleman
and Tvergaard [1] and McHugh et al. [2] using rigid reinforcement particles observed minor differences for an isotropic plasticity compared with a crystal plasticity model. This was experimentally
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Figure 5.9. The distribution (average ± standard deviation) of the equivalent plastic strains εp (top) and hydrostatic stresses τm (bottom) in the ensemble, as a function of the phase contrast χ. From left to right the
volume fraction increases. Colors are used to discriminate between the hard phase (red) and soft phase (blue).
The line-style corresponds to the constitutive model: both phases modeled with crystal plasticity (solid) and
both phases with isotropic plasticity (dashed). All figures are at ε̄ = 0.2.

Figure 5.10. Macroscopic equivalent stress τ̄eq as a function of applied equivalent strain ε̄ for the twodimensional spatial discretization and the three-dimensional (fully periodic) spatial discretization. Both phases
are modeled with crystal plasticity, a hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25 and a phase contrast χ = 3/2.
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Figure 5.11. Local plastic strain εp for different values of the phase contrast χ. Both phases are modeled with
crystal plasticity, all figures are at an applied strain ε̄ = 0.2.
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Figure 5.12. Effect of out-of-plane constraints on the local response. Both phases modeled with crystal plasticity, φhard = 0.25.
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confirmed by Nugent et al. [11]. This case corresponds best to a phase contrast of χ = 8 in the
present study, for which the same observations are revealed. If the reinforcement phase is no longer
rigid, Choi et al. [7] observed distinct differences between the isotropic and the reference crystal
plasticity model. Their parameters compare with a phase contrast of χ = 3/2 in the present study
for which indeed clear differences appeared. Based on the results presented here, the apparently
contradictory observations in the literature stem from the fact that each considers a clearly different
regime for the phase contrast.
It may thus be concluded that if the mechanical contrast χ between the two phases is sufficiently
high, the effect of the orientation discontinuity of the slip systems between individual grains is smaller
or even negligible – both in the volumetric and the deviatoric response. If the phase contrast is
low, the incompatibility between the phases competes with the incompatibility introduced by the
orientation mismatch of the different crystals. Consequently, using isotropic plasticity is particularly
meaningful for high phase contrasts. It can be used with an adequate quantitative approximation
for χ ≥ 4. This conclusion also holds for different hard phase volume fractions, where the hard
phase may no longer be considered as a reinforcement phase. Furthermore, relaxing the out-of-plane
constraint has a negligible influence on these observations.
For the phase contrast χ = 3/2, where the crystallography plays an important role, it remains
questionable whether the anisotropy of both phases has equal influence on the mechanical response.
To this end, the reference ensemble is compared with two approximations in which only one of
the two phases is assumed isotropic. The result is shown in Figure 5.13 in terms of the ensemble
probability density Φ of the equivalent plastic strain εp (top) and the hydrostatic stress τm (bottom).
When the hard phase is assumed isotropic (left), the plastic strain in the hard phase becomes more
homogeneous; the plastic strain in the soft phase and the hydrostatic stress in both phases are not
affected. On the other hand, if the soft phase is assumed isotropic only the plastic strain in the
hard phase is unaffected. Both the plastic strain in the soft phase as well as the hydrostatic stress
in both phases are significantly different. This observation is particularly interesting in the context
of advanced high strength steels (the properties of which are in this range) as different researchers
have confirmed that martensite, which acts as reinforcement phase, may be highly anisotropic in the
plastic domain [21–23].

5.5

Ductile damage

5.5.1

Introduction

The analysis is finally extended to ductile fracture whereby emphasis is placed on two-phase steels
where the hard phase acts as a reinforcement of the softer ductile matrix. Consequently, the hard
phase volume fraction is fixed to φhard = 0.25. The soft matrix is assumed to fail by ductile fracture
while the hard phase is assumed not to fracture. Many different criteria exist for ductile fracture
initiation, but they are all dependent on a non-linear combination of the plastic strain and hydrostatic
stress [e.g. 24–26]. For this reason it may be expected that subtle inaccuracies of these quantities due
to the constitutive choice (isotropic instead of crystal plasticity) may be more influential for ductile
fracture initiation.
5.5.2 Damage indicator
The Johnson-Cook damage indicator [26] is used to indicate the onset of ductile fracture in the soft
phase. This indicator, D, signals fracture initiation once D ≥ 1, but does not weaken the material
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Figure 5.13. The probability density Φ of the plastic strain εp and hydrostatic stress τm for the case where only
one of the phases is isotropic: (a,c) the hard phase and (b,d) the soft phase. The phase contrast χ = 3/2, the
hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25, and the applied strain ε̄ = 0.2.

response. It is defined as follows:
∫

t

D=
0

ε̇p
dτ
εc (η)

(16)

where ε̇p is the equivalent plastic strain rate and εc is a critical strain which depends on the local
stress triaxiality η in the following way
εc = A exp(−Bη) + εpc

(17)

wherein A, B, and the critical plastic strain εpc are material parameters. The stress triaxiality is the
ratio of hydrostatic and equivalent (shear) Kirchhoff stress in the grain:
η=

τm
τeq

(18)

The parameters are chosen representative for the considered class of materials, based on the literature
[20]:
A = 0.2

B = 1.7

εpc = 0.1

(19)

Note that the exact choice of parameters is not essential for the purpose of this study, however
choosing them in a correct range leads to a more comprehensive interpretation of the value of D.
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5.5.3 Microscopic response
For the microstructure presented earlier in Figures 5.1 and 5.5, the damage indicator D is shown in
Figure 5.14 for different values of the phase contrast χ (at the same applied strain ε̄ = 0.2). Due to
the increasing phase contrast χ, the damage indicator also increases, indicating that a higher phase
contrast promotes damage. Furthermore, the damage is more localized for higher χ. It is particularly
high near the interfaces of the hard and the soft phase (discussed in more detail in Chapter 2). In a
large part of the shear bands that are observed in Figure 5.5, D is significantly lower than one.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.14. The local damage indicator D in the soft phase for different phase contrasts χ. The microstructure
and applied deformation is the same as in Figure 5.1, both phases are modeled with crystal plasticity.

The importance of the plastic anisotropy is assessed by comparing the assumption of plastic
isotropy to the reference crystal plasticity model. Figure 5.15 shows the probability density function
Φ of the damage D for different levels of phase contrast χ. The reference model is shown in black,
while the isotropic model is shown in blue. For the lowest phase contrast, χ = 3/2, there is a
significant difference between the damage predicted by the two models, whereby the damage is
considerably higher in the crystal plasticity model in 12% of the grains. The value of D predicted
by the two models converges with increasing χ (it is wrongly predicted in only 1% of the grains
for χ = 8). Based on these results, it may be concluded that for χ ≥ 4 there is no pronounced
difference between isotropic and crystal plasticity, while for χ ≤ 2 the difference is significant.

Figure 5.15. The probability density Φ as a function of the damage indicator D in the soft phase, for different
values of the phase contrast χ. The applied strain ε̄ = 0.2.

5.5.4 Effect of the morphology: damage hot-spot
Since the damage is dominated by the presence of the two phases, the question arises how their
spatial distribution contributes to this, and whether this contribution is different when also the crystallography significantly contributes to damage. To quantify this, the average phase arrangement is
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characterized as a function of the position relative to the fracture initiation sites. Following Chapter 2, the probability of finding the hard phase is calculated as a function of the position relative to the
fracture initiation site. As only two phases are considered, the probability of finding the soft phase
is implicitly contained in this result. If at a certain relative position the probability of hard phase is
higher than the hard phase volume fraction, φhard , having hard phase at this relative position thus
promotes fracture initiation. Likewise, if the probability is lower than φhard , having soft phase at
that relative position promotes fracture initiation.
This method is discussed based on a single unit cell. The extension to the ensemble average is
trivial. A phase indicator I is introduced that describes the phase distribution as follows:
{
1 for (i, j) ∈ hard
I(i, j) =
(20)
0 for (i, j) ∈ soft
where (i, j) is the position, here coinciding with the matrix-index of each grain. Similarly, fracture
initiation is indicated by D(i, j) which is one if the damage indicator D(i, j) ≥ 1 and zero elsewhere.
To correlate the arrangement of phases to the fracture initiation, the average value of I is calculated
at a certain position (∆i, ∆j) relative to the fracture initiation sites, where D = 1, as follows:
∑
ij D(i, j) I(i + ∆i, j + ∆j)
ID (∆i, ∆j) = ∑
(21)
ij D(i, j)
where (i, j) loops over all grains, taking the cell’s periodicity into account. The resulting damage hotspot ID thus characterizes the probability of finding the hard phase at different positions (∆i, ∆j)
relative to fracture initiation. The ensemble average ⟨ID ⟩ trivially follows by looping over all grains
in the ensemble.
The result is shown in Figure 5.16 for different phase contrasts χ, whereby the response to the
crystal plasticity model is shown on the top row and the response to the isotropic plasticity model
on the bottom row. The colormap has been chosen to enhance the interpretation, whereby red
indicates an elevated probability of the hard phase and blue to that of the soft phase, the neutral
color (white) coincides with the hard phase volume fraction φhard indicating no preferential phase
at that position relative to damage. The results show that fracture initiates where regions of the
hard phase are aligned with the tensile axis and interrupted by regions of the soft phase aligned
with the shear direction at ±45 degree angles (see Chapter 2, and reference therein, for a detailed
mechanical analysis). Qualitatively the arrangement of phases around fracture initiation sites appears
to be independent of the phase contrast and of the plastic (an)isotropy. Even though the influence
of crystallography on the value of the damage, D, may not be neglected for a low phase contrast; the
spatial locations where fracture initiates are not affected by it.

5.6 Conclusions
The role that the plastic anisotropy, as introduced by the crystallography, plays on the micromechanical response of a two-phase material is carefully studied by comparing the response predicted by a
crystal plasticity to that predicted using an isotropic formulation. The following observations have
been made.
• The plastic anisotropy is less important than the mechanical incompatibility when the ratio of
the yield stresses between the phases is larger than four. Below a ratio of two the influence

crystal plasticity
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Figure 5.16. The average phase indicator around fracture initiation, ID , for different phase contrasts χ, for
a hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25 and applied strain ε̄ = 0.2. The rows correspond to different
constitutive choices: both phases modeled with crystal plasticity (top) or isotropic plasticity (bottom). The
colormap is chosen such that the neutral color (white) coincides with the hard phase volume fraction. The color
may be interpreted as: hard phase (red) and soft phase (blue).

of the orientation mismatch of the grains is significant. This has been assessed through the
plastic strain and the hydrostatic stress. This confirms observations in the literature where
only one of the regimes was analyzed independently [1, 2, 7].
• These observations also hold for the initiation of ductile fracture of the comparatively soft
phase.
• The spatial arrangement of the phases plays a crucial role for the initiation of ductile fracture
in the soft matrix phases [e.g. 2, 27]. The analysis showed that this effect dominates over the
role of crystallography, even in the regime where its quantitative influence on the mechanical
response may not be neglected.
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CHAPTER 6
Competing roles of hard and soft phase on fracture initiation

Abstract
This paper studies the competition of fracture initiation in the ductile soft phase and in the comparatively brittle hard phase in the microstructure of a two-phase material. A simple microstructural
model is used to predict macroscopic fracture initiation. The simplicity of the model ensures highly
efficient computations, enabling an comprehensive study: a large range of hard phase volume fractions and yield stress ratios, for wide range of applied stress states. Each combination of these parameters is analyzed using a large set of (random) microstructures. It is observed that only one of the
phases dominates macroscopic fracture initiation: at low stress triaxiality the soft phase is dominant,
but above a critical triaxiality the hard phase takes over resulting in a strong decrease in ductility. This
transition is strongly dependent on microstructural parameters. If the hard phase volume fraction is
small, the fracture initiation is dominated by the soft phase even at high phase contrast. At higher
hard phase volume fraction, the hard phase dominates already at low phase contrast. This simple
model thereby reconciles experimental observations from the literature for a specific combination of
parameters, which may have triggered contradictory statements in the past. A microscopic analysis
reveals that the average phase distribution around fracture initiation sites is nearly the same for the
two failure mechanisms. Along the tensile direction, regions of the hard phase are found directly next
to the fracture initiation site. This ‘band’ of hard phase is intersected through the fracture initiation
site by ‘bands’ of the soft phase aligned with shear. Clearly, the local mechanical incompatibility is
dominant for the initiation of fracture, regardless whether fracture initiates in the soft or in the hard
phase.
Keywords: multi-scale; micromechanics; damage; fracture; multi-phase materials
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6.1 Introduction
6.1.1

Objective

This paper studies the competition between the different fracture initiation mechanisms in the microstructure of multi-phase alloys. The focus is on a class of materials that compromises between
strength and ductility by employing a microstructure that consists of two or more phases/materials with distinct mechanical properties: a comparatively hard but brittle (reinforcement) phase and
a comparatively soft ductile phase. Examples include metal matrix composites, e.g. silicon-carbide
particles embedded in an aluminum matrix, and advanced high strength steels, such as dual-phase
steel where the martensite phase reinforces the ferrite matrix. It has been shown, experimentally and
numerically, that both phases contribute to fracture, and that their relative contribution is dependent
on the microstructural morphology, the relative amount of the phases, the contrast of mechanical
properties between them, and the applied stress state.
This paper studies the competition of the different microstructural damage mechanisms, and
the consequences on the macroscopically observed fracture properties (i.e. strength and ductility),
for these parameters (hard phase volume fraction, phase contrast, and stress state). This furthermore enables the characterization of the quintessential phase distribution around fracture initiation
sites. The results are compared to observations from the literature, for a specific combination of
parameters.
A computational multi-scale approach is proposed which predicts macroscopic fracture initiation as a natural outcome of unit cell computations. The model is chosen quite general, relevant
for a wide range of materials in which the considered micro-damage mechanism are present. It is
composed of a microstructure with two phases: a (quasi-)brittle hard phase that is embedded in
a ductile soft matrix. The hard phase thereby is able to accommodate a small amount of plastic
deformation before fracture; significantly less than the soft phase. To include sufficient statistical
fluctuations, the adopted multi-scale approach is constructed to be computationally inexpensive by
incorporating only the essential micromechanics. It uses simple indicators for both fracture initiation mechanisms: for the hard phase the Rankine model for cleavage [1–3] and for the soft phase
the Johnson-Cook model for ductile damage [4]. The microstructure is represented by an ensemble
of two-dimensional periodic volume elements that each consist of equi-sized square cells in which
the phases are randomly distributed. The ensemble, comprising many random microstructures, is
assumed macroscopically representative in an average sense. The adopted simplifications with respect to reality enable a systematic study as: (1) the computations are fast (few finite elements are
needed for accurate discretization) and thus allow the comparison of many different microstructures
for large range of parameter variations, (2) variations in terms of composition (i.e. volume fraction)
are well controlled, and (3) the identification of the average distribution of phases around fracture
initiation sites is well defined and transparent.
6.1.2 State of the art
The macroscopic stiffness and yielding of the considered class of multi-phase materials as a function
of the constituents is reasonably well understood and can be predicted using a variety of models,
ranging from a simple rule of mixtures to involved multi-scale computations [5–10]. Most of these
models however provide limited accuracy or insight when it comes to failure. The state of the art for
metal matrix composites and dual-phase steel can be found in several review papers [11–13].
Early papers already recognized the relationship between strength and ductility on the macroscale and the volume fraction and mechanical properties of the reinforcement phase on the micro-
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scale [14–16]. It is well-known from many experimental and numerical studies that an increase in
reinforcement volume fraction elevates the fracture strength but at the same time lowers the ductility
[17–19]. Depending on the reinforcement volume fraction and its mechanical properties, the dominant fracture mechanism changes from ductile to brittle. Mummery and Derby [20] have observed
that fracture initiation tends towards failure of the silicon-carbide reinforcement particles when the
volume fraction or the size of the particles is increased. Lee et al. [21] have performed different heat
treatments on dual-phase steel, and found that specimens with a high martensite hardness (tempered
at a low temperature) reveal cleavage fracture, while specimens with low martensite hardness (tempered at higher temperatures) evidence ductile fracture; see also [22]. Using X-ray micro-tomography,
Maire et al. [23] found that fracture initiates at or near the particle–matrix interface for a comparatively soft matrix while it initiates by cracking of the particles for a comparatively hard matrix. In
other multi-phase materials, such as dual-phase steel, these observations are not as extensive due to
the chemical and crystallographic similarities of the phases. A reduction of fracture strain is finally
observed with increasing triaxiality, whereby the decrease is stronger than in other ductile materials
as brittle fracture is often observed for higher triaxialities. To complicate matters, inspection of the
fracture surfaces of these so-called brittle fracture modes still reveals dimples [24–28]. Focusing on
the role of the morphology of the microstructure, it has been observed that fracture is promoted if
the reinforcement particles are clustered [29–31]. For dual-phase steel, voids are frequently observed
near the harder martensite bands caused by the rolling during the production of commercial grades
[32–34].
To study the effect of morphology numerically, the model should include (part of) the morphological complexity of the material. Researchers frequently use a microstructure that is directly
obtained by microscopy. However, to limit the high complexity and computational cost, the mechanical degradation that results in fracture is often omitted and replaced by a highly simplified
criterion whereby fracture develops along the localization of plastic strain [5, 6, 9, 35]. To account
for the effect of local degradation due to void nucleation or growth, Prahl and co-workers apply
the Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN) model for the ductile soft phase and the cohesive zone
model for the hard phase to predict macroscopic stress–strain curves up to fracture with adequate
agreement with experiments [26, 27]. However, focus is thereby not put on the individual contributions of the two fracture mechanisms in relation to the microstructure. Vajragupta et al. [36] apply
similar models to a microscopic analysis. They observe that fracture initiates in a narrow hard region
and it then propagates through the surrounding soft phase. This approach is restricted through its
strong dependence on the finite element discretization.
The studies above do not systematically relate the microstructure to the (initiation of) fracture
in a statistical sense. Mostly because the studied systems are not large enough or the models too
complex to include statistical variations, but also because systematically generating different morphologies is highly non-trivial. To overcome this Kumar et al. [35] have tried to find the critical
morphological feature in which the damage is high, regardless of the morphology at further distance.
They thereby considered several artificial microstructures which carried the geometrical statistics of
the real microstructure. More recently, in Chapter 2, a large ensemble of random microstructures was
considered to calculate the average morphology around the initiation of fracture in the soft phase. It
was found that a single grain of the soft phase with neighboring regions of the hard phase on both
sides along the tensile direction and interrupted by regions of the soft phase in the shear directions,
correlates to high damage levels. These observations are supported by experimental studies from the
literature. Avramovic-Cingara et al. [37] identified that fracture initiates at interfaces perpendicular to
the tensile axis. Such an interface appears even more critical when two regions of the reinforcement
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phase are closely separated [22, 33, 35, 38–40]. Most notably, Segurado and LLorca [41] considered
a three-dimensional periodic volume element containing spherical reinforcement particles. It was
found that damage was preferentially nucleated in or in-between particles that are closely separated
along the tensile axis. In a more pronounced form, it was found that a band of hard phase interrupted
by the soft phase is critical for damage [32–34].
6.1.3 Outline
The paper is structured as follows. The micromechanical model including the numerical implementation is discussed in Section 6.2. A reference ensemble of microstructures with a certain hard phase
volume fraction and phase contrast is examined for a particular stress state in Section 6.3. Using
that ensemble, Section 6.4 studies the influence of different stress states. The hard phase volume
fraction and the phase contrast are varied in Sections 6.5 and 6.6. All variations are combined to
form a coherent mechanism map in Section 6.7. The spatial distribution of phases around the fracture initiation sites is quantified in Section 6.8, again for the reference ensemble. In Section 6.9 the
damage model for the hard phase is replaced by a – completely different – ductile criterion to assess
the sensitivity of the results to the specific choice of damage model (for the reference ensemble).
The paper ends with concluding remarks in Section 6.10.

6.2 Modeling
6.2.1 Microstructure
To obtain a statistically meaningful representation of the microstructure, an ensemble of 256 random
volume elements is used. Although the analysis is done on the ensemble as a whole, the mechanical
response is computed on each of the volume elements separately, whereby periodicity eliminates
boundary effects. The resulting computation is considerably more efficient compared to a single,
large, volume element. Also, the computation is naturally parallelized.
Each of the periodic volume elements comprises 32×32 square cells that represent the individual
grains or particles of the material. Each individual cell is randomly assigned the properties of either
the soft phase or the hard phase by comparing a random number in the range [0, 1] to a probability
φhard . The resulting hard phase volume fraction is close to φhard and typically varies between ±5%
of it. A reference case is chosen with φhard = 0.25, for which a typical volume element is shown in
Figure 6.1(a) using red for the hard phase and blue for the soft phase, but φhard is also varied.
The response is calculated using the finite element method. Given the assumed idealization,
only cell averaged quantities are considered. The finite element discretization is chosen such that the
averaged quantities are independent of it. Each cell is discretized using 2 × 2 eight-node quadratic
quadrilateral finite elements. Numerical integration is performed using four Gauss-points per finite
element. The considered tensor components and scalar quantities are volume averaged over all 16
Gauss-points in the cell. It has been verified that this discretization is sufficiently accurate, whereby
it was found that the local relative error is 1% with respect to a reference discretization of 10 × 10
finite elements per cell in terms of the stress and (plastic) strain components.
6.2.2 Constitutive model
Both phases are assumed isotropic elasto-plastic. At the moment of the initiation of fracture, the
local deformations are large, and the response can be well in the plastic regime. A constitutive model
suitable for such conditions is the model due to Simo [42]. This model uses a linear relation between
the Kirchhoff stress τ and the logarithmic elastic strain 12 ln(be ) (where be is the elastic Finger
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hard
soft

(a) volume element

(b) finite element discretization of one cell

Figure 6.1. (a) A typical volume element from the ensemble with φhard = 0.25. The hard phase is shown in
red and the soft phase in blue. (b) The finite element discretization of a cell (all cells are discretized in the same
way); the nodes are shown using black markers.

tensor), involving the conventional elasticity tensor with the Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio
ν.
The plasticity is modeled using J2 -plasticity. In accordance with this model an associative flow
rule is used. Linear hardening is assumed, which corresponds to the following yield function:
Φ(τ , εp ) = τeq (τ ) − (τy0 + Hεp ) ≤ 0

(1)

where τeq is the equivalent stress and εp is the accumulated equivalent plastic strain; the initial (Kirchhoff) yield stress τy0 and the hardening modulus H are material parameters. The flow rule follows
from normality.
The parameters of the soft phase are kept constant throughout this paper. They are chosen
loosely representative for a specific class of materials, namely dual-phase steel [6, 36, 43–45], as
follows:
soft
τy0
= 3 · 10−3
E

H soft
= 4 · 10−3
E

ν = 0.3

(2)

The hard phase differs from the soft phase only through the plastic response. The yield stress of the
hard phase is related to that of the soft phase through the phase contrast factor χ, i.e.
( soft
)
τyhard = χ τysoft = χ τy0
+ H soft εp
(3)
The value of χ = 2 is used as a reference, but the influence of χ is also studied.
6.2.3 Applied deformation and stress state
The periodicity of the volume element is enforced by nodal tyings along the edge of the unit cell. Only
the average displacement is prescribed while all fluctuations along the boundaries and throughout the
volume element are permitted. As a reference load case, macroscopic pure shear deformation is prescribed in combination with a plane strain condition for the out-of-plane direction. This corresponds
to the following macroscopic logarithmic strain tensor
√
3
ε̄ = ε̄d =
ε̄ (⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey⃗ey )
(4)
2
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where ε̄ is the macroscopic equivalent logarithmic strain. It is prescribed in small increments of 0.1%
until macroscopic fracture initiation is predicted (discussed in the next section).
The different considered stress states are applied as a variation of the pure shear deformation.
Since (4) is volume preserving, the macroscopic hydrostatic stress τ̄m = 0 and therefore also the
macroscopic stress triaxiality η̄ = 0. The latter is defined in terms of the macroscopic Kirchhoff
stress as
η̄ =

τ̄m
τ̄eq

(5)

Different triaxialities η̄ are applied, each constant throughout the deformation history. For efficiency
reasons this is done by superimposing a hydrostatic component to the local stress distribution τ
obtained from the pure shear simulation as follows:
τ ⋆ (⃗x, ε̄) = η̄ τ̄eq (ε̄) I + τ (⃗x, ε̄)

(6)

Since the microstructure is elastically homogeneous, the resulting stress tensor τ ⋆ is in equilibrium,
however, the strain is no longer fully compatible with it, since the added hydrostatic stress would
result in additional volumetric strain – which is however elastic and hence small. It has been verified
that the relative error in ε̄ is less than 1%, by comparing the approximated response to a full quasi
three-dimensional computation subjected to a constant η̄ (see Chapter 4). Note that in Chapter 4,
the effect of the square cell shape was also found to be small when compared to hexagonal cells.
6.2.4 Damage indicators
Convincing experimental evidence revealed that in ductile materials, voids and/or cavities nucleate
and grow throughout all stages of deformation. Then rapid and highly localized coalescence to
global fracture occurs ([19, 27, 29, 33, 37] and many others). This behavior is modeled using damage
descriptors that identify fracture initiation in the individual cells (representing grains or particles).
These individual damage events are assumed not to interact strongly up to global fracture, and are
therefore not coupled to the mechanical response. Global fracture is predicted when a critical number
of cells in the ensemble of microstructures have ‘fractured’.
The hard phase fails through cleavage fracture, for which a stress based Rankine damage descriptor is used [1–3]. Fracture initiates when the maximum principal stress in a cell, τI , reaches a critical
value, τc . The damage indicator is defined accordingly as
D=

τI
τc

(7)

so that D = 0 initially and fracture initiation is predicted for D = 1. Naturally, τc is a material
parameter (see below).
The soft phase is assumed to fail in a ductile manner, which is characterized by the Johnson-Cook
model [4]. Reformulated in an incremental form, this model compares the rate of effective plastic
strain in a cell, ε̇p (which is by definition non-negative), to a critical strain εc as follows
∫ t
ε̇p
D=
dτ
(8)
ε
c (η)
0
The critical strain εc depends on the stress triaxiality in that cell in the following way:
εc = A exp (−Bη) + εpc

(9)
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where the parameters A, B, and the critical plastic strain εpc are material parameters.
The material parameters for both failure mechanisms are taken from the literature in the same
range as the parameters of the constitutive model [36]:
τc
= 6.4 · 10−3
E

A = 0.2

B = 1.7

εpc = 0.1

(10)

For the homogeneous hard phase, this implies that maximum 5% plastic strain is allowed under
uniaxial tension (see also [46]).
Based on both damage indicators in Eqs. (7,8), an indicator for fracture initiation is defined on
the cell level, denoted by D: D = 1 when fracture has initiated, which corresponds to any value
D ≥ 1, whereas otherwise D = 0.
6.2.5 Macroscopic fracture initiation
Macroscopic fracture initiation follows in an averaged sense from local fracture initiation as described
above. Macroscopic fracture is predicted when 1% of the cells in the ensemble have ‘failed’ – i.e. D =
1 in 1% of the 256 × 32 × 32 cells in the ensemble. Using the ensemble of different microstructures
ensures that the predicted fracture initiation is representative and not due to a statistical fluctuation.

6.3

Reference ensemble and load case

The reference ensemble – with hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25, phase contrast χ = 2,
and applied triaxiality η̄ = 0 – is considered first. The ensemble averaged macroscopic equivalent
stress ⟨τ̄eq ⟩ as a function of the applied macroscopic equivalent strain ε̄ is shown using a solid black
line in Figure 6.2. For this curve, macroscopic fracture initiation is indicated using a marker and
the hardening as predicted if loading is continued after fracture initiation is shown using a dashed
black line. The constitutive response of the hard phase (red) and the soft phase (blue) are also
included using dashed lines. As observed, macroscopic fracture initiation is predicted at a strain of
⟨ε̄f ⟩ = ε̄ = 0.111 . Compared to soft phase, the stress is increased by 16% due to the introduction
of the hard phase at the onset of macroscopic fracture. This increase comes at the expense of a
decrease in fracture strain of 63% compared to the homogeneous soft phase.
The microscopic response is visualized in Figure 6.3 for one microstructure from the ensemble,
at the moment of macroscopic fracture initiation. The deformed geometry clearly shows the effect of
the periodic boundary conditions, where the average deformation is prescribed by (4) with extension
in horizontal direction and compression in vertical direction. The individual cells are significantly
deformed in all directions. The plastic strain, in Figure 6.3(a), is largest in the soft phase, in particular
where soft cells are interconnected under ±45 degree angles and surrounded by cells of the hard
phase. This explains the decrease of macroscopic ductility observed above: the soft phase has to
accommodate more (plastic) deformation due to phase contrast with the hard phase. The hydrostatic
stress, in Figure 6.3(b), has extremes in both phases, but is the largest in the hard phase. In the soft
phase the highest tensile values are found where a soft cell is flanked by hard cells in the horizontal
direction (e.g. on the bottom right). In the hard phase this is observed where several hard cells
are linked in horizontal direction (e.g. on the top right). All predicted fracture initiation sites, in
Figure 6.3(c), are in the soft phase. In each case the soft cell is flanked by a hard cell on one or both
sides.
1 Although the strain is not averaged over the ensemble, as it is imposed on the individual volume elements, the notation
⟨...⟩ is used also for the strain to emphasize that the fracture initiation criterion is defined on the ensemble as a whole.
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Figure 6.2. The macroscopic equivalent stress of the ensemble ⟨τ̄eq ⟩ – normalized by the initial yield stress of
soft
the ensemble τy0
– as a function of the macroscopic, applied, equivalent strain ε̄ for the reference configurahard
tion: φ
= 0.25, χ = 2, η̄ = 0 (black). The fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ is indicated using a marker, the
continued hardening response is shown with a dashed line. The constitutive response of the hard phase (red)
and the soft phase (blue) are also included.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.3. The response of the volume element of Figure 6.1 from the reference ensemble (φhard = 0.25,
χ = 2, and η̄ = 0), at an applied macroscopic equivalent strain ε̄ = ⟨ε̄f ⟩ = 0.11. From left to right: (a) the
equivalent plastic strain εp , (b) the hydrostatic stress τm normalized by the initial yield stress of the soft phase
soft
τy0
, and (c) the fracture initiation indicator D. The hard phase cells are marked using a black outline.
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6.4

Influence of stress triaxiality

6.4.1

Results

The applied macroscopic stress triaxiality η̄ is varied in the range [−0.4, 1.5]. The resulting ensemble
averaged fracture strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ as a function of the applied triaxiality η̄ is shown in black in Figure 6.4,
for the reference ensemble. Also shown are solid curves that correspond to the cases where failure
is modeled only in the soft phase (i.e. fracture initiation is predicted in 1% of all soft cells in the
ensemble, in blue) or only in the hard phase (in red). The dashed curves correspond to the uniform
soft phase (in blue) and hard phase (in red). Note that the number of ‘failed’ cells varies between the
different microstructures ranging from 2 to 21 (e.g. Figure 6.3, wherein the number of ‘failed’ cells
equals 6).
Figure 6.4 shows that the fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ is significantly reduced compared to a specimen of uniform soft phase. The overall trend is similar: the fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ decreases
for increasing triaxiality η̄, as is frequently observed for ductile materials. However for the composite
a rather rapid decrease of fracture strain is observed at a macroscopic triaxiality of 0.2 < η̄ < 0.5.
At low triaxialities, η̄ < 0.2, the macroscopic fracture initiation strain of the ensemble coincides with
that of the soft phase (in blue), while at high triaxialities, η̄ > 0.5, it coincides with that of hard phase
failure (in red).
The two failure mechanisms are thus in competition whereby the macroscopic triaxiality η̄ plays
a key role. At triaxialities η̄ < 0.2 a sufficient number of soft cells fail to call macroscopic fracture
before a significant amount of damage is generated in the hard cells. For triaxialities η̄ > 0.5 the hard
cells reach their failure criterion substantially earlier. In the range 0.2 < η̄ < 0.5 the competition
is more even and both contribute. Thus, even though fracture initiation occurs sooner at higher
triaxialities for both damage mechanisms, the brittle failure mechanism becomes more pronounced
due to its stress dependence that scales with the elastic modulus. The ductile failure mechanism on
the other hand scales with the triaxiality through the plasticity via the much lower hardening modulus.

uniform hard
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Figure 6.4. Macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ as a function of the applied triaxiality η̄ for the reference configuration: φhard = 0.25 and χ = 2 (black). The fracture strains predicted by the isolated failure
mechanisms are also shown: hard phase (red) and blue phase (soft) and for the uniform phases (dashed).

The trend in Figure 6.4 can be further analyzed by inspecting one typical microscopic response.
The fracture initiation indicator D is shown in Figure 6.5, again for the volume element of Figure 6.1.
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From left to right the triaxiality increases whereby the simulation is terminated at the relevant macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩. For η̄ = 0 (Figure 6.5(a)) all fracture initiation sites are in the
soft phase, always directly adjacent to hard phase. In the transition regime, for η̄ = 0.5 in Figure 6.5(b), several fracture initiation sites occur in hard cells. In the brittle fracture regime, for η̄ = 1
in Figure 6.5(c), all fracture initiation sites are in the hard phase. Like for the soft phase, each of
these sites have hard phase to the left and/or right. The morphological characteristics of the phase
distribution around the fracture initiation sites are discussed in more detail in Section 6.8.

Figure 6.5. Fracture initiation in the microstructure of Figure 6.1 for different values of applied triaxiality. Note
that the response is shown for different stages of deformation, corresponding to the respective macroscopic
fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ for each applied triaxiality η̄ (see Figure 6.4).

6.4.2 Discussion
The results indicate that the initiation of fracture is dominated by the ductile soft phase, by the
brittle hard phase, or by both. The damage mechanisms in the two phases are thus in competition,
whereby the outcome is determined by the macroscopic stress triaxiality, which is consistent with the
literature [24–28, 47, 48]. For example, Hoefnagels et al. [47] carefully categorized and counted the
damage events in a dual-phase steel subjected to different strain paths. In the context of the results
above, their most important observation is that more fracture occurs in the hard martensite phase
for a microstructure subjected to bi-axial loading (with a high triaxiality) compared with the uni-axial
loading case (with a low triaxiality).
For multi-phase materials, few experimental studies have measured the macroscopic fracture
strain as a function of stress triaxiality. A complicating factor is that different ranges of triaxialities
require different sample geometries, associated with different macroscopic strain paths [49]. For
sample geometries suitable for the shear regime, it has been observed that the fracture strain decreases with increasing triaxiality [28, 50–53], although the number of measurements are too few to
be conclusive about the existence of a critical triaxiality upon which the ductility suddenly decreases.
For sample geometries suitable for different strain paths, in particular for bi-axial tension, the fracture strain is observed to be higher than in pure shear [50, 51, 53]. This observation invites further
research as different strain paths have not been addressed in the present study, since they necessitate
costly three-dimensional computations. Another question that is not addressed in the present work
is whether different propagation mechanisms are triggered in different triaxiality regimes, as is known
to be the case for more homogeneous materials [49, 54].
A strong limitation of the present study is the two-dimensional, plane strain, character of the
microstructures. Recently similar computations have been performed on two- and three-dimensional
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microstructures (see Chapter 7). The comparison showed that the damage distributions are similar
for both cases, but the value of the damage is over-predicted using a two-dimensional model. For
the present results this implies that the macroscopic fracture initiation strain, in Figure 6.4, is lower
than in a three-dimensional microstructure.
For the present model, one may also ask to what extent the results depend on the definitions of
microscopic and macroscopic fracture initiation. With respect to the former, in reality the strength
may vary from cell to cell. This is modeled by randomly varying the strain-to-failure from cell to
cell, for both phases. This critical strain is therefore multiplied with 1 + δ which randomly varies in
spaces, with zero mean and a standard deviation for which the values δ = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.20
are considered. The macroscopic fracture initiation strains as a function of the stress triaxiality are
shown in Figure 6.6. Qualitatively they are unaffected by δ, and also quantitatively the difference is
small – maximally a factor 50 smaller than the applied variation. The reason of this is that the local
phase distribution controls the damage, as is discussed in more detail in Section 6.8.

Figure 6.6. Effect of a random variation of the critical strain-to-failure between individual cells, with a standard
deviation δ. The reference δ = 0 corresponds to uniform damage parameters throughout the microstructure.

The definition for the macroscopic fracture initiation, i.e. that 1% of the cells in the ensemble
failed, is examined next. The analysis has therefore been repeated for the values 0.2% and 5%.
The results, in Figure 6.7, show that the same qualitative trend is recovered in each case: ductile and
brittle fracture are in competition. Quantitatively, the difference is 0.01 in terms of fracture strain and
approximately 0.18 in terms of the critical stress triaxiality at which the failure switches from being
dominated by the soft phase to being dominated by the hard phase. Future research that incorporates
mechanical degradation would obsolete this simple criterion, by predicting macroscopic instability as
a natural outcome of damage propagation on the micro-scale.
It is often hypothesized that since plasticity occurs in the hard phase, it fails through ductile
fracture instead of brittle fracture [55–59]. Therefore, the analysis is also carried out with a ductile
fracture initiation criterion in the hard phase in Section 6.9.

6.5

Influence of volume fraction

In this section the effect of the variation of the hard phase volume fraction is considered. Ensembles
with different hard phase volume fractions, φhard , are used, yet each with the same reference phase
contrast χ = 2.
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Figure 6.7. Effect of different macroscopic fracture criteria. Macroscopic fracture initiation is predicted respectively if 0.2% (red), 1% (black, reference), or 5% (blue) of the cells in the ensemble have failed.

The macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ as a function of macroscopic stress triaxiality η̄ is
shown in Figure 6.8 for seven different values of φhard , each indicated using a different color. The
reference ensemble of Figure 6.4, is shown in black. Increasing the amount of hard phase promotes
both the soft phase and the hard phase failure mechanisms. This is observed as a decrease of ⟨ε̄f ⟩ in
both regimes. The triaxiality η̄ at which the transition between the two regimes takes place decreases
with increasing hard phase volume fraction.

0.175

0.25

0.325

Figure 6.8. Macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ as a function of the applied triaxiality η̄, for different hard
phase volume fractions, φhard , at constant phase contrast (χ = 2). The colors indicate the different φhard ; the
reference ensemble (φhard = 0.25 and χ = 2) in the middle is shown in black.

The predicted macroscopic stress–strain response in pure shear (η̄ = 0) is shown in Figure 6.9
for different hard phase volume fractions φhard , where the fracture initiation is indicated with a
marker. The increase of the hard phase volume fraction results in an increase of the macroscopic
yield strength while the macroscopic hardening is more or less constant. The macroscopic fracture
initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ decreases with increasing hard phase volume fraction (as already observed in
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f
Figure 6.8) while at the same time the fracture initiation stress ⟨τ̄eq
⟩ increases.

Figure 6.9. Ensemble averaged macroscopic equivalent stress ⟨τ̄eq ⟩ as a function the macroscopic, applied,
strain ε̄ for different hard phase volume fractions φhard at constant phase contrast χ = 2; all a constant applied
triaxiality η̄ = 0. The curves are terminated at the predicted macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ (indicated
using a marker).

The consequence of the above observations is examined next in the context of the classical
trade-off between strength and ductility. In Figure 6.10, the macroscopic fracture initiation stress,
f
⟨τ̄eq
⟩, is plotted versus the fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ for different macroscopic triaxialities η̄.
The arrow and the increasing size of the markers indicate the increase of the hard phase volume
fraction. For η̄ = 0 it is observed, as in Figure 6.9, that for an increasing hard phase volume fraction,
f
⟩, increases at the expense of decreasing ductility, ⟨ε̄f ⟩. However, at the highest
the strength, ⟨τ̄eq
considered triaxiality of η̄ = 0.6 this trade-off breaks down. At this triaxiality, an increase of the hard
phase volume fraction causes the fracture to be dominated by the hard phase, leading to an almost
constant strength and decreasing ductility. In line with Figure 6.8, this is a direct consequence of the
competition between failure dominated by either the soft phase or the hard phase, whereby the latter
‘wins’ for η̄ = 0.6.

6.6

Influence of phase contrast

Next, the phase contrast χ is varied using different2 ensembles with a constant hard phase volume
fraction of φhard = 0.25.
The macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ as a function of macroscopic stress triaxiality η̄
is shown in Figure 6.11 for seven different values of χ. Both the soft phase and the hard phase
failure mechanisms are strongly promoted by increasing the phase contrast, however at a different
rate. Consequently, the outcome of the competition between both failure mechanisms is different
for different phase contrasts. At low phase contrast (light blue), the fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ is
significantly higher than for the reference ensemble (in black) as it is dominated by ductile fracture
initiation for almost all considered triaxialities. At higher phase contrast (in red) the fracture is entirely
in the hard phase fracture regime.
The predicted macroscopic stress–strain responses in pure shear are shown in Figure 6.12. The
2 The

same set of microstructures is used, the only difference is the yielding.
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f
⟩ and equivalent strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ for varying hard
Figure 6.10. Predicted fracture initiation equivalent stress ⟨τ̄eq
hard
phase volume fractions φ
(indicated with an arrow) at constant phase contrast χ = 2. The different curves
corresponds to different macroscopic stress triaxialities η̄. The reference ensemble (φhard = 0.25 and χ = 2)
is highlighted using a black square.

1.25

2

2.75

Figure 6.11. Macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ as a function of the applied triaxiality η̄, for different
yield stress ratios between the hard and the soft phase, χ, at constant hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25,
cf. Figure 6.8.
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observed trend is quite different from that in Figure 6.9: the yield stress is constant for all χ while
the hardening increases. This increase is much lower than the increase in phase contrast χ as the soft
phase accommodates most of the plastic deformation. Again, the predicted macroscopic fracture
initiates at lower strain with increasing χ. Note that the resulting fracture stress ⟨τ̄eq ⟩ is almost
constant due to the rapid decay in fracture strain caused by the different outcome of the competition
between failure mechanisms.

Figure 6.12. The ensemble averaged macroscopic equivalent stress ⟨τ̄eq ⟩ as a function the macroscopic, applied,
strain ε̄ for different phase contrast χ at constant volume fraction φhard = 0.25; cf. Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.13 shows the strength versus ductility trade-off with contrast. For this case, a more or
less constant strength is observed accompanied by a decreasing ductility, regardless of the triaxiality.
Recall from Figure 6.11 that the increase in phase contrast at this volume fraction leads to hard
phase dominated failure. Furthermore, an increase in phase contrast χ mainly leads to an increase in
hardening, not in the yield point (see Figure 6.12). As the fracture strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ rapidly decreases and
approaches the yield strain, the effect of the increase in hardening is negligible.

f
Figure 6.13. Predicted fracture initiation equivalent stress ⟨τ̄eq
⟩ and equivalent strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ for varying phase
contrast χ (indicated with an arrow) at constant hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25; cf. Figure 6.10.
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6.7 Mechanism map
6.7.1 Results
To understand the consequences of the competition between the two failure mechanisms, the outcomes of all combinations of hard phase volume fractions, phase contrasts, and stress triaxialities are
collected in a mechanism map. This map is constructed using approximately 90000 finite element
calculations. Due to the model’s simplicity such a computation becomes feasible even on moderately
sized computing cluster. Using an in-house code each volume element takes between two and three
minutes to compute.
The resulting mechanism map is presented in Figure 6.14. The different curves represent the
combination of volume fractions φhard and phase contrast χ for which exactly 50% of the failed
cells are soft and 50% are hard, at a given value of applied triaxiality η̄. In the region to the lower left
of the curve, that is denoted by “soft”, the majority of fractured cells are soft, whereas to the upper
right (denoted by “hard”) the majority is hard.
The result is first discussed for a triaxiality η̄ = 0. For a low hard phase volume fraction, φhard <
0.15, the initiation of fracture is dominated by the soft phase regardless of the contrast in plastic
properties between the hard and the soft phase. In this regime the effect of the local incompatibility
in deformability remains small as the hard phase is sufficiently dispersed in the microstructure. At
the other extreme, where φhard > 0.4, the initiation of fracture is dominated by the hard phase
if the yield contrast is sufficiently large (χ > 2.5). In this regime, the incompatibility between the
two phases has a strong influence, as the hard phase domains are close and link up. The transition
between these two regimes occurs at approximately φhard = 0.25. These observations also apply
for the other triaxialities although the transition shifts to favor hard phase failure at higher triaxialities
as observed before.

Figure 6.14. Competition between the initiation of ductile fracture in the soft phase, and brittle fracture in the
hard phase, in the form of a mechanism map. At the iso-lines (corresponding to different levels of applied stress
triaxiality η̄) precisely 50 percent of the failed cells are soft and 50 percent are hard. The hard phase volume
fraction φhard increases along the vertical axis, and the phase contrast χ along the horizontal axis.
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6.7.2 Discussion
The outcome of the simple numerical model in the form of this mechanism map is consistent with
experimental observations from the literature. For instance, Mummery and Derby [20] observe that
the fracture initiation is dominated by breaking of the brittle reinforcement particles for higher volume fractions. And for higher phase contrasts, Lee et al. [21] observe cleavage fracture.

6.8

Influence of the local phase distribution

6.8.1

Analysis

To reveal the correlation between the local microstructural morphology and the individual fracture
initiation sites, the average microstructure around the fracture initiation sites is calculated. This approach was first introduced in Chapter 2 and is summarized below. It quantifies the probability of
finding the hard phase at a certain position relative to the fracture initiation sites. A value higher
than the hard phase volume fraction, φhard , corresponds to a positive correlation between fracture
initiation and hard phase at that relative position. Vice versa a value lower than φhard corresponds
to a positive correlation between fracture initiation and the soft phase.
The method is discussed based on a single volume element; the ensemble average trivially follows
and is therefore omitted. The microstructure is described using a phase indicator I which is defined
as follows:
{
0
for (i, j) ∈ soft
I(i, j) =
(11)
1
for (i, j) ∈ hard
whereby (i, j) represents the position of a particular cell. For the regular grid used here, it corresponds to the ‘pixel’ position, i.e. the row and column index of the grid of square cells.
The average microstructure at a certain position (∆i, ∆j) relative to a fracture initiation site is
calculated by averaging the phase indicator I weighted by the fracture initiation indicator D over all
positions (i, j). I.e.
∑
ij D(i, j) I(i + ∆i, j + ∆j)
ID (∆i, ∆j) = ∑
(12)
ij D(i, j)
The index (i, j) loops of the cells (or pixels) in the volume element.
Finally, the ensemble average ⟨ID ⟩ is calculated by averaging over all 256 volume elements in
the ensemble.
6.8.2 Results
The result is shown in Figure 6.15 for two different values of the applied triaxiality – one in the
regime where failure is governed by the soft phase (η̄ = 0) and the other in the hard phase failure
regime (η̄ = 1). For both, the average arrangement of phases is computed at their respective fracture
initiation strain (see Figure 6.4). The origin, indicated with black dashed lines, corresponds to the
fracture initiation site. The colors are chosen to maximize interpretation: red corresponds to an
elevated probability of the hard phase, and blue to that of the soft phase. For η̄ = 0, in Figure 6.15(a),
it observed that, as expected, the fracture initiates in the soft phase: ⟨ID ⟩ ≈ 0 at the origin of
the diagram. Directly to the left and right, in the tensile direction, regions of the hard phase are
found. This band of hard phase is interrupted by bands of the soft phase under angles close to
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±45 degrees. This observation coincides with the result of Chapter 2, which however was limited to
fracture initiation of the soft phase only.
When the result is compared to ⟨ID ⟩ taken at η̄ = 1, in Figure 6.15(b), it appears that the key
features do not change, except that fracture now initiates in the hard phase (observed as ⟨ID > φhard
in the center). Fracture thus initiates in a band of the hard phase aligned with the tensile direction (in
red) there where it intersects with a band of the soft phase under an angle of close to ±45 degrees
with respect to the tensile direction (in blue); in this case the hard phase band is not interrupted.
This result is remarkable as both results in Figure 6.15 are dominated by totally different failure
mechanisms. The only noticeable difference is that the probability of the regions of the soft phase
is reduced (characterized by the intensity of blue in the bands at ±45 degree angles) with respect to
Figure 6.15(a).

Figure 6.15. Average microstructure around the fracture initiation sites is shown for different applied stress
triaxialities: (a) η̄ = 0 and (b) η̄ = 1; both taken at their respective macroscopic fracture initiation strains ⟨ε̄f ⟩.

6.8.3 Discussion
The above result suggests that a region or band of hard phase aligned with the tensile direction,
intersected by regions or bands of the soft phase in the direction of shear are critical for fracture
initiation, regardless of whether the hard band is actually interrupted or not. Such characteristics
have frequently been observed experimentally [29–34, 46, 60], see also Chapter 3, although experimentally the actual phase in which fracture initiates often can not be uniquely determined. Based on
Figure 6.15 the surroundings would look similar for both fracture initiation mechanisms. Using a
numerical model, Segurado and LLorca [41, 61] made the observation that damage nucleation is promoted by clustering of the reinforcement phase in the tensile direction for either hard phase damage,
soft phase damage, or interface decohesion. The results in Figure 6.15 are in accordance with these
observations, the main difference of the current result is that average microstructure is obtained in a
much wider region around the fracture initiation sites. For three-dimensional microstructures, using
a similar analysis as presently presented, in Chapter 7 a qualitatively similar average phase distribution
around fracture initiation was found as Figure 6.15 for a planar deformation (i.e. pure shear).
Chapter 2 considered ductile failure in the soft phase only and reasoned that the arrangement of
phases in Figure 6.15(a) is due to (i) a phase boundary perpendicular to the tensile axis giving rise to
hydrostatic stress and (ii) shear bands through the soft phase aligned with the shear axis, giving rise to
high plastic deformation. From the current result, in Figure 6.15(b), it is observed that a combination
of these mechanisms is also responsible for the high stress in the hard phase. In any case, critical
for damage is (i) a band of hard phase aligned with the tensile direction with which (ii) bands of the
soft phase that aligned with shear directions intersect. The orientation is determined by the applied
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macroscopic deformation (see Chapter 7). If such a configuration could be avoided, the material’s
fracture properties would be enhanced.

6.9

Comparison with ductile failure of the hard phase

For the hard phase the Rankine model for cleavage has been used so far. It compares the maximum
principal stress to a critical value, see equation (7), and it is therefore strongly dependent on the actual
stress state. Since a small amount of plasticity is allowed in the hard phase and micrographs of the
fracture surface often reveal dimples, it may be appropriate to consider also the hard phase ductile.
In this section, the Rankine model is therefore replaced by the Johnson-Cook model according to
(8), and both phases thus follow this criterion albeit with different parameter sets. The parameters
of the soft phase are like before; those of the hard phase are selected such that the fracture strain is
obtained for the homogeneous hard phase in uniaxial tension as for the Rankine-based model used
so far. Specifically:
Ahard = 0.87

B hard = 5.6

= 0.0
εhard
pc

(13)

The macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ is shown in Figure 6.16 as a function of the applied
triaxiality η̄ for the reference parameters in black (i.e. hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25 and
phase contrast χ = 2). The curves for failure in only one of the phases are included using a red
line (only hard phase failure) and blue line (only soft phase failure). The fracture initiation strain for
the uniform phases are included as dashed lines. When the black curve is compared to the result
in Figure 6.4, it appears that the macroscopic fracture initiation strain decreases less strongly with
triaxiality. The transition from fracture initiation dominated by the soft phase to that dominated by
the hard phase is still observed, however at a different triaxiality. Compared to the uniform phases
the same observations can be made as for Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.16. Macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ as a function of the applied triaxiality η̄ for the reference
configuration, predicted using a ductile damage indicator in both phases; cf. Figure 6.4.

The average microstructure around the fracture initiation sites is shown in Figure 6.17. For η̄ = 0
the result still coincides with Figure 6.15(a) as fracture initiation is dominated by the soft phase there.
Also at η̄ = 1, where the failure is dominated by the hard phase, the key features coincide with
Figure 6.15(b). However, the regions of the hard phase in the direction of tension (to the left and
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right of the fracture initiation sites) have a lower probability. Oppositely, the regions of the soft
phase in the direction of shear (±45 degrees) have a higher probability. I.e. the relative position of
the soft phase around the fracture initiation site is more important, while the relative position of
the hard phase is less important compared to the case of cleavage fracture. Also, the orientation of
the regions of the soft phase deviates more from ±45 degrees with respect to the tensile direction.
This is due to the different weighing of the plastic strain and the volumetric stress by replacing the
Rankine model with the Johnson-Cook model.

Figure 6.17. Average microstructure around the fracture initiation sites is shown for an applied stress triaxiality
of (a) η̄ = 0 and (b) η̄ = 1.

6.10 Concluding remarks
A simple multi-scale model is proposed and exploited that uses a microscopic model restricted to
the most essential micromechanics underlying the initiation of failure in a ductile two-phase material comprising a hard but brittle phase embedded in a soft and ductile matrix. A large number of
microstructures are considered to capture the – statistically extreme – fracture initiation at the level
of the individual grains. Using this model, the common observations in the literature on the effects
of applied stress triaxiality, hard phase volume fraction, and contrast in mechanical properties are
analyzed and refined.
• The large number of realizations enables the characterization of the average microstructural
morphology around the initiation of fracture. Around fracture initiation sites, a band of hard
phase is identified in the tensile direction, intersected by bands of soft phase in the directions of
shear. This configuration is critical, regardless of whether the band of hard phase is interrupted
or not; i.e. regardless if the local fracture initiates in the soft phase or in the hard phase.
• The macroscopic fracture initiation is dominated by the soft phase at low values of applied
stress triaxiality. Above a certain critical triaxiality the balance tips to the hard phase. This
critical triaxiality is a function of the hard phase volume fraction and the contrast in mechanical
properties between the phases, as characterized by the mechanism map of Figure 6.14.
• The increase in hard phase volume fraction leads to an increase in strength at the expense of
ductility. Due to the different effect on the macroscopic elasto-plastic behavior, an increase in
phase contrast does not lead to a significant increase in strength, while the ductility decreases.
It was shown that these conclusions are relatively insensitive the exact value of the parameters.
They are thus representative for different materials in this class.
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CHAPTER 7
Three-dimensional microstructures

Abstract
This paper studies a two-phase material with a microstructure composed of a hard brittle reinforcement phase embedded in a soft ductile matrix. It addresses the full three-dimensional nature of the
microstructure and macroscopic deformation. A large ensemble of periodic microstructures is used,
whereby the individual grains of the two phases are modeled using equi-sized cubes. A particular
solution strategy relying on the Fast Fourier Transform is adopted, which has a high computational
efficiency both in terms of speed and memory footprint, thus enabling a statistically meaningful
analysis. This solution method naturally accompanies the regular microstructural model, as the Fast
Fourier Transform relies on a regular grid.
Using the many considered microstructures as an ensemble, the average arrangement of phases
around fracture initiation sites is objectively identified by the correlation between microstructure
and fracture initiation – in three dimensions. The results show that fracture initiates where regions
of the hard phase are interrupted by bands of the soft phase that are aligned with the direction of
maximum shear. In such regions, the hard phase is arranged such that the area of the phase boundary perpendicular to the principal strain direction is maximum, leading to high hydrostatic tensile
stresses, while not interrupting the shear bands that form in the soft phase. The local incompatibility that is present around the shear bands is responsible for a high plastic strain. By comparing the
response to a two-dimensional microstructure it is observed that the response is qualitatively similar
(both macroscopically and microscopically). One important difference is that the local strain partitioning between the two phases is over-predicted by the two-dimensional microstructure, leading to
an overestimation of damage.
Keywords: micromechanics; ductile failure; damage; multi-phase materials; FFT solver
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7.1 Introduction
Multi-phase materials are used in a wide variety of applications because they often encompass good
engineering properties: electrical, thermal, mechanical, etc. By combining two or more distinct
phases at the level of the microstructure, a combination of properties is obtained that cannot always be achieved otherwise. This paper focuses on the class of two-phase materials that display both
strength and ductility using a microstructure in which a soft and ductile matrix is reinforced using a
hard and brittle phase.
The elasto-plastic response of such materials is reasonably well understood. Simple rules of
mixture yield satisfactory predictions for many purposes [1, 2], but also mean-field [3, 4] and unit cell
models have been applied [5–8]. Many of them have been extended to incorporate microstructural
damage to predict the loss of material integrity observed at the macro-scale. However, in most cases,
the role of the microstructure, and in particular of the phase distribution, is only partially considered
and not fully understood.
Different researchers have performed studies that aimed at characterizing the role of the spatial
distribution of the phases on the initiation and growth of fracture at the level of individual grains
(see [9–11] and Chapter 2). In these papers it was found that damage preferentially nucleated in or
in-between reinforcement particles that are neighboring along the tensile axis – see also the experimental work by Lewandowski et al. [12]. A positive hydrostatic stress was one of the configurational
characteristics driving damage nucleation and growth.
In Chapter 2 it has been demonstrated that the role of the microstructure can be rationalized by
considering the average phase distribution around damage sites through a conditional spatial average.
The strength of this approach is that the results need little interpretation as the correlation between
morphology and fracture initiation is quantified. Besides confirming the role of neighboring reinforcement particles in the tensile direction, the critical microstructure features a pattern composed of
matrix phase directly adjacent to the damage site in the direction perpendicular to the tensile direction,
and in bands in the directions of maximum shear. Later, it was shown that this phase distribution is
also critical for fracture initiation by cleavage in the reinforcement phase (see Chapter 6).
Most published models are restricted to two spatial dimensions. Likewise experimental observations generally are restricted to cross-sections. In spite of the valuable insights gained, the impact
of the geometrical approximation remains unclear. Some studies were performed in three dimensions [10, 11, 13], but a systematic analysis including many statistical variations is often unfeasible.
Ramazani et al. [13] observed a clear difference in the macroscopic mechanical properties predicted
by two- and three-dimensional micromechanical models. For a different physical process, Xu et al.
[14] compared the accuracy of two-dimensional representative volume elements (RVEs) to full threedimensional RVEs in the context of humidity induced electrochemical degradation of fuel cells with
a Nickel – Yttria-stabilized Zirconia microstructure. They concluded that the yield stresses are of the
same order of magnitude in the two-dimensional model as in the three-dimensional model, but the
former cannot capture the thermoelectrical properties accurately as its percolation is inherently limited. These distinct mechanisms may also have a strong influence on fracture initiation for the class
of materials considered here, as the plastic strain localizes in a path of soft phase that is connected
in the direction of shear, prior to fracture initiation.
A systematic analysis of the local mechanical response of a three-dimensional microstructure,
with statistical relevance, is still beyond the capabilities of conventional computational solid mechanics, based on the finite elements method. Different methods have been developed that enable such an
analysis. Among them, the Voronoi tesselation finite elements method of Moorthy and Ghosh [15]
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is worth mentioning. This method employs a microstructure that is generated using a Voronoi tessellation. Each Voronoi cell forms an element for which the response is calculated using an assumed
stress distribution. Although the resulting number of degrees of freedom is limited, the extension to
three dimensions is still non-trivial [16].
Besides the different strategies for improving the efficiency of the calculations based on the finite
elements method, full-field calculations based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), as first proposed
by Moulinec and Suquet [17], have proved to be a serious alternative for periodic inhomogeneous
media when the number of degrees of freedom becomes significant, as it is the case in 3-D. This
method takes advantage of the fact that equivalent linear elastic problems can be formulated and
recast into integral forms, where the relevant Green functions are convolved with some appropriate
source fields. The convolution product is expressed as a simple product in Fourier space and is
computationally evaluated by means of an efficient FFT-library. Even though the application of
the Fast Fourier Transform restricts the discretization to a regular grid, this method has the great
advantage that the computational costs, both in terms of CPU time and memory footprint, scale
approximately linearly with the number of grid points. The method can thus handle large systems
and appears to be the best suited for 3-D microstructures.
The current paper aims to extend the analysis of Chapter 2 to a three-dimensional setting. By
comparing different three-dimensional deformation paths for a large number of three-dimensional
microstructures, the role of the microstructural morphology on fracture initiation is systematically
identified. The results are compared to those obtained from two-dimensional microstructures, complementing the analyses of fracture initiation mechanisms but also allowing to identify the limitations
of such two-dimensional models. This is achieved by means of the algorithm proposed by Moulinec
and Suquet [17] to solve mechanical equilibrium in heterogeneous materials. Besides its low memory footprint, the simplifying but reasonable assumption that the elastic moduli are homogeneous
renders the method incomparably fast and the most suitable for our statistical analysis.
This paper is structured as follows. The microstructural model and the numerical implementation
are discussed in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. In Section 7.4, the two- and three-dimensional
microstructures are compared in terms of macroscopic and microscopic elasto-plastic response and
fracture initiation. For the three-dimensional microstructures, the effects of different deformation
paths are investigated in Section 7.5. The paper ends with several concluding remarks in Section 7.6.

Nomenclature
A
A
C =A⊗B
C =A·B
c =A:B
⟨a⟩
ā

second order tensor
fourth order tensor
dyadic tensor product (Cijkl = Aij Bkl )
single tensor contraction (Cik = Aij Bjk )
double tensor contraction (c = Aij Bji )
ensemble average
volume (unit cell) average

7.2

Model

7.2.1

Microstructure

The microstructure is represented by an ensemble of 100 three-dimensional periodic unit cells. Each
unit cell comprises 30×30×30 cubes arranged in a regular grid, see for a typical example Figure 7.1(b).
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These cubes represent the individual grains or particles of the two phases considered – a soft and
a hard phase with respectively low and high yield stresses. They are referred to as grains below,
to avoid confusion. It must be emphasized that the model does not account for any crystalline
orientation such that the boundaries between grains of the same phase are mechanically meaningless.
The introduced idealization enables a clearly defined statistical analysis in which the average spatial
distribution of phases around a fracture initiation site can be transparently quantified. It must be
stressed that to provide a good estimate of the strain and stress fields, the numerical discretization
is finer than the grid of grains, as discussed in Section 7.3. However, consistent with the adopted
idealization, only grain averaged quantities are considered.
The phases are randomly distributed in each unit cell according to a predetermined volume fraction φhard of the hard phase. To achieve this, each individual grain in each of the 100 unit cells is
assigned the properties of the hard phase if a random number in the interval [0, 1] is smaller than the
chosen φhard . All other grains are assigned the properties of the soft phase. Throughout this paper,
φhard = 0.25 is used. The obtained ensemble average volume fraction of the hard phase, ⟨φhard ⟩,
is within 0.1% of the target value φhard . The hard phase volume fraction in the individual unit cells
varies between ±3% around this value.

hard
soft

y
x

(a) discretization

z

(b) microstructure

Figure 7.1. Typical unit cell from the ensemble of 100 unit cells representing the two-phase material (b). The
numerical discretization of a single grain; each grain is discretized in the same way (a).

7.2.2 Constitutive model
Different constitutive models provide a satisfactory description of the micromechanical response at
the considered scale and level of approximation, that of an aggregate of grains. Here, both phases
are modeled using small strain elasto-visco-plasticity, whereby the parameters for the viscous part
are taken to effectively approximate a rate-independent model. It has been verified that this model is
sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this study by comparing the response of the selected model
to rate-independent models in small and finite strain; the results of this comparison are not included
here for conciseness.
In the constitutive model, the linear strain tensor ε is additively split in an elastic and a plastic
part:
ε = εe + εp

(1)
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with εe the elastic strain tensor and εp the plastic strain tensor.
Assuming linear elasticity, the stress tensor is determined from the elastic strain tensor by Hooke’s
law:
σ = C : εe

(2)

with σ the Cauchy stress tensor. C is the elastic stiffness, which is assumed to be homogeneous
(independent of space) and isotropic:
(
)
C = KI ⊗ I + 2G Is − 13 I ⊗ I
(3)
where the bulk modulus K and the shear modulus G depend on the Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν in the usual way: K = E/[3(1 − 2ν)] and G = E/[2(1 + ν)]. The tensors I and Is
respectively are the second-order identity tensor and the fourth-order symmetric identity tensor.
Plasticity is modeled using standard J2 plasticity, by adopting the following yield function:
f (σ, εp ) = σeq − σy (εp )

(4)
√

with σeq Von Mises’s equivalent stress – defined as 32 σd : σd , with σd the stress deviator – and
σy the yield stress. The latter depends on the accumulated equivalent plastic strain
∫ t√
εp =
0

2
3

ε̇p : ε̇p dτ

(5)

using a linear hardening relation:
σy = σy0 + Hεp

(6)

with σy0 the initial yield stress and H the hardening modulus.
Associative flow is assumed to model the evolution of the plastic strain rate:
ε̇p = γ̇

∂f
∂σ

(7)

where the plastic multiplier is obtained through Norton’s law, i.e.
(
γ̇ = γ0

σeq
σy

)1/m
(8)

with m the rate dependence exponent and γ0 a material constant.
The two phases have the same elastic moduli and differ only through their plastic behavior:
the hard phase has a yield stress and hardening modulus which are twice those of the soft phase.
The material parameters are summarized in Table 7.1. Note that the rate-dependence exponent of
1/m = 100 adequately approximates a rate-independent elasto-plastic model.
7.2.3 Applied deformation
As a result of the assumed periodicity of the microstructure in all spatial directions, only the volume
averaged deformation needs to be prescribed. In this way, local (microscopic) fluctuations in stress
and strain are permitted throughout the cell and along its boundary. In the following, two different
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average strain paths are considered: planar and axisymmetric shear. Both strain paths are isochoric
and result in a vanishing macroscopic stress triaxiality. Note that the triaxiality in the individual grains
is determined by equilibrium and compatibility, and generally does not vanish.
The applied macroscopic strain tensor, ε̄, for planar shear reads
√
ε̄ =

3
ε̄ (⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey ⃗ey )
2

(9)

in which ε̄ is the macroscopic equivalent strain. Note that all directions are treated in the same way,
fluctuations are thus allowed in the z-direction equivalently to the x- and y-direction. Locally the
deformation is therefore three-dimensional.
For axisymmetric shear, the strain tensor reads
(
)
ε̄ = ε̄ ⃗ex⃗ex − 12 ⃗ey ⃗ey − 12 ⃗ez ⃗ez

(10)

where ε̄ retains its meaning of the macroscopic equivalent strain.
For both cases, the microstructure is deformed up to a value of ε̄ = 0.1. This value is large
enough to be in a relevant regime for fracture initiation, but small enough to stay within the limits of
the small strain approximation.
7.2.4 Fracture initiation criterion
The initiation of fracture at the local grain level is modeled using a damage descriptor. This descriptor
reveals fracture initiation in the grains, but does not cause any material degradation. For the soft phase
the Johnson-Cook model is used, which is commonly applied to study ductile fracture initiation [18].
In this model the rate of accumulated plastic strain is compared to a critical plastic strain and then
integrated over the deformation history, i.e.
∫

t

D=
0

ε̇p
dτ
εc (η)

(11)

The accumulated plastic strain rate, ε̇p , is the time derivative of (5) and is therefore non-negative;
the critical plastic strain εc is a function of the (local) stress triaxiality η as follows:
εc = A exp(−B η) + εpc

(12)

The the stress triaxiality η is the ratio of the hydrostatic stress σm and the equivalent stress σeq ; the
material parameters A, B, and εpc are summarized in Table 7.1. Fracture initiation occurs in the
grain once the descriptor D ≥ 1. It is assumed that there is no fracture initiation in the hard phase.
Table 7.1. Material parameters of the constitutive model and the fracture initiation criterion [e.g. 19–21]. Note
that the phases are elastically identical, and that the hard phase is assumed not to fracture.

soft
hard

ν
0.3
0.3

σy0 /E
3 · 10−3
6 · 10−3

H/E
8 · 10−3
16 · 10−3

1/m
100
100

γ0
1
1

A
0.2
-

B
1.7
-

εpc
0.05
-
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7.2.5 Fracture initiation hot-spot
The relation between the microstructure and initiation of fracture is studied by calculating the characteristic phase distribution around the fracture initiation sites. To obtain a statistically representative
result, all fracture initiation sites in the entire ensemble of the 100 random unit cells are taken into
account at once. The resulting average pattern indicates what is the probability to find hard and soft
phase in the vicinity of any fracture initiation site. This method, as introduced in Chapter 2, is discussed in detail based on a single unit cell. The extension to the ensemble average is straightforward
and therefore omitted.
A phase indicator, I, is introduced to define the phase for each grain as a three-dimensional
scalar field, i.e.
{
1 for (i, j, k) ∈ hard
I(i, j, k) =
(13)
0 for (i, j, k) ∈ soft
where (i, j, k) corresponds to the position in the unit cell. For the cubic microstructures considered
in this paper, the index (i, j, k) is the voxel index of each grain. Similarly, fracture initiation is
indicated by D(i, j, k) which is unitary if the damage descriptor D(i, j, k) ≥ 1, and equals zero in
all other cases.
The (spatially) average(d) phase distribution around the fracture initiation sites (where D = 1) is
given by the following weighted average phase probability function:
∑
ijk D(i, j, k) I(i + ∆i, j + ∆j, k + ∆k)
ID (∆i, ∆j, ∆k) = ∑
(14)
ijk D(i, j, k)
where (∆i, ∆j, ∆k) is the relative position with respect to the initiation fracture sites, and where
(i, j, k) in the sums loops over all grains in the unit cell, taking the periodicity into account. Note
that (14) effectively quantifies the cross-correlation between I and D, and that it may be evaluated as
a convolution (e.g. with FFT). It may be interpreted as the probability of finding the hard phase as a
function of the position relative to the fracture initiation site. As the microstructure consists of only
two phases, the probability of finding the soft phase is also contained in this result: if at a certain
relative position ID (∆⃗x) > φhard (the hard phase volume fraction), then hard phase at this relative
position promotes fracture initiation, while if ID (∆⃗x) < φhard , soft phase at that relative position
will promote fracture initiation.

7.3

Spectral solver for mechanical equilibrium

7.3.1

Introduction

The numerical scheme introduced by Moulinec and Suquet [17] is used in this paper. In this scheme,
mechanical equilibrium is solved iteratively whereby a reference elastic medium is used to project an
intermediate solution to a new, compatible, intermediate solution until equilibrium is satisfied. This
method does not require the assembly of a tangent matrix or the solution of a linear system, and
therefore its memory footprint scales approximately with the number of grid-points instead of its
square. The projection itself is performed using the Discrete Fourier Transform which enhances the
computational efficiency. Although it has been shown that the convergence rate of this particular
algorithm depends critically on the choice of the reference medium, e.g. [22], this issue is avoided in
the present study because the microstructure is considered as elastically homogeneous. For the same
reason, oscillations in the solution (e.g. the well-known Gibbs phenomenon) are also avoided here.
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Below, we recall briefly the algorithm of Moulinec and Suquet [17], before explaining how the
specific constitutive model enters this algorithm.
7.3.2 Solution using auxiliary problem
For this method, the local strains are the unknowns. The goal is therefore to find a field of periodic
strains, ε(⃗x), that satisfies mechanical equilibrium, i.e.
⃗ · σ(⃗x) = ⃗0
∇

(15)

An auxiliary problem is introduced for which the stress σ(⃗x) is the response of a homogeneous
linear elastic body, with stiffness C0 , subjected to a polarization stress τ (⃗x), i.e.
σ(⃗x) = C0 : ε(⃗x) + τ (⃗x)

(16)

The solution to this problem is given by the following convolution, known as the periodic LippmannSchwinger equation:
ε(⃗x) = −Γ0 ⋆ τ (⃗x) + ε̄

(17)

with Γ0 the periodic Green operator associated with C0 and ε̄ the average strain tensor. The convolution can be evaluated in Fourier space using a simple tensor contraction, as follows:
ε̂(⃗q) = −Γ̂0 (⃗q) : τ̂ (⃗q)
ε̂(⃗0) = ε̄

for ⃗q ̸= 0

(18)

where the .̂ denotes that quantities have been transformed to Fourier space, and ⃗q denotes the wavevector dependence in that space.
The polarization stress τ (⃗x) is generally composed of two contributions: (i) one ensuing from
the inhomogeneity of elastic constants and (ii) one involving all eigenstrains such as the plastic strain
εp (⃗x):
(
)
τ (⃗x) = C(⃗x) − C0 : ε(⃗x) − C(⃗x) : εp (⃗x)

(19)

Since both ε(⃗x) and εp (⃗x) are not known yet, the solution has to be found iteratively. The rate of
convergence is thereby determined by the choice of the reference medium (through Γ0 ).
7.3.3 Problem specific solution
In the present work, the microstructure is elastically homogeneous, i.e. C0 = C independent of ⃗x,
and the polarization stress becomes:
τ (⃗x) = −C : ε(t+∆t)
p

(20)

where t + ∆t denotes the current time increment. Hence, iterations can be entirely avoided by using
an explicit time integration scheme for assessing the plastic strain at a new time step:
(t)
ε(t+∆t)
= ε(t)
p
p + ∆t ε̇p

(21)
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substituting equations (4–8)
(
ε(t+∆t)
p

=

ε(t)
p

+ ∆t γ0

3
= ε(t)
p + 2 ∆t γ0

(t)

σeq

)1/m (

(t)

σy
(

(t)

σeq

)(t)
∂f
∂σ
)1/m

(t)

σy0 + Hεp

(22)
(t)

σd

(t)

σeq

(23)

Finally, knowing the polarization stress, its Fourier transform is inserted into (18) to determine
the Fourier transform of the strain field at the new time increment, ε̂(t+∆t) . The inverse Fourier
transform then provides the corresponding strain field in real space, ε(t+∆t) , which were the unknowns.
7.3.4 Applied discretization
The Fourier transform and its inverse are evaluated using the Discrete Fourier Transform, for which
efficient open source implementations are readily available. Each of the grains of the microstructure
is discretized using 5×5×5 grid points (see Figure 7.1(a)). It has been verified that this discretization
leads to a converged solution in terms of the grain averaged tensors used in this paper. The refinement
study confirmed that the approximation is smaller than 1% relative error in stress and (plastic) strain
measured in the individual grains.
To minimize the approximation of the explicit time integration, the deformation is applied in 105
small steps. It has been verified that this temporal discretization is small enough to ensure stability
and convergence of the scheme. Note that even though many steps are applied, the computations
at each time step are fast, even for the large three-dimensional unit cells.

7.4

Two-dimensional vs. three-dimensional microstructure

The effect of the three-dimensional (3-D) nature of the considered microstructures is investigated
by comparing them to their two-dimensional (2-D) counterpart for which each cross-section in zdirection is the same. In this comparison both the 2-D and 3-D microstructures are subjected to
macroscopic planar shear (see Equation 9). Since the number of considered morphologies is smaller
for the 2-D microstructures, the size of the ensemble is increased to 256 random unit cells.
7.4.1

Macroscopic response

The computed macroscopic equivalent stress response, σ̄eq , as a function of the applied equivalent
strain, ε̄, is shown in Figure 7.2. For the 3-D microstructures, in black, and the 2-D microstructures,
in blue, the upper and lower bounds of the different unit cells are plotted. The constitutive response
of the individual phases is also shown using a dark blue curve for the soft matrix and red for the hard
reinforcement phase. As observed, all curves coincide in the elastic regime, as the microstructure
is elastically homogeneous. In the plastic regime, the response of the microstructure is a non-linear
combination of the response of the individual phases. The spread between the responses of the
different unit cells is larger for the 2-D model than for the 3-D model. The fact that the scatter in
volume fraction between the 2-D unit-cells is somewhat larger (it is in the range 0.21 < φhard <
0.29) thereby only partly explains the difference. A clear difference is also observed in the plastic
response directly after yielding. The response of the 2-D model is well below that of the 3-D model.
The difference is explained by examining the local plastic response in the next section.
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Figure 7.2. The macroscopic equivalent stress, σ̄eq , as a function of the applied equivalent strain, ε̄. The
range of the responses of the unit cells is shown for the 2-D microstructures (blue) and the 3-D microstructures
(black), both for applied planar shear (Eq. 9). The constitutive responses of the hard phase (red) and the soft
phase (dark blue) are shown as reference.

7.4.2 Microscopic response
The local accumulated plastic strain, εp , is shown in Figure 7.3 for the 2-D microstructure and in
Figure 7.4 for the 3-D microstructure; in both cases for an applied equivalent strain ε̄ = 0.1. The
figures include a three-dimensional view of the unit cell and planar views of the visible (outer) planes
(for the 2-D microstructure only one view is relevant). Note that because of the periodicity of the
microstructure, the outer planes are in fact cross-sections of the material.
For both 2-D and 3-D microstructures, it is observed that the highest values of εp occur in
the soft phase (with an average of 0.13 and 0.12 respectively). In most of the hard grains εp is
considerably lower (with an average of 0.02 and 0.04 respectively). From the cross-section along
the xy-direction (Figures 7.3(b) and 7.4(c)), it is observed that the highest values of εp are localized
in bands of connected soft phase at ±45 degree angles with respect to the x-axis, in particular if
these bands are surrounded by hard phase. For the 3-D microstructure, the cross-sections along
the xz-plane and the yz-plane (Figure 7.4(b,d)) reveal that these shear bands are extended along the
z-axis.
Plastic strain thus localizes in shear bands at ±45 degree angles with respect to the x- and y-axis.
This coincides with the direction of maximum shear of the applied macroscopic strain. It can be
concluded that the highest plastic strain occurs where the soft phase is connected in the direction of
shear, and surrounded by the hard phase.
These observations, made on a single unit cell, can be extended to the entire ensemble. In
Figure 7.5 the probability density, Φ, of the accumulated plastic strain, εp , is shown for different
strain increments. The figure includes both the 2-D (Figure 7.5(a–b)) and 3-D microstructures (Figure 7.5(c–d)); the hard phase (left column) and the soft phase (right column) are shown separately.
The value of Φ, along the vertical axes, is normalized such that the area underneath the curve is unity.
The results indicate that, throughout the deformation history, the strain is more strongly partitioned
between the soft and the hard phase for the 2-D microstructure than for the 3-D microstructure (i.e.
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Figure 7.3. Local accumulated plastic strain, εp , in the 2-D microstructure, resulting from an applied macroscopic planar shear strain with equivalent value ε̄ = 0.1. The hard grains are indicated using a black outline.
The different views: (a) a three-dimensional view, and (b) the cross-section along the xy-plane.
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Figure 7.4. Local accumulated plastic strain, εp , in the 3-D microstructure (of Figure 7.1); cf. Figure 7.3. The
different views: (a) a three-dimensional view, (b–d) each of the visible cross-sections.
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larger plastic strains, mainly in the soft phase). This explains why the macroscopic hardening mostly
originates from the soft phase for the 2-D microstructure. Furthermore, the plastic strain distribution is more heterogeneous for the 2-D microstructure, because any local phase arrangement that
promotes plastic straining extends infinitely in the out-of-plane direction (i.e. bands of soft phase at
±45◦ ). In the 3-D case, the sub-surface microstructure restricts the deformation, resulting in a less
heterogeneous distribution of plastic strain.
hard

soft
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

planar shear
2-D microstructure

(a)

planar shear
3-D microstructure
axisymmetric shear
3-D microstructure

Figure 7.5. Probability density, Φ, of the accumulated plastic strain, εp , at different strain increments. The
rows correspond to: planar shear on a 2-D microstructure (a–b), planar shear on a 3-D microstructure (c–d),
and axisymmetric shear on a 3-D microstructure (e–f) at different strain increments. The columns refer to hard
phase (left) and to soft phase (right).

A similar observation holds for the damage descriptor in the soft phase, shown in Figure 7.6(a–
b). For the 2-D microstructures, more grains have a higher value of D. More importantly, also more
grains display a value of D ≥ 1, indicating fracture initiation. In other words, fracture initiation is
‘promoted’ in a two-dimensional microstructure, for the same reasons as observed above.
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Figure 7.6. Probability density, Φ, of the ductile damage descriptor, D, in the soft phase at different strain increments; for (a–b) planar shear on a two- and three-dimensional microstructure respectively, and (c) axisymmetric
shear on a three-dimensional microstructure.

7.4.3 Hot-spot for fracture initiation
The fracture initiation hot-spot is statistically identified by considering all unit cells. As discussed
in Section 7.2.5, this leads to the probability of finding the hard phase at a certain position relative to fracture initiation: ⟨ID ⟩(∆i, ∆j, ∆k). The relative voxel coordinates (∆i, ∆j, ∆k) are
thereby aligned with the spatial coordinates (x, y, z). The result is shown in Figure 7.7 for the 2-D
microstructure and in Figure 7.8 for the 3-D microstructure. Both of these figures include a crosssection along the xy-plane. For the 3-D microstructure a threshold ⟨ID ⟩−φhard ≥ 0.05 is applied
in order to visualize the most important morphological patterns. The probability scale-bar is taken
symmetric about the hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25 to avoid an optical bias. The results
may be interpreted as follows: φhard < ⟨ID ⟩ ≤ 1 (red) indicates an elevated probability of finding
the hard phase at a position relative to the fracture initiation sites and 0 ≤ ⟨ID ⟩ < φhard (blue) an
elevated probability of finding the soft phase there.
For the 2-D microstructure, Figure 7.7 shows that, as assumed at the onset, fracture initiates in
the soft phase which is indicated by the blue grain at (∆i, ∆j, ∆k) = (0, 0, 0). Directly next to
fracture initiation in x-direction hard phase is found in most cases, since ⟨ID ⟩ = 0.8. Perpendicular,
in y-direction, the soft phase is found with ⟨ID ⟩ = 0.1. Further away, in x-direction regions of
the hard phase are found on both sides. The regions of the hard phase are interrupted by regions
of the soft phase under ±45 degree angles with respect to the x-axis. This result is consistent with
Chapter 2 even though a different constitutive model and damage indicator were used there.
For the 3-D microstructure, the cross-section along the xy-plane in Figure 7.8(a) closely resembles the result of the 2-D microstructure. The probability is higher of finding hard phase
(⟨ID ⟩ = 0.99) left and right, and soft phase (⟨ID ⟩ = 0.08) above and below. Figure 7.8(c) shows
that fracture initiates where a ‘plate’ of hard phase is interrupted by two ‘channels’ of soft phase. Soft
phase under ±45 degree angles is only recovered along the in-plane direction.

7.5

Two-dimensional vs. three-dimensional deformation

The two different deformation paths from Section 7.2.3 are compared next, both applied to 3-D
microstructures.
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Figure 7.7. Fracture initiation hot-spot resulting from the 2-D microstructures loaded in planar shear. The
color indicates the probability of finding the hard phase, ⟨ID ⟩, at a position (∆i, ∆j, ∆k) relative to fracture
initiation.
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Figure 7.8. Fracture initiation hot-spot resulting from the 3-D microstructures loaded in planar shear; cf.
Figure 7.7. From left to right: (a) a cross-section parallel to the xy-plane, (b) the same cross-section with an
applied threshold ⟨ID ⟩ − φhard ≥ 0.05, and (c) the isolated threshold result.
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7.5.1

Macroscopic response

The macroscopic responses are shown in Figure 7.9. The black curves correspond to applied planar
shear and the green to applied axisymmetric shear, in between the responses of the individual phases
(blue for soft and red for hard). There is little scatter, below 1%, for the different microstructures
in the ensemble, i.e. the upper and lower bounds of all unit cells almost coincide. At the onset of
yielding, slightly more hardening is observed under axisymmetric shear than for planar shear, as the
green curves lie just above the black curves for ε̄ < 0.05 (the difference is so small that it is difficult
to see).
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Figure 7.9. The macroscopic equivalent stress response, σ̄eq , normalized by the initial yield stress of the soft
soft
phase, σy0
, as a function of the applied equivalent strain ε̄ of all microstructures, for: planar shear (black) and
axisymmetric shear (green). The bounds representing the soft (blue) and hard phase (red) are also depicted.

7.5.2 Microscopic plastic response
In addition to the response to planar shear, in Figure 7.4, the response to axisymmetric shear is
shown in Figure 7.10. It is observed that the plastic strain response is more homogeneous for this
case. Less extreme values are observed in the soft phase, and also the average of 0.11 is smaller than
for planar shear. At the same time the plastic strain is higher in the hard phase, where the average
value is 0.05. In each of the three cross-sections, small regions of elevated εp occur in the soft phase,
at ±45 degree angles with respect to the three axes. These localized regions are located where soft
phase is surrounded by hard phase. In addition, isolated grains are observed in the soft phase where
εp is high. These regions are part of a previously described shear band along the in-plane direction.
The probability density, Φ, of the accumulated plastic strain, εp is shown in Figures 7.5(e–f) for
axisymmetric shear. In comparing to the earlier results for planar shear (cf. to Figures 7.5(c–d)) it
is observed that, throughout the deformation history, the plastic strain is more heterogeneous for
planar shear than for axisymmetric shear. For the soft phase, Figure 7.5(d,f), a larger number of grains
display a high plastic strain, and also the maximum is higher. For the hard phase, Figure 7.5(c,e), it
is observed that the average plastic strain is higher for axisymmetric shear than for planar shear.
Furthermore, the distribution is more skewed towards low values of εp for planar shear, indicating
that most of the hard grains reveal a low εp .
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Figure 7.10. Local accumulated plastic strain, εp , resulting from an applied macroscopic axisymmetric shear
strain with equivalent value ε̄ = 0.1. The microstructure and cross-sections are identical to Figure 7.4.
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7.5.3 Ductile fracture initiation
Figure 7.11 shows the damage descriptor, D, in the microstructure of Figure 7.1 for an applied
equivalent strain of ε̄ = 0.1 for both load cases. The top row, Figure 7.11(a–c), shows three different cross-sections parallel to the xy-plane for the applied planar shear case. The bottom row,
Figure 7.11(d–f), shows the same cross-sections for the axisymmetric shear case. The different
cross-sections are taken at respectively one and two grains in negative z-direction with respect to
the reference view on the left. The hard grains are colored gray, as damage in the hard phase is not
considered.
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Figure 7.11. Damage descriptor for an applied equivalent strain of ε̄ = 0.1 for planar shear (a–c) and axisymmetric shear (d–f). From left to right the depth of the cross-section increases by one grain. The hard phase
grains have a black outline, the gray value in these grains denote that fracture initiation of the hard phase is not
considered.

For axisymmetric shear it is observed that the damage, D, is lower in many of the grains when
compared with the planar shear case (cf. Figures 7.11(a,d) for a single unit cell and Figures 7.6(b,c)
for the ensemble). This is a direct consequence of the less heterogeneous distribution of the plastic
strain. The purpose of the damage descriptor is however to identify fracture initiation, i.e. the focus
should be on the sites where D ≥ 1. The number of these fracture initiation sites is approximately
the same (cf. Figures 7.6(b,c)). A large part of the fracture initiation sites coincide for the two load
cases (e.g. the grain highlighted with a white circle), but also clear differences exist. One example is
highlighted with a white square, for which the damage is high for axisymmetric shear, but not for
planar shear (cf. Figures 7.11(a,d)). For this case, the morphology consisting of a soft grain flanked by
hard grains on both sides in x-direction and soft grains on both sides in y-direction is not extended
into the subsurface (Figure 7.11(e)). This shows that spatial phase distribution, directly adjacent to
but also further away from the fracture initiation site, in combination with the deformation, has to
be critical for fracture to initiate.
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7.5.4 Hot-spot for fracture initiation
The fracture initiation hot-spot for axisymmetric shear is shown in Figure 7.12, with the same views
as used in Figure 7.8. In the case of axisymmetric shear, the cross-section in Figure 7.12(a) reveals a
pattern that is qualitatively the same as above. Adjacent to the soft grain in the center, in x-direction,
hard phase is identified (⟨ID ⟩ = 1.0), and in y-direction soft phase is found in most of the cases
(⟨ID ⟩ = 0.03). The influence of the morphology next to the fracture initiation site is thereby more
pronounced than for planar shear. Further away, regions of hard phase are found in x-direction,
which are interrupted by regions of the soft phase at ±45 degrees with respect to the x-axis. The latter
are however less prominent than for planar shear. Extending the observations to three dimensions
in Figure 7.12(b–c), the regions of hard phase in x-direction tend to be axisymmetric around the
x-axis. Regions of the soft phase are found in cones at ±45◦ around the x-axis. Note that for all
neighboring voxels at ±45◦ the resulting ⟨ID ⟩ indicates soft phase, but for some it is below the
threshold value.
In Chapter 2 a simple mechanical analysis was used to confirm that the combination of a band of
hard phase in the direction of applied tension, in combination with a phase boundary perpendicular
to it, results in a hydrostatic tensile stress state. The regions of the soft phase in the directions of principal shear induce a large plastic strain. The combination of these morphological features promotes
fracture initiation. This also explains the results for the three-dimensional microstructure and deformation. For planar shear, in Figure 7.8, the plate of hard phase corresponds to a phase boundary
whose area perpendicular to the tensile axis is maximized in such a way that the soft regions at ±45
degrees with respect to the x-axis are uninterrupted. The principal shear acts only in the xy-plane
and therefore soft phase is only recovered in that plane. For axisymmetric shear, the principal shear
acts on all planes at ±45 degree angles around fracture initiation, explaining the resulting morphology
of soft phase. The observed pattern of hard phase again maximizes the area of the phase boundary
perpendicular to the axis of applied tension avoiding interruption of the shear bands.
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(b) hot-spot + threshold

(c) threshold

Figure 7.12. The fracture initiation hot-spot resulting form applied planar shear. The views are identical to
those used in Figure 7.8.
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7.6

Concluding remarks

A two-phase microstructure is studied for which the two phases have different mechanical properties
(yield stresses), resulting in a sharp mechanical contrast. Consequently, fracture initiation in the soft
phase is strongly influenced by the spatial distribution of the phases. A large ensemble of random
three-dimensional microstructures is analyzed to systematically characterize the configuration that is
most critical for fracture initiation. To this end, all fracture initiation sites are considered at once by
calculating the average phase distribution around fracture initiation sites.
Fracture preferentially initiates when the following conditions apply:
1. regions of soft phase are aligned with the shear directions;
2. phase boundaries perpendicular to the direction of principal strain, i.e. hard phase on both
sides, aligned with the tensile axis;
3. regions of hard phase are located next to the shear bands.
Using a two-dimensional microstructure, the same conclusions are obtained. Indeed, the average
phase distribution is a cross-section of the result obtained in 3-D. However, the strain is more strongly
partitioned between the phases as the deformation is not restricted or promoted by the sub-surface
microstructure. As a result, fracture initiation is more frequently observed in 2-D at the same overall
strain.
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CHAPTER 8
Damage propagation

Abstract
The goal of this paper is to unravel the mechanisms that lead to failure of a ductile multi-phase
material, and how the geometrical arrangement of the phases affects these mechanisms. The microstructure generally consists of two phases – a soft matrix phase that fails by ductile fracture,
embedded with dispersed hard phase particles. For such dual-phase materials, the relationship between the microstructure and early void nucleation has been largely understood. However, it remains
unclear how the identified initiation mechanisms progress to final fracture. One wonders if and how
the role of early nucleated voids compete with the role of microstructure at the final stage before final
failure. This paper studies damage propagation systematically and transparently using an idealized
microstructural model. A statistical analysis is performed in which many random microstructures are
used to quantify the interplay between the phase distribution and early nucleated voids at the onset
of localization. The analysis uncovers distinct microstructural features around early voids, whereby
regions of the hard phase are aligned with the tensile axis and regions of the soft phase are aligned
with the directions of shear. These features are consistently found in regions exhibiting damage
propagation, whereby the damage remains initiation driven, i.e. voids nucleate independently of each
other. Upon localization, damage is controlled on a longer length-scale relying on a critical relative
position of “initiation hot-spots”. The damage rapidly increases in bands of the soft phase wherein
several voids are aligned with the directions of principal shear. The localization is therefore largely
predetermined by the microstructure. The relative arrangement of the voids determines whether the
microstructure fails early, or at a substantially higher strain. Although much research is needed to refine the present findings for real or more realistic microstructures, in particular in three-dimensions,
this paper opens a route to a deeper understanding of the ultimate failure of multi-phase materials.
Keywords: ductile fracture; damage propagation; multi-phase materials; spatial correlation; micromechanics
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8.1 Introduction
It is well established that the evolution of damage in ductile multi-phase materials is strongly influenced by local microstructural features such as the spatial distribution of the phases [1–3]. Voids
are generally initiated throughout the microstructure at all stages of deformation, but only some of
them rapidly coalesce into a macroscopic crack at the final stage of deformation [4–8]. Hence, only
a small fraction of the nucleated voids actually contribute to the final fracture. The question that
thus arises is: what governs the ultimate fracture? Which clusters of voids sufficiently weaken the
microstructure to trigger localization? Is the initiation of final fracture predetermined by critical microstructural features? How is this influenced by the relative amount and relative mechanical contrast
of the phases? This paper aims to answer these questions using a systematic numerical analysis. An
artificial microstructure is used in which the two phases are randomly distributed in a regular grid of
square cells. Although such microstructures are of course not very realistic, they enable a transparent
analysis, in which mechanisms that consistently occur, in a large set of random microstructures, are
naturally identified as damage “hot-spots”. The idealized microstructure also allows us to systematically vary microstructural parameters, without any bias or cross-talk due to experimental limitations.
To enable a statistical analysis, the mechanics are modeled in a simple and efficient way. The
two phases are treated as isotropic elasto-plastic, and the damage is modeled by a simple indicator.
Based on the value of the damage indicator, individual cells are eroded from the microstructure
without prior softening. This implies that the cell size is used to regularize the damage. A statistically
representative ensemble of random periodic volume elements are considered whereby the loading
conditions are identical, and only the microstructural arrangement of the phases differs.
The adopted periodicity does not allow an analysis beyond the loss of stability, in the post-critical
regime [2]. Remedies for this are available in the literature [9–11]. However, the added computational
complexity render them unattractive for the statistical analysis carried out here. Sufficiently large
volume elements are therefore used with conventional periodic boundary conditions and the analysis
is restricted to the nucleation and early propagation of defects, up to the onset of instability.
The paper is structured as follows. The model, including damage propagation by cell erosion, is
discussed in Section 8.2. In Section 8.3, the influence of the microstructure, including that of early
nucleated voids, on localization is studied for a reference case with a constant hard phase volume
fraction and phase contrast. Subsequently, these two parameters are varied in Section 8.4. Section 8.5
studies the competition between fracture of the soft and of the hard phase, under various applied
stress triaxialities. This is followed by a brief discussion and concluding remarks in Sections 8.6 and
8.7.

Nomenclature
A
a
⟨a⟩
ā

second order tensor
scalar
ensemble average
volume average

8.2 Model
8.2.1 Microstructure & discretization
The microstructure is represented by an ensemble of 100 periodic volume elements, each of which
comprises N = 100 × 100 square cells. Each individual cell is randomly assigned the properties of
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one of the two phases (hard or soft), such that the volume fraction of hard phase matches a target
value φhard for each volume element; the same thus also holds for the ensemble. Below, a reference
case is considered for which φhard = 0.25 is used. A typical volume element from this ensemble is
shown in Figure 8.1, wherein the hard cells are shown in red and the soft cells in blue; the periodicity
is indicated with dashed lines.
Consistent with the morphological approximation, i.e. the square cells, the resolution at which we
consider the quantities of interests is that of the individual cells. Local (tensorial) quantities are thus
considered on average within each cell. As discussed in more detail below, this introduces the cell
size as the governing length-scale within the microstructure. This length-scale implicitly regularizes
the damage evolution, thereby rendering it independent of the underlying numerical discretization.
The response is computed using the finite element method. Four bi-quadratic finite elements are
used to discretize each cell (see Figure 8.1). Reduced integration is applied, corresponding to four
Gauss-points per finite element. For this discretization, the considered (cell averaged) quantities are
converged within a 5% relative error with respect to a much finer discretization. Using hexagons, it
was also found that the mechanics do not show a pronounced dependence on the square shape of
the cells (see Chapter 4).

soft
hard

Figure 8.1. A typical microstructure (periodic volume element) with 100 × 100 cells, from the reference ensemble with a hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25. The finite element discretization of one cell is shown
on the right.

8.2.2 Material model
Both phases are assumed isotropic elasto-plastic, whereby the two phases only differ through a different yield stress and hardening modulus. The model due to Simo [12] is used, which properly
accounts for the large deformations that are present at fracture. The Kirchhoff stress τ is thereby
linearly related to the logarithmic elastic strain εe , using the neo-Hookean elasticity tensor with parameters Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν. J2 -plasticity is used, whereby linear hardening
is assumed. This corresponds to the following yield function
Φ(τ , εp ) = τeq (τ ) − (τy0 + Hεp ) ≤ 0

(1)
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wherein τeq is the equivalent Kirchhoff stress and εp is the accumulated plastic strain. The material
model is numerically integrated using an implicit scheme.
The contrast between the phases is introduced in the yield stress and the hardening modulus of
the hard phase, which are a factor χ higher compared to the soft phase, i.e.
hard
soft
τy0
= χ τy0

H hard = χ H soft

(2)

wherein χ = 2 is used as reference value. The other parameters are chosen in a regime that is
representative for dual-phase steel [13–16]:
soft
τy0
= 3 · 10−3
E

H soft
= 4 · 10−3
E

ν = 0.3

(3)

It is emphasized that the elasto-plastic response is computed at the sub-cell level, i.e. on the finite
element discretization in Figure 8.1. However, stresses and plastic strains are subsequently averaged
per cell for visualization and to compute the damage – see below.
8.2.3 Damage and fracture
The soft phase is assumed to fail by ductile fracture. In the first part of the paper the hard phase
is assumed not to fail. In Chapter 6 it was shown that this is a reasonable assumption for the pure
shear deformation considered here. In Section 8.5, where we study the influence of stress triaxiality,
failure of the hard phase is included. Note that, besides Chapter 6 on initiation, using the reference
case in Section 8.3 it has been verified that failure only occurs in the soft phase also when damage
propagation is considered.
In the spirit of the idealized microstructure, damage and fracture are modeled in a crude but
efficient way using cell erosion. A damage indicator, D, is used to signal the fracture of a single
cell when D = 1. The ductile Johnson-Cook damage indicator [17] is used for the soft phase.
Reformulated in an incremental form, it compares the incrementally accumulated plastic strain, ε̇p ,
to a critical value, εc , which depends on the stress state in the cell. In particular,
∫

t

D=
0

ε̇p
dt′
εc (η)

with

εc = A exp (−Bη) + εpc

(4)

in which η is the (average) stress triaxiality in the cell. The parameters A, B, and εpc are taken loosely
representative for dual-phase steel [16], and Chapter 6:
Asoft = 0.2 B soft = 1.7 εsoft
pc = 0.1

(5)

Note that the damage is ‘non-local’ as ε̇p and η are cell averaged quantities and D is computed on a
cell-by-cell basis only. The cell size thereby enters as the governing length-scale.
As long as D < 1 the cell continuously hardens. Then, when D = 1, the cell is instantaneously
removed from the microstructure without any prior softening. A semi-implicit temporal discretization is used, whereby the deformation is applied in small increments (see below). Within each increment, a two-stage algorithm is used to iteratively establish a state that satisfies both mechanical
equilibrium and the fracture criterion. First, within each increment, regular equilibrium iterations
are performed for the microstructural state established in the previous increment. Subsequently, any
cell for which D ≥ 1 is removed from the microstructure. Furthermore, single node connections
between two elements, which can arise as a consequence of the square cells, are disconnected. If
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one or more cells are removed, mechanical equilibrium is re-established by additional equilibrium
equations, whereby the stress on the newly created free surface is relaxed in small steps to avoid convergence issues. This process is repeated until D < 1 for all remaining cells in the microstructure.
The temporal discretization is referred to as semi-implicit because the cell erosion is not reversible
within an increment.
8.2.4 Applied deformation
Since the microscopic failure is driven by plasticity, macroscopic shear deformation is applied. Pure
shear is applied in conjunction with a plane strain condition. This corresponds to the following
macroscopic logarithmic strain tensor:
ε̄ =

√
3
2

ε̄ (⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey⃗ey )

(6)

where ε̄ is the macroscopic equivalent strain. This applied deformation is isochoric. Any local volumetric deformation, and resulting hydrostatic stress, is therefore a consequence of the microstructural
heterogeneity. The deformation is applied in increments of ∆ε̄ = 0.0001 up to the moment of global
instability. Beyond this point, the response is affected by the assumed periodicity and therefore loses
its physical relevance.
We define the fraction strain ε̄f as the applied strain at which the stress has dropped 1% below
its peak value, i.e.
[
]
τ̄eq (ε̄f ) = 0.99 max τ̄eq (ε̄ ≤ ε̄f )
(7)
wherein τ̄eq is the macroscopic (periodic volume averaged) equivalent Kirchhoff stress.

8.3

Reference case

8.3.1

Macroscopic response

For the reference ensemble, with hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25 and phase contrast
χ = 2, the macroscopic response is shown in Figure 8.2. The microstructural volume elements
that exhibit the lowest and the highest fracture strain are included using purple and orange lines
respectively, each of which is truncated at its fracture strain ε̄f . The range of fracture strains of the
different microstructures is highlighted in gray. A homogenized response is introduced for comparison
purposes as the ensemble average of all 100 realizations (blue line). To be independent of a single
realization but still sensitive to the extreme cases, the homogenized fracture strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ is not defined
as the average or the lowest fracture strain, but as the strain at which 5% of the volume elements in
the ensemble have failed (marked with the blue dot).
As expected, Figure 8.2 reveals that the elastic and the initial plastic responses of all volume
elements virtually coincide, since the hard phase volume fraction of all volume elements is identical.
At ε̄ = 0.044 the first void of the ensemble nucleates, as is observed in the zoom in Figure 8.2. Due
to the adopted cell erosion, the microstructure unloads elastically, which is macroscopically observed
as a sharp decrease in stress. Upon further deformation, the cells in the microstructure start to yield
again and the hardening prior to void nucleation is resumed, until the next void nucleates. The most
striking observation to be made from Figure 8.2 is the large range of strains in which the individual
microstructures fail. This suggest a strong influence of the phase distribution, since this is the only
feature discriminating them. Furthermore, the voids have little effect on the macroscopic response
up to the point of instability.
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Figure 8.2. Macroscopic response of the reference ensemble (φhard = 0.25 and χ = 2) for the microstructures
with the lowest (purple line) and the highest fracture strain (orange line) and the homogenized response (blue
line), with the resulting fracture strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩. τ̄eq is the equivalent stress and ε̄ is the (applied) equivalent strain.
The arrows indicate the different snapshots shown in Figure 8.5.

The ensemble averaged void volume fraction, ⟨φvoid ⟩, is shown in blue in Figure 8.3 as a function
of the applied strain, ε̄. It increases exponentially with ε̄. The amount of voids is significantly higher
in those microstructures that fracture at a high strain than in those that fracture at a low strain, as is
illustrated by the orange and purple lines, corresponding to individual microstructures with highest
and the lowest fracture strain. In other words, in some microstructures many voids may nucleate
throughout the deformation which do not cause catastrophic fracture, whereas in other microstructures just a few voids are enough to trigger final fracture. This substantiates the presumption of the
strong influence of the phase distribution.
0.0020
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Figure 8.3. Ensemble averaged void volume fraction, ⟨φvoid ⟩, as a function of the applied equivalent strain,
ε̄. The homogenized fracture strain, ⟨ε̄f ⟩, is also indicated. The void volume fractions of the microstructures
with the lowest and the highest fracture strain are also indicated (purple and orange line respectively).
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8.3.2 Typical microscopic responses
To further illustrate the response of the reference ensemble, the microscopic damage responses of
three individual microstructures are plotted in Figure 8.4 – the ones with the lowest, the median,
and the highest fracture strain of the ensemble. The top row shows the distribution of damage
D at the point of instability – shown on the undeformed geometry – and the bottom row shows
the incremental damage ∆D at that point, which is used to indicate the largest damage activity
D(ε̄) − D(ε̄ − 0.002). Since damage is only considered in the soft phase, the hard phase is gray in
Figure 8.4; the voids are black.
In all cases, the damage, D, is high in bands at ±45 degrees angles with respect to the tensile axis
(in horizontal direction). These directions correspond to the directions of maximum shear. Note
that D is on average higher in Figure 8.4(c) than in Figure 8.4(a) because of the higher applied strain.
In the microstructure of Figure 8.4(a), a few voids have become critical, i.e. triggered instability, at
an early state of the deformation; in the other two microstructures a more widespread distribution is
observed.
To focus on localization, the incremental damage, ∆D, is inspected (bottom row of Figure 8.4).
A more pronounced pattern is observed in this case, whereby the highest values of ∆D are located
in bands that connect two or more voids (in black) at ±45 degrees of each other. Within these
bands, the highest values of ∆D occur directly next to the voids. ∆D also appears to depend
on the distance between the voids and the presence of a continuous percolation path connecting
them through the soft phase. This is supported by the sequence of void nucleation, indicated with
numbers in Figures 8.4(d–f). The voids in the localization bands are often nucleated in between two
existing voids, for example voids {1–3} in Figure 8.4(d), voids {6,8,16,17} in Figure 8.4(e) and voids
{26,30,34} in Figure 8.4(f). What appears to make the difference between the microstructure which
fails early and the other microstructures is that the first nucleated voids happen to be positioned
“favorably” with respect to each other and thus start to interact immediately.
8.3.3 Microscopic spatial correlation
The above observations may be extended to the entire ensemble of 100 volume elements, and rendered more quantitative by determining spatial correlations. In earlier work, we have found that the
average arrangement of the phases around high damage provides an objective measure to identify
critical features that are typically found around fracture initiation (see Chapter 2). In the context of
propagation, this analysis needs further refinement. One particular question concerns the sequence
of nucleation events. Or, more precisely, what is the probability of finding hard phase, soft phase,
and/or voids at a certain position relative to cells with a high increment of damage. The latter thereby
acts as an indicator for the location of the next void, or at least for evolving damage. At low ε̄, it
provides a measure for the likelihood of void initiation. At the onset of localization, it is expected to
be characteristic for the mechanism driving propagation of the damage.
The correlation measures used in this study are explained below for a single volume element. The
ensemble averaged equivalents trivially follow. Three different indicator functions are introduced,
respectively for the hard phase, the soft phase, and the voids:
{
{
1 if ⃗x ∈ hard
1 if ⃗x ∈ soft
Isoft (⃗x, ε̄) =
Ihard (⃗x, ε̄) =
0 otherwise
0 otherwise
{
(8)
1 if ⃗x ∈ void
Ivoid (⃗x, ε̄) =
0 otherwise
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8.4. Response of three individual microstructures taken from the reference ensemble (φhard = 0.25
and χ = 2), at their respective fracture strains, ε̄f . Top: the damage indicator D, bottom: the incremental
damage indicator ∆D. The hard cells are gray, the voids are black. The numbers indicate the sequence of
nucleation, 1 nucleates first, then 2, etc.
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which together uniquely describe the current microstructure for a given strain ε̄. To be precise,
for a point ⃗x only one of these three indicators equals one, while the other two are equal to zero.
Their spatial averages are respectively the (current) hard phase volume fraction φhard , the soft phase
volume fraction φsoft , and the void volume fraction φvoid . The probability of recovering hard phase
at a certain distance ∆⃗x relative to (high) incremental damage can now be computed as the following
spatial weighted average
∑N
∆D(⃗xi ) Ihard (⃗xi + ∆⃗x)
P(∆D⋆Ihard ) (∆⃗x) = ∑i=1
(9)
N
xi )
i=1 ∆D(⃗
wherein i loops over all N cells in the volume element. Its value is interpreted as follows. If there
is no correlation between a high value for the incremental damage and the hard phase at a certain
position ∆⃗x relative to it, then P(∆D⋆Ihard ) (∆⃗x) = φhard , i.e. it is equal to the probability of
finding the hard phase anywhere. A value P(∆D⋆Ihard ) (∆⃗x) > φhard corresponds to an elevated
probability of finding hard phase at the position ∆⃗x relative to a cell with high incremental damage,
and P(∆D⋆Ihard ) (∆⃗x) < φhard implies that it is less likely to find the hard phase there.
The same computation and interpretation holds for the soft phase and the voids, once the indicator function I and volume fraction φ are substituted correspondingly. The ensemble averages are
finally determined by averaging over all volume elements in the ensemble.
It is observed from Figure 8.3 that the volume fraction of voids ⟨φvoid ⟩ ≪ 1. This immediately
implies that ⟨P(∆D⋆Isoft ) ⟩ ≈ 1 − ⟨P(∆D⋆Ihard ) ⟩, and thus that P(∆D⋆Ihard ) (∆⃗x) < φhard corresponds to an elevated probability of having the soft phase there. ⟨P(∆D⋆Isoft ) ⟩ is therefore not
shown below.
Figure 8.5 shows the probability of finding hard phase as a function of the position relative to
high incremental damage (top row), and that of finding voids at that relative position (bottom row).
The chosen color-scales maximize the interpretability of the results, whereby their ranges are in the
order of the hard phase and void volume fraction respectively. In the top row red corresponds to
an elevated probability of having the hard phase while blue corresponds to a lower than average
probability of hard phase and hence an elevated probability of finding the soft phase. In the bottom
row, red corresponds to an elevated probability of having voids at that position relative to evolving
damage, while white implies that it is unlikely to find voids there. As the incremental damage is only
defined outside the voids the probability of the central cells on the bottom row is always zero. The
columns, finally, correspond to different levels of applied strain – which increases from left to right
– as indicated by the arrows in Figure 8.2. The middle column corresponds to the homogenized
fracture strain, ⟨εf ⟩.
The results indicate a consistent preferential arrangement of the hard and soft phase around
high values of the incremental damage throughout the deformation history (cf. Figures 8.5(a–e)).
Voids are likely to nucleate there where regions of the hard phase, aligned along the tensile axis, are
intersected by regions of the soft phase at approximately ±45 degree angles, i.e. aligned with the
directions of maximum shear. Simple mechanical arguments explain these features. The presence
of the hard phase to the left and right triggers a state of high hydrostatic tensile stress, while the
soft bands facilitate plasticity (see Chapter 2). The combined effect makes such a configuration a
“damage hot-spot”.
The void volume fraction increases with increasing strain, as observed from the background color
in Figures 8.5(f–j). A clear correlation is observed with existing voids in regions also at approximately
±45 degree angles, whereby the probability is highest close to the site with high incremental damage
in the center. It is unlikely to find voids in the tensile direction. Combined with the observations
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hard/soft

on the arrangement of the phases, this suggests that the damage localizes in bands of the soft phase
at approximately ±45 degree angles. Several voids that have nucleated in initiation “hot-spots” are
thereby interlinked. Voids thus nucleate because of a local critical phase distribution. The propagation of damage is controlled on a longer length-scale. The critical configuration is found to be several
initiation “hot-spots” that are close to each other in the directions of shear, with a percolation path
through the soft phase connecting them. This explains why the microstructure in Figure 8.4(d) fails
at a lower strain than the one in Figure 8.4(f).
A strong dependence on the microstructure for the sequential nucleation of voids is thus confirmed (Figures 8.5(a–e)). The fact that some microstructures fail much earlier than others depends
on the relative location of subsequently nucleated voids (cf. Figures 8.5(f–j) to Figures 8.4(d–f)). If
the voids nucleate sufficiently far away and/or are not aligned with the shear, they do not propagate
to final localization.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

voids

(a)

(f)

Figure 8.5. Probability of the hard phase (and the soft phase) (P(∆D⋆Ihard ) , top) and of the voids
(P(∆D⋆Ivoid ) , bottom) at a distance relative to high incremental damage, ∆D, in the center; for the reference
ensemble (φhard = 0.25 and χ = 2).

8.4 Parameter variation
8.4.1 Effect of hard phase volume fraction
Three different hard phase volume fractions are compared for the reference phase contrast χ = 2.
In addition to the reference ensemble, 100 volume elements with φhard = 0.1 and 0.4 are used.
The homogenized macroscopic responses for the three ensembles are shown in Figure 8.6 using
different colors for the different hard phase volume fractions. Increasing the volume fraction leads
to a macroscopically higher initial hardening modulus, while the hardening rate at larger strains is
approximately the same for all cases. At the same time the fracture strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩ decreases with increasing φhard , while the fracture stress ⟨τ̄f ⟩ increases to some extent with φhard . Indeed, the soft
phase needs to accommodate more deformation when the amount of hard phase is increased, and
therefore fails sooner at the global level. This reflects the classical strength versus ductility trade-off.
The evolution of the ensemble average void volume fraction ⟨φvoid ⟩ is shown in Figure 8.7
for the different hard phase volume fractions. They are all truncated at the homogenized fracture
strain ⟨ε̄f ⟩, as defined in Section 8.3.1. In accordance with the macroscopically observed fracture
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Figure 8.6. Homogenized macroscopic response of three different ensembles, respectively with hard phase
volume fraction φhard = 0.1, 0.25, and 0.4; ⟨τ̄eq ⟩ is the homogenized macroscopic equivalent stress and ε̄ is
the homogenized equivalent strain.

properties, the voids start nucleating at a lower strain for a higher amount of hard phase. The rate at
which ⟨φvoid ⟩ increases is comparable, irrespective of the hard phase volume fraction. Interestingly,
however, the void volume fraction at which fracture occurs reduces with an increasing hard phase
volume fraction, i.e. fewer voids are needed for instability to occur in a microstructure with a higher
volume fraction of hard phase. The difference between the lowest and the highest volume fraction
is quite substantial: approximately a factor of four.

Figure 8.7. Ensemble averaged void volume fraction, ⟨φvoid ⟩, as a function of the (applied) equivalent strain,
ε̄, for hard phase volume fractions φhard = 0.1, 0.25, and 0.4.

The incremental damage response of three typical microstructures for the different hard phase
volume fractions are shown in Figure 8.8, where the hard phase volume fraction increases from
left to right. For each case, that microstructure is selected whose fracture strain coincides with
the homogenized fracture strain, i.e. εf = ⟨εf ⟩. Voids are typically present where the local phase
distribution is similar to that suggested by Figures 8.5(a–e). High damage activity is observed between
voids that are aligned at ±45 degree angles with respect to the horizontally aligned tensile axis. The
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value of ∆D correlates to the number of voids along these directions and their relative distance. For
φhard = 0.4, in Figure 8.8(c), the amount of voids is significantly less than for the lower hard phase
volume fractions. Localization is triggered where a long percolated band of soft phase is aligned with
the shear direction.

Figure 8.8. Incremental damage indicator ∆D of a typical response for hard phase volume fractions φhard =
0.1, 0.25, and 0.4 (for a phase contrast χ = 2), at their respective fracture strains εf . The hard cells are gray,
the voids are black.

The correlations that are computed from the ensembles with different volume fractions are depicted in Figure 8.9, each at their respective homogenized fracture strain ⟨εf ⟩. The evolution with
strain is similar to the reference case in Figure 8.5, and therefore not shown. For all volume fractions
the characteristic features are the same: a critical distribution of phases governs damage initiation
(Figures 8.9(a–c)), while damage propagation is governed by voids that are critically aligned with the
shear directions. With increasing hard phase volume fraction the influence of the spatial distribution
of the phases increases (cf. Figures 8.9(a–c)). At the same time the influence of the voids decreases
with increasing hard phase volume fraction (cf. Figures 8.9(d–f)). These effects can also be observed
from the typical microstructures in Figure 8.8. For the relatively low hard phase volume fraction
in Figure 8.8(a) there are many potential localization bands. The one that becomes critical depends
on the presence of voids. On the other hand, when the hard phase volume fraction is high, see
Figure 8.8(c), localization is triggered in the a single or just a few possible localization bands, which
is primarily determined by the microstructure.
8.4.2 Effect of phase contrast
For the reference hard phase volume fraction (φhard = 0.25) the influence of the phase contrast is
investigated next. The following√ratios of yield stresses and hardening moduli of the hard versus the
soft phase are considered: χ = 2, 2, and 4.
The homogenized macroscopic responses are shown in Figure 8.10, from which it is observed
that the macroscopic yield stress is approximately constant, independent of the phase contrast χ,
while the hardening increases significantly with the phase contrast. The fracture strain decreases
with increasing χ, while the fracture stress increases.
The homogenized void volume fraction is shown in Figure 8.11 for the different phase contrasts.
Void nucleation starts at a lower strain for higher phase contrast. Moreover, the rate at which ⟨φvoid ⟩
increases is also higher. The volume fraction at which global failure occurs seems to increase slightly
with χ.
√
Three typical responses are shown for phase contrasts χ = 2, 2, and 4 in Figure 8.12. For the

hard/soft
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Figure 8.9. Probability of hard (and soft) (P(∆D⋆Ihard ) , top) or voids (P(∆D⋆Ivoid ) , bottom) at a distance
relative to cells with high incremental damage ∆D; for hard phase volume fractions φhard = 0.1, 0.25, and
0.4 respectively.

Figure
√ 8.10. Homogenized macroscopic response of four different ensembles, respectively with phase contrast
χ = 2, 2, and 4.
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Figure 8.11. Ensemble averaged void volume
fraction, ⟨φvoid ⟩, as a function of the (applied) equivalent strain,
√
ε̄, respectively for phase contrasts χ = 2, 2, and 4.

lowest phase contrast in Figure 8.12(a) the incremental damage is localized in a long percolation path
connecting several voids. For χ = 4, in Figure 8.12(c) the localization is obviously more influenced
by the microstructure. In accordance with Figure 8.11, more voids are nucleated than for a low phase
contrast χ. In this case there is a significant difference between ∆D around isolated voids and those
voids that are in proximity of each other at ±45 degree angles.

√
Figure 8.12. Incremental damage indicator ∆D of a typical response for phase contrasts χ = 2, 2, and 4
(the hard phase volume fraction is that of the reference ensemble, i.e. φhard = 0.25), at their respective fracture
strains εf . The hard cells are gray, the voids are black.

The average distribution of the hard and the soft phase, and of the voids is presented in Figure 8.13 for different phase contrasts. As expected, the probability to find hard and soft phase
around voids increases with the phase contrast, as the hard phase restricts the soft phase more for
larger values of χ. The same observation holds for the influence of the voids, confirming a weak
dependence on the microstructure and other voids at low phase contrast and a strong dependence
at high phase contrast.

hard/soft
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Figure 8.13. Probability of hard (and soft) (P(∆D⋆Ihard ) , top) or voids (P(∆D⋆Ivoid ) , bottom) at a distance
√
relative to cells with high incremental damage ∆D; for phase contrasts χ = 2, 2, and 4 respectively.

8.4.3 Combined effect
Since the hard phase volume fraction and the contrast between the phases influence the macroscopic
response in a similar way, one wonders if the ductility of the reference case can be enhanced by
increasing the hard phase volume fraction while decreasing the phase contrast or vice versa. To
this end, the volume fraction is varied in the
√range φhard = [0.1, 0.25, 0.4], and for each case the
phase contrast is varied in the range χ = [ 2, 2, 4]. From all of the homogenized responses one
parameter set is identified which results in a similar
√ macroscopic hardening as for the reference
case. The combination φhard = 0.4 and χ = 2 is found to have a particularly close match to
φhard = 0.25 and χ = 2. These two responses are shown in Figure 8.14. Obviously, in terms of
both strength and ductility it is preferred to increase the hard phase volume fraction while decreasing
the phase contrast. Note that the difference is quite significant: the fracture strain is increased by
0.03. This lines up with earlier predictions in Chapter 2 that were made based on an indicator for
fracture initiation only, without any effect on the mechanics.

Figure 8.14. Combined influence of the hard phase volume fraction φhard and the phase contrast χ on the
macroscopic response. Only the best matching responses are shown.
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8.5 Influence of stress state
8.5.1 Damage model and applied deformation
While for pure shear the damage was concentrated in the soft phase, for different stress states, in
particular those characterized by a large hydrostatic tensile stress, damage is expected to develop also
in the hard phase (see Chapter 6). The model is therefore modified in two ways. First, the hard
phase is modeled quasi-brittle instead of infinitely strong by introducing a failure criterion for it as
well. Second, different stress states are considered by adding a volumetric macroscopic strain to
the pure shear deformation according to different ratios of macroscopic volumetric and deviatoric
deformation. All other model ingredients are the same as above, whereby the same reference case is
used, with the hard phase volume fraction φhard = 0.25 and the phase contrast χ = 2.
Damage and fracture in the hard phase are modeled using the damage indicator in Eq. (4). The
parameters
Ahard = 0.87 B hard = 5.6 εhard
=0
pc

(10)

ensure a rapid decrease of the critical strain with increasing stress triaxiality. Compared to the soft
phase, it is much lower for high stress triaxialities. The hard phase can therefore be thought of as
relatively brittle compared to the soft phase [16], and Chapter 6.
Different stress states are applied by adding different amounts of volumetric deformation to the
applied pure shear. Still assuming plane strain, the following logarithmic strain is prescribed
√

ε̄ =

3
2

√

ε̄v (⃗ex⃗ex + ⃗ey⃗ey ) +

3
2

ε̄d (⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey⃗ey )

(11)

Whereby the equivalent deviatoric strain ε̄d is applied as before. The value of the equivalent volumetric strain, ε̄v , is determined such that a macroscopic stress triaxiality η̄ is approximated. Note that
η̄ = τ̄m /τ̄eq , i.e. the ratio of the macroscopic mean Kirchhoff stress and the macroscopic equivalent
Kirchhoff stress. Since the constitutive response depends on the microstructure, it can be obtained
only by homogenization. This is avoided by (i) assuming that, since the microstructure is elastically
homogeneous and the √
void volume fraction remains small, the hydrostatic stress state may be approximated by τ̄m = 3K ε̄v (with K the bulk modulus of both phases); (ii) approximating the
soft
equivalent stress by the yield stress of the soft phase, τy0
. These approximations are (i) valid only
soft
up to void nucleation and (ii) acceptable as the observed hardening is much lower that τy0
, see e.g.
√
soft
Figure 8.2. For a target triaxiality η̄ we thus apply a constant value of ε̄v = τy0 /( 3K). Note that
during the first increments, wherein the microstructure responds elasticity, ε̄v is proportional ε̄d and
thus lower than the specified value. Also note that it was found that the ensemble averaged stress
triaxiality remains close to the prescribed value also after void nucleation. For the triaxialities that
are considered below, the actual value ⟨η̄⟩ is approximately 10% lower than the target value at the
onset of instability. This observation can directly be linked to the neglected hardening.
8.5.2 Results
The ensemble averaged macroscopic fracture initiation strain ⟨εf ⟩ is plotted in Figure 8.15 for the
different applied (target) macroscopic triaxialities η̄. Eleven triaxialities are considered, evenly spaced
in the range η̄ = [0, 1]. It is observed that the fracture strain decreases as a function of η̄. This can
be understood from the observation that the local stress triaxialities are elevated in both phases, to
accommodate the additional volumetric strain. This accelerates both damage mechanisms through
Eq. (4).
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Figure 8.15. Ensemble averaged macroscopic fraction strain ⟨εf ⟩ as a function of the applied (target) macroscopic stress triaxiality η̄.

The macroscopically observed apparent brittleness at elevated triaxialities is further inspected on
the microscopic scale. The void volume fraction ⟨φvoid ⟩ at failure is shown in Figure 8.16(a) for the
different applied macroscopic triaxialities. Indeed, instability occurs at lower void volume fractions
at high triaxialities. In that regime, little dissipation by void nucleation is observed, corresponding to
brittle fracture.
To understand the fracture mechanism at high triaxialities, the objective is to identify which of
the two phases dominates. At the onset of instability this is done by determining the original phase
of each void. The fraction of voids that have nucleated in the hard phase, ⟨ϕhard ⟩, is shown in
Figure 8.16(b) for the different values of applied macroscopic triaxiality. Note that the fraction of
voids that have nucleated in the soft phase is simply ⟨ϕsoft ⟩ = 1 − ⟨ϕhard ⟩.
Figure 8.16(b) shows that at low triaxiality all voids nucleate in the soft phase. Upon increasing
the triaxiality up to η̄ = 0.6 still the majority of voids are nucleated in the soft phase. At higher
triaxialities (η̄ > 0.6) the majority of voids nucleate in the hard phase. At η̄ = 1 all voids have
nucleated in the hard phase. It can be concluded that, up to the onset of instability, failure of the soft
and the hard phase are in competition and the outcome of this competition depends on the stress
triaxiality. Note also that it follows from Figure 8.16(b) that the assumption of the previous sections,
that the hard phase does not fail, can be made without the loss of generality.
To understand also the damage propagation beyond the onset of instability the damage activity,
∆D, is again employed. The probability of hard phase is computed, but now only for the cell with
greatest damage activity (i.e. Eq. (9) at ∆⃗x = ⃗0). To interpret the result, in Figure 8.17, P(∆D⋆Ihard )
once again should be compared to the hard phase volume fraction, ⟨φhard ⟩, shown using a dashed
line. The observed P(∆D⋆Ihard ) < ⟨φhard ⟩ for all triaxialities indicates an elevated probability of
soft phase. It thus follows that, although all voids have nucleated in the hard phase, the damage
activity is particularly high in the soft phase. The model thus predicts damage thus to propagate
predominantly through the soft phase beyond the onset of instability.
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Figure 8.16. (a) Ensemble averaged void volume fraction ⟨φvoid ⟩, (b) fraction of voids nucleated in the hard
phase ⟨ϕhard ⟩; both as a function of the applied (target) macroscopic stress triaxiality η̄.

Figure 8.17. Probability of hard (and soft) (P(∆D⋆Ihard ) ) in cells with high incremental damage ∆D, as a
function of the applied (target) macroscopic stress triaxiality η̄. The hard phase volume fraction ⟨φhard ⟩ is
indicated using a dashed line.
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8.6

Discussion

8.6.1

Model limitations

Given the very idealized character of our model, it is in order that we discuss its limitations. In
earlier publications we have found that the influence of the square cells is limited at the considered
scale of observation (of individual cells) (see Chapter 4), but also that assuming isotropic plasticity is
reasonable since the mechanics are dominated by the presence of a second phase with a very different
yield stress (see Chapter 5). By comparing with simulations of three-dimensional microstructures it
was found that the influence of the phase distribution on damage can well be identified using the twodimensional model, but also that the value of the damage is over-predicted by the two-dimensional
model (see Chapter 7). In the context of the present contribution, the following precautions have
been taken to present results that are nearly independent of the assumed periodicity: (i) the analysis
is limited to the onset of global localization, (ii) a large volume element and (iii) a large statistical
ensemble are used. To verify that the results are insensitive to the assumed periodicity, the full
analysis is repeated for the reference case in Section 8.3, using an ensemble of 400 smaller volume
elements, each with 50×50, instead of 100×100, cells. Note that the total number of cells is thus the
same. All of the above observations are confirmed. Quantitative differences are found to be related
to the sizes of the volume elements and the different stochastic properties of the ensembles, rather
than to the boundary conditions. In particular, the scatter in the mechanical response, void volume
fraction, and failure strain is somewhat larger due to the smaller volume element used and the larger
ensemble. This is illustrated in Figure 8.18 through (a) the macroscopic stress–strain response and
(b) the void volume fraction (cf. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 respectively). Based on these results we conclude
that the trend is identical for both ensembles, while quantitatively the homogenized fracture strain
is predicted a factor 1.03 higher and the void volume fraction a factor 1.2 higher using the 50 × 50
volume elements. In terms of the average phase and void distribution around incremental damage
(cf. Figure 8.5) the results match within 4% accuracy; they are therefore not included here for brevity.
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Figure 8.18. Macroscopic (a) stress–strain response and (b) void volume fraction, for an ensemble of 400
microstructures comprising 50 × 50 cells with the reference parameters (φhard = 0.25 and χ = 2). For both,
the homogenized response is shown in blue, the minimum of all microstructures in purple and the maximum
in orange.
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8.6.2 Comparison with observations in the literature
In accordance with the above results, Alaie et al. [18] have found that voids nucleate often in between martensite islands (see also [19, 20] and references in Chapter 2). Upon macroscopic localization voids start to link up via ferrite (see also [16, 20, 21]). Avramovic-Cingara et al. [20] thereby
experimentally observe that damage propagation occurs by linking of voids along the shear direction. LLorca and Segurado [2] have numerically found similar regions where the voids are nucleated:
in the soft phase in-between hard phase particles that are closely separated along the tensile axis.
They found that void growth only occurred in such features, up to the maximal stress. Our strongly
idealized model thus reconciles observations that were made with much more involved models that
consider both the mechanics as well as the morphology in much more detail. Because of the idealization, the present study adds a transparent analysis, in particular of the influence of the spatial
distribution of the phases, featuring systematic variations. Thereby, the failure mechanisms are objectively identified using the statistical comparison of many different realizations.
In terms of macroscopic quantities, the exponential increase of the void volume fraction with the
applied strain has also been observed experimentally (e.g. [20, 22]). The same holds for the decrease in
fracture strain with increasing triaxiality (e.g. [22, 23] and references in Chapter 6). Quantitatively, our
prediction of the values of the critical void volume fraction and fracture strain are small compared to
experimentally observed values for comparable materials [20, 22, 24]. However, several differences in
our model, of which the model parameters are the most important ones, may explain this mismatch.
This is not further pursued here as the present study does not aim for quantitative predictions.
With respect to the influence of the hard phase volume fraction, Lai et al. [25] reported that
damage accumulation accelerates with increasing hard phase volume fraction (see also [19]), which
is in line with the present results. Circumstantial evidence supporting this can also be found in the
work by Boselli et al. [26], who observed that fracture is accelerated in regions where the hard phase
is closely separated. Besides the volume fraction also the statistical properties of the microstructure
have been observed to affect the fracture mechanisms [27, 28]. This is been completely unexplored
in the paper, and invites further research.

8.7 Concluding remarks
This paper has identified the mechanisms that lead from void nucleation to fracture of a two-phase
material. This has been accomplished using an idealized model that facilitated a transparent statistical
analysis. The following conclusions can be formulated.
• After reaching an initial threshold, voids nucleate at all stages of deformation. Up to the point
of instability the nucleation of voids remains dominant, dramatic damage propagation from a
single void has not been observed.
• Damage initiation is observed in the soft phase at low stress triaxialities and in the hard phase
at high triaxialities. It is governed by distinct local microstructural features. These “damage
hot-spots” consist of a band of hard phase aligned with the tensile direction interrupted by
bands of the soft phase aligned with the directions of maximum shear.
• Damage propagation from early nucleated voids is controlled on a longer length-scale than
their initiation. Localization is triggered in a critical configuration wherein several voids are
aligned with the directions of shear, with a percolation path linking them through the soft
phase. This was shown by computing the correlation between damage propagation and voids.
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• The moment of instability strongly depends how several initiation “hot-spots” are aligned with
respect to each other. This results in a large scatter in fracture strains of different microstructures.
• With increasing hard phase volume fraction or phase contrast the relative influence of the
microstructure as well as of the nucleated voids on the localization process is increased. In
both cases, void nucleation is accelerated.
• Among the different combinations of volume fractions and phase contrasts which result in a
similar hardening behavior, those with a high volume fraction and a low phase contrast reveal
the largest fracture strain.
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CHAPTER 9
FFT-based solver: small strain

Abstract
Fourier solvers have become efficient tools to establish structure-property relations in heterogeneous
materials. Introduced as an alternative to the Finite Element (FE) method, they are based on fixedpoint solutions of the Lippmann-Schwinger type integral equation. Their computational efficiency
results from handling the kernel of this equation by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). However,
the kernel is derived from an auxiliary homogeneous linear problem, which renders the extension
of FFT-based schemes to non-linear problems conceptually difficult. This paper aims to establish a
link between FE- and FFT-based methods, in order to develop a solver applicable to general historyand time-dependent material models. For this purpose, we follow the standard steps of the FE
method, starting from the weak form, proceeding to the Galerkin discretization and the numerical
quadrature, up to the solution of non-linear equilibrium equations by an iterative Newton-Krylov
solver. No auxiliary linear problem is thus needed. By analyzing a two-phase laminate with nonlinear elastic, elasto-plastic, and visco-plastic phases, and by elasto-plastic simulations of a dual-phase
steel microstructure, we demonstrate that the solver exhibits robust convergence. These results are
achieved by re-using the non-linear FE technology, with the potential of further extensions beyond
small-strain inelasticity considered in this paper.
Keywords: periodic homogenization; FFT-based solvers; the Galerkin method; computational inelasticity; Newton-Krylov solvers
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9.1 Introduction
The aim of computational micromechanics of materials is to establish a link between the mechanical
response of two interacting scales in heterogeneous media, commonly referred to as the macro- and
micro-scale. A pivotal role in this scale bridging is played by the local problem – a boundary value
problem defined on a representative microscale sample that involves local constitutive laws, balance
equations, and, most typically, periodic boundary conditions. The effective macroscopic response is
then extracted from the solution of the local problem for a given macroscopic excitation, e.g. [1–3].
For virtually all cases of practical relevance, the local problem must be solved approximately by
discretizing the microstructure and the unknown microscopic fields. The prevailing technique employed for this purpose is the Finite Element method. However, the ever increasing desire to use
finely discretized unit cells, even in 3D, calls for more efficient methods. In particular, advances in
experimental characterization of microstructures by high-resolution images triggers the need for efficient solvers that use these images directly as computational grids. A regular grid in combination with
periodic boundary conditions naturally promotes solvers based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
The first FFT-based numerical homogenization algorithm was proposed in the seminal work by
Moulinec and Suquet as a suitable alternative to Finite Element methods [4]. In its original version,
the method built on a fixed-point iterative solution of an integral equation of the Lippmann-Schwinger
type, whose kernel was derived from the Green function of a reference problem – an auxiliary local
problem with a homogeneous constitutive law. The efficiency and simplicity of the algorithm stems
from the facts that (i) the kernel is applied in the Fourier domain by optimized FFT routines (which
are commonly available), (ii) mesh generation is completely avoided through a use of the regular grid,
and (iii) the system/stiffness matrix does not have to be assembled. Motivated by these attractive
characteristics, several improvements of the basic scheme have been proposed to achieve a more
robust performance [5–9], eventually allowing the FFT-based algorithms to become a method of
choice for multi-scale modeling of complex non-linear materials [10–12, and references therein].
Despite their over twenty-year history, the theoretical foundations of the FFT-based methods
have been understood only recently, by distinguishing the discretization from the solution of the resulting system of linear algebraic equations. In particular, Zeman et al. [13] found the integral formulation
to be equivalent to a spectral collocation method resulting in a fully populated system of linear equations
with a sparse representation; the convergence of approximate solutions for non-smooth coefficients
has been proven by Vondřejc [14, pages 116–117] and by Schneider [15]. The original MoulinecSuquet scheme is recovered when solving the system by the Richardson iteration [16], but other
low-memory iterative solvers, such as conjugate gradients, offer even better performance. An alternative approach proposed by Brisard and Dormieux [17], which was justified later [18, 19], proceeds
from the discretization of the Hashin-Shtrikman functional with pixel/voxel-wise constant polarization
fields, yielding again “structurally sparse” systems that can be efficiently treated by iterative solvers.
Finally, Vondřejc and co-workers re-established the connection between FFT-based schemes and
Finite Elements in the framework of conventional Galerkin methods with a specific choice of basis
functions and numerical quadrature [14, 20] or exact integration [21]. The main advantage of this
approach is the fact that it does not rely on the notion of a reference problem. Such a feature is
particularly attractive for non-linear problems, for which the concept of the Green functions cannot
be used.
Building on recent theoretical results for linear problems [14, 20], this paper aims to explain and
explore the close connection between the standard Finite Elements and FFT-based techniques in a
non-linear setting. Our aim is to develop a robust, universal, and transparent Fourier formulation
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for non-linear and history-dependent constitutive laws in the small strain regime. In Section 9.2 we
cast FFT-based methods in the framework of standard non-linear Finite Element procedures and
highlight many similarities, as well as a few differences. To simplify the explanation, the derivations
are here based on non-linear elasticity. However, this treatment can be easily extended to arbitrary
non-linear and history-dependent constitutive models through the well-known consistent tangent
operators and time discretization schemes of computational inelasticity, e.g. [22, 23], as demonstrated
in Sections 9.4 and 9.5. Section 9.3 is devoted to a comparison of the proposed approach, the Finite
Element Method, and non-linear FFT-based solvers available in the literature. The performance
of the proposed method is demonstrated in Section 9.5 by analyzing a two-phase laminate with
non-linear elastic, elasto-plastic, and visco-plastic phases; and finally a micrograph-based analysis of
dual-phase steel. A summary is included in Section 9.6, along with possible extensions. Technical
details are gathered in Appendices 9.A and 9.B, in order to render the paper self-contained.

9.2

Galerkin formulation

The purpose of this section is to derive, step by step, a non-linear FFT-based scheme in a setting
parallel to Finite Element (FE) formulations. The points of departure are the weak forms of the
local problem (Section 9.2.1) and strain compatibility conditions (Section 9.2.2), under the small
strain assumption. The latter represents the major difference between FE and FFT formulations. In
Section 9.2.3, we introduce the approximation space, along with the properties of the basis functions
that are required for the discretization of the weak form in Section 9.2.4. The resulting system of
non-linear nodal equilibrium equations is linearized in Section 9.2.5 leading to an incremental-iterative
Newton-Krylov solution scheme outlined in Section 9.2.6.
The notation used is as follows. Scalar quantities are denoted by plain letters, e.g. a or A. First-,
second-, and fourth-tensors are in bold, e.g. a or A (where the rank will be clear from the context).
The matrices arising from the discretization procedure are underlined, e.g. a or A. To enhance
readability, we limit ourselves to two dimensions under the plane strain assumption. Note, however,
that the methodology is by no means restricted to 2D and the extension to higher dimensions is
trivial.
9.2.1

Local problem and its weak form

In what follows, we consider the microstructure of the material to be represented by a periodic cell
Ω = (−L1 /2, L1 /2)×(−L2 /2, L2 /2) of area |Ω| = L1 L2 . The material response at a point x ∈ Ω
is specified by the constitutive relation σ(x, ε(x)) assigning the stress response σ to a given strain ε
locally at x. Furthermore, the total strain ε is split into a homogeneous average strain tensor E and
an Ω-periodic fluctuating strain field ε∗ , i.e.
∫
ε(x) = E + ε∗ (x) for x ∈ Ω,
ε∗ (x) dx = 0.
(1)
Ω

The average strain E represents a given macro-scale excitation, while the fluctuating micro-scale
strain field ε∗ is the primary unknown.
The fluctuating strain field ε∗ is determined by the stress equilibrium and strain compatibility conditions, which under quasi-static assumptions and in small strains read as, e.g. [24, Section 3],
(
)
−∇ · σ x, E + ε∗ (x) = 0 for x ∈ Ω,
(2a)
ε∗ ∈ E = {∇s u∗ , u∗ is an Ω-periodic displacement field} ,

(2b)
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where ∇· stands for the divergence operator and ∇s stands for the symmetrized gradient operator.
For the numerical treatment, the local problem (2a) is recast into the weak form, which amounts to
finding ε∗ ∈ E such that
∫
(
)
δε∗ (x) : σ x, E + ε∗ (x) dx = 0
(3)
Ω

holds for all δε∗ ∈ E (where use has been made of the periodicity of the problem eliminate the
boundary term).
9.2.2 Compatibility
The main difference in how we proceed from the weak form (3) with respect to the conventional FE
method is in the way in which the compatibility constraint, Eq. (2b), is imposed for both the solution
ε∗ and the test fields δε∗ . Commonly, these quantities are expressed with the help of Ω-periodic
displacement fields u∗ and δu∗ . As ε∗ = ∇s u∗ and δε∗ = ∇s δu∗ , their compatibility follows
directly by definition (2b), cf. Section 9.3.1. Fourier-based methods, on the other hand, work directly
with the strains and impose the compatibility of the solution and test fields by different means. For
the test strains δε∗ , the compatibility is imposed via a projection operator G,
∫
[
]
δε∗ (x) = G ⋆ ζ (x) =
G(x − y) : ζ(y) dy for x ∈ Ω,
(4)
Ω

where ⋆ stands for the convolution. This operator maps an extended test function ζ, taken from the
space all of square-integrable symmetric tensor fields H, to its compatible part, i.e. G ⋆ ζ ∈ E for
all ζ ∈ H. The compatibility of the solution, ε∗ ∈ E, will be enforced by different means later in
Section 9.2.5.
The convolution format of Eq. (4) suggests that it can be conveniently treated using the Fourier
transform, when the Fourier transform of the operator G is known analytically. Indeed, direct application of the convolution theorem reveals that
∑
b
b
[G ⋆ ζ] (x) =
G(k)
: ζ(k)
φk (x) for x ∈ Ω,
(5)
k∈Z2

where k is the discrete frequency vector in the two-dimensional Fourier domain Z2 , φk is the
complex-valued Fourier basis function,
(
[
])
k1 x 1
k2 x2
(6)
φk (x) = exp 2πi
+
for x ∈ Ω,
L1
L2
b
and ζ(k)
stands the complex-valued Fourier transform of ζ(x),
∫
1
b
ζ(k)
=
ζ(x) φ−k (x) dx for k ∈ Z2 .
|Ω| Ω

(7)

b is available
The closed-form expression for the Fourier transform of the projection operator G
in Appendix 9.A, Eq. (64), from which it follows that G is a self-adjoint operator; see, e.g., [20,
Lemma 2]. Notice that no approximation is made in (5), because all quantities are Ω-periodic and
the sum is infinite.
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Substituting (4) into the weak formulation in Eq. (3) and employing the self-adjointedness of G
provides an equivalent characterization of the unknown strain field ε∗ ∈ E:
∫
∫
[
]
(
)
[
](
)
∗
G ⋆ ζ (x) : σ x, E + ε (x) dx =
ζ(x) : G ⋆ σ x, E + ε∗ (x) dx = 0 (8)
Ω

Ω

for all ζ ∈ H. Because the extended test functions ζ are no longer constrained to be compatible,
this form is better suited for the discretization than the original one in Eq. (3).2
9.2.3 Basis functions
L2

e2

L1
[1,−2]

x[5,7]

x2

e1
w
x1

Ω

Figure 9.1. An example of a 5 × 7 regular grid, Z2[5,7] , discretizing the unit cell Ω of dimensions L1 × L2 ; the
grid nodes xk[5,7] are indexed by k ∈ Z2[5,7] . As an example k = [1, −2] is indicated in red. Finally, w (indicated
in blue) stands for the nodal integration weight (equal to the pixel area).

The basis functions rely on an underlying regular grid with N = [N1 , N2 ] nodes along each
coordinate, see Figure 9.1,
xkN =

k1 L1
k2 L2
e1 +
e2 ,
N1
N2

(9)

on which the microstructure is sampled. The total number of the grid nodes is denoted as |N | =
N1 N2 . As justified below, we shall consider only grids with an odd number of nodes.
The individual nodes are indexed by a parameter k from a reduced index set
Z2N

{
}
N1
N1
N2
N2
2
= k ∈ Z ,−
< k1 <
,−
< k2 <
;
2
2
2
2

(10)

it will become clear later that the indices k can be naturally identified with the discrete frequencies
from (5). Finally, we assign the integration weight w = |Ω|/|N |, equal to the pixel size, to each
node.
2 Note that the solution and the test functions now lie in different spaces, constrained E and unconstrained H. Alternatively, one can work with the symmetric version and apply the projection in the last step, i.e. in Section 9.2.5, similarly to [20,
Sections 5.2 and 5.3]. Here, we decided to use the non-symmetric version because it renders the derivations more compact.
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As follows from earlier developments [13, 20], it is convenient to use the fundamental trigonometric
polynomials defined on the grid Z2N , e.g. [25, Chapter 8],
φkN (x) =

1 ∑ −km m
ωN φ (x) for k ∈ Z2N ,
|N |
2

(11)

m∈ZN

as the basis functions to approximate the weak form in Eq. (8). Here, φm stands for the Fourier
km
basis function (Eq. (6)) and ωN
are the complex-valued coefficients of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
])
(
[
k 2 m2
k1 m1
km
mk
k
m
ωN = ωN = φ (xN ) = exp 2πi
+
for k, m ∈ Z2N .
(12)
N1
N2
The solution ε∗ and the test functions ζ in Eq. (8) will be approximated as a linear combination
of the basis functions φkN ; the corresponding approximation space of the tensor-valued trigonometric
polynomials will be referred to as TN . These approximations are conforming, i.e. TN ⊂ H, as long
as the number of nodes |N | is odd, e.g. [26, Section 4.3]. This conformity is lost when |N | is even,
resulting in a much more elaborate treatment, see [26, Section 4.4].

Figure 9.2. Example of a fundamental trigonometric polynomial, φkN with N = [5, 7] and k = [0, 0]; as (a)
a 3-D view and (b) a cross-section at x1 = 0, where the nodes are indicated with markers.

The computational convenience of trigonometric polynomials follows from the fact that they can
be efficiently manipulated using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [27], because of (i) the involvekm
ment of the DFT coefficients ωN
in Eq. (11) and (ii) the ability to work with quantities defined
in the Fourier space, because they incorporate the Fourier basis functions φm . In the remainder
of this section, we collect the most important steps needed to discretize the weak form in Eq. (8);
additional details are available e.g. in [20, 25, 28]. The reader familiar with trigonometric polynomials
may proceed directly to the discretization procedure in Section 9.2.4.
As can be seen from Figure 9.2, in the real space the fundamental trigonometric polynomials are
not locally supported, unlike the conventional Finite Element shape functions, however they are still
interpolatory and form the partition-of-unity, because they satisfy
∑
km
φkN (x) = 1 for x ∈ Ω,
φkN (xm
for k, m ∈ Z2N ,
(13)
N) = δ
k∈Z2N
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where δ km is the Kronecker delta. In the Fourier domain, they are locally supported on Z2N ,
φ
bkN (m) = 0 for k ∈ Z2N , m ∈ Z2 \Z2N ,

(14)

because their definition (Eq. (11)) contains only the Fourier basis functions φm associated with the
frequencies from the grid Z2N .
As a consequence, every trigonometric polynomial τ ∈ TN admits two equivalent representations on the same grid Z2N that involve its nodal values τ (xkN ), and the Fourier coefficients τb (k).
Their mutual relation is established by the forward and inverse DFTs,
τb (k) =

1 ∑ −km
ωN τ (xm
N ),
|N |
2

τ (xkN ) =

∑

km
ωN
τb (m) for k ∈ Z2N .

(15)

m∈Z2N

m∈ZN

Numerical integration
The scalar product of two trigonometric polynomials τ ∈ TN and θ ∈ TN can be evaluated exactly
by the trapezoidal rule,
∫
∑
τ (x) : θ(x) dx = w
τ (xkN ) : θ(xkN ),
(16)
Ω

k∈Z2N

which assigns the same integration weight, equal to the pixel area w, to each grid node.
Convolution
of a trigonometric polynomial τ ∈ TN with the projection operator G from (4) can be evaluated
efficiently at the grid nodes xkN by DFT. Indeed, a direct calculation reveals that
] (12,14) ∑
[
]
[
]
[
(5) ∑
km
b
b
G ⋆ τ (xkN ) =
G(m)
: τb (m) φm (xkN ) =
G(m)
: τb (m) ωN
m∈Zd

m∈Z2N

[

]
∑
1
−mn
n
b
=
G(m)
:
ωN
τ (xN )
|N |
m∈Z2N
n∈Z2N
[
]
∑ ∑
1 km b
−mn
2
=
ω
G(m) ωN
: τ (xn
N ) for k ∈ ZN .
|N | N
2
2

(15)1

∑

km
ωN

(17)

m∈ZN n∈ZN

Matrix representation
All operations above only involve the discrete values at the grid Z2N in the real and in the Fourier
spaces. It is therefore useful to employ a matrix representation, in which the column matrices
[
]
[
]
k
k
k
b
b
τ = τk
with
τ
=
τ
(x
),
τ
=
τ
with τb k = τb (k),
(18)
N
2
2
k∈ZN

k∈ZN

collect the values of the trigonometrical polynomial τ and its Fourier transform τb on the grid Z2N .
The one-to-one map between τ and τb ,
τb = F τ ,

τ = F −1 τb

(19)
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is established with the help of complex-valued matrices F and F −1 implementing the forward and
inverse tensor-valued DFT according to (15).
In this matrix notation, the projection (17) attains the form
[[
]
]
b F τ = Gτ,
G ⋆ τ (xkN )
= F −1 G
(20)
2
k∈ZN

where the real-valued matrix G is symmetric, because the DFT matrices satisfy F −1 = |N |F H
with H denoting the complex (Hermitian) transpose. The crux of the computational efficiency of
Fourier-based methods is that the multiplication with G is fast, because the action of F and F −1
b is block-diagonal in Fourier space. These properties
can be efficiently implemented with FFT and G
are clarified in Appendix 9.B, where the matrix notation is elaborated in full detail.
9.2.4 Discretization
Now we are in the position to discretize the weak form of Eq. (8) with trigonometric polynomials.
Following the standard Galerkin procedure, we approximate the unknown field ε∗ and the test field
ζ in the same way:
∑

ε∗ (x) ≈

(18)

∗
m
φm
N (x) ε (xN ) =

m∈Z2N

∑

ζ(x) ≈

m∈Z2N

∑

∗m
φm
,
N (x) ε

(21a)

m∈Z2N
(18)

m
φm
N (x) ζ(xN ) =

∑

m
φm
N (x) ζ .

(21b)

m∈Z2N

The column matrices of nodal strains ε∗ and of nodal values of test fields ζ are respectively located in
the corresponding finite-dimensional spaces EN ⊂ TN . The (constrained) space EN thus collects
the nodal values of compatible trigonometric polynomials from TN ∩ E, whereas (unconstrained) TN
collects nodal values of all trigonometric polynomials from TN , see Eq. (67) from Appendix 9.B for
details.
Introducing these expansions into (8) provides the condition for the nodal values of strain
fields ε∗ ,
∫ ( ∑
) [
](
)
∑
m
∗m
φm
φm
: G ⋆ σ x, E +
dx = 0,
(22)
N (x) ε
N (x) ζ
Ω

m∈Z2N

m∈Z2N

to be satisfied for arbitrary ζ from TN .
Application of the trapezoidal quadrature rule (16) provides
) [
](
)
∑
∑( ∑
m
k
k
∗m
: G ⋆ σ xkN , E +
φm
≈ 0;
w
φm
N (xN ) ζ
N (xN ) ε
k∈Z2N

m∈Z2N

(23)

m∈Z2N

note that this step introduces an approximation error because the constitutive relation σ does not
necessarily map trigonometric polynomials to trigonometric polynomials. By exploring the Kronecker delta property of the basis functions (13)1 , the previous relation further simplifies to
∑
[
](
)
ζ k : G ⋆ σ xkN , E + ε∗ k = 0.
(24)
k∈Z2N
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The discretization procedure is completed by employing the matrix representation of the projection operator (20), which transforms (24) into
ζ T G σ (E + ε∗ ) = 0 for all ζ ∈ TN .
Here, σ denotes the constitutive law evaluated locally at the grid nodes,
[ (
)]
σ(E + ε∗ ) = σ xkN , E + ε∗ k
.
2
k∈ZN

(25)

(26)

Because the test matrices ζ are arbitrary, we finally distill from (25) that the nodal strain values
ε∗ ∈ EN follow from the system of non-linear nodal equilibrium conditions,
G σ(E + ε∗ ) = 0,

(27)

where the non-linearity originates solely from the constitutive relation, because the projection matrix
G is independent of ε∗ . Therefore, apart from enforcing the strain compatibility, the symmetric
matrix G also enforces the nodal equilibrium conditions, cf. [20, Lemma 2]. Also notice that, in
analogy to Section 9.2.2, the constraint ε∗ ∈ EN still needs to be accounted for.
9.2.5 Linearization
The conventional Newton scheme is used to find the solution to the system (27) iteratively. For this
purpose, we express the nodal unknowns in the (i + 1)-th iteration as
ε∗(i+1) = ε∗(i) + δε∗(i+1) ,
ε∗(i) ,

(28)
ε∗(0)

with
and linearize (27) around
nodal strain increment δε∗(i+1) ∈ EN :

∈ EN . As a result, we obtain the linear system for the

G C (i) δε∗(i+1) = −G σ(E + ε∗(i) ),
where the tangent matrix
)
∂σ (
∗
C (i) =
E
+
ε
(i)
∂ε∗

(29)

(30)

is block-diagonal, by the locality of the stress-strain map (26), and its k-th block is given by
)
∂σ ( k
C k(i) =
for k ∈ Z2N ,
(31)
xN , E + ε∗k
(i)
∂ε
see again Appendix 9.B for details. This matrix thus collects local constitutive tangents evaluated
independently at the nodes.
Three considerations must be taken into account when solving the linearized system (29): (i) the
system matrix is dense, singular, and very costly to assemble for large grids, (ii) the multiplication with
the system matrix is cheap and does not require the matrix assembly, because it involves the multiplication with structurally sparse matrices (recall that the multiplication with G can be performed
efficiently by FFT, Eq. (20), and C (i+1) is block-diagonal), and (iii) the solver must enforce the
compatibility constraint ε∗(i+1) ∈ EN . All these aspects invite the application of (projected) iterative solvers involving only matrix-vector products, such as specific-purpose solvers [29], or selected
general-purpose iterative algorithms for symmetric positive systems [16], because the projection matrix G enforces the compatibility and equilibrium conditions simultaneously. Specifically, we will use
the conventional Conjugate Gradient algorithm [30], which enforces the compatibility constraint at
every iteration and outperforms alternative solvers in terms of convergence rate, as demonstrated
recently in [16].
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9.2.6 Algorithm
To summarize, the incremental-iterative Newton–Conjugate Gradient solver is outlined as a pseudoalgorithm in Algorithm 1. We emphasize for later reference that the algorithm implements two termination criteria for the Newton (line 7) and the Conjugate Gradient (line 9) solvers that involve the
two tolerances η NW and η CG , respectively. Finally, note that the same procedure applies to historyand rate-dependent material laws, once the time-incremental stress-strain laws and consistent constitutive tangents are adopted, replacing σ (i) and C (i) in Eq. (29) and lines 8 and 9 the algorithm. See,
e.g., [22, 23] for a general treatment of such constitutive laws and Section 9.4 for specific examples.

9.3 Connections to other methods
9.3.1 Finite elements
We have demonstrated in Section 9.2 that the presented formulation of FFT-based methods shares
many similarities with Finite Element (FE) methods, such as the Galerkin discretization procedure,
numerical quadrature, or linearization of nodal equilibrium conditions. However, it deviates in (i) enforcing compatibility of the solution and of the test fields, and in (ii) the choice of basis functions.
In the current section, we investigate the implications of these two differences in more detail.
Specifically, the point of departure of the FE discretization is the weak formulation of the local
problem (3), expressed in terms of displacement fluctuations u∗ , e.g. [1]:
∫
(
)
∇s δu∗ (x) : σ x, E + ∇s u∗ (x) dx = 0,
(32)
Ω

where both the solution u∗ and the test function δu∗ are Ω-periodic displacement fields, whose
mean is set to zero to eliminate the rigid body modes.
Applying the standard FE technology, e.g. [31], we find that the nodal values of the displacement
fluctuations u∗ follow from the non-linear system of nodal equilibrium equations
n
∑

(
)
wg B T (xg )σ xg , E + B(xg )u∗ = 0,

(33)

g=1

where xg refers to the positions of n Gauss integration points, wg are their weights, and B stands
for the symmetrized gradient of the Lagrange basis functions. The non-linear system (33) is typically solved iteratively by the Newton method, which, following the steps and the notations of
Section 9.2.5, yields the following linear system for the nodal iterative displacement update δu∗(i+1) :
]
n
∑
(
)
)
∂σ ( g
g
∗
w B (x )
wg B T (xg )σ xg , E + B(xg )u∗(i)
x , E + B(x )u(i) δu∗(i+1) = −
∂ε
g=1
g=1

[ n
∑

g

T

g

(34)
A variety of direct and iterative solvers are available to solve the system (34), exploiting its regularity,
symmetry, and sparsity, e.g. [31, Chapter 8].
The comparison of (33) with (27) reveals that the resulting physical meaning is the same – i.e.
they represent the nodal equilibrium equations – but the expressions differ because of the different
parameterizations of the solution. In the FE method, the relation between the nodal unknowns u∗
and the stresses σ is more involved, because the displacements need to be converted first to strains at
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-algorithm of the variational FFT method
1:

t = t0

▷ Initial conditions

2:

ε⋆(0) = 0

3:

...

4:

while t ≤ T do

▷ No fluctuations
▷ Initialize other history variables (material dependent)

5:

i=0

6:

δε⋆(i) = ∞

7:

while

▷ (i) Increment loop
▷ Reset iteration counter
▷ Initialize, indicating no convergence yet

δε⋆(i)

/ E (t)

> η NW do

▷ (ii) Newton loop

8:

(
)
σ (i) = σ E (t) + ε⋆(i)

▷ Constitutive response (material dependent)

9:

C (i) =

)
∂σ (
E (t) + ε⋆(i)
∂ε

▷ Consistent tangent (material dependent)

10:

while

G C (i) δε⋆(i+1) + G σ (i)

11:

…

12:

end while

13:

ε⋆(i+1) = ε⋆(i) + δε⋆(i+1)

14:

i=i+1

15:

end while

16:

ε⋆(t+∆t) = ε⋆(i)

17:

...

18:

t = t + ∆t

19:

end while

/ G σ (i)

> η CG do

▷ (iii) Iterative linear solver

▷ Standard Conjugate Gradients, for: G C (i) δε⋆(i+1) = −G σ(i)

▷ Iterative update
▷ Proceed to next Newton iteration

▷ “Initial guess” for the next increment
▷ Update other history variables (material dependent)
▷ Proceed to next increment
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the Gauss points via multiplication by the B matrix. The same holds for the equilibrium conditions,
for which the stresses at the Gauss points must be mapped back to the nodal forces by B T with
a different weight wg assigned to each integration point. In the FFT-based method, no exchange
of data between the nodes and integration points is needed, because the unknowns ε∗ correspond
to strains, and the integration points and nodes coincide. Equilibrium is enforced by the projection
matrix G with a simple structure inherited from the continuous formulation, see Eq. (5) for the
adopted approximation space.
The comparison of the two linearized systems (34) and (29) suggests how to exploit the constitutive
routines available in FE systems with FFT-based solvers. Indeed, the only material law-dependent
components in (29) are the local stresses and the constitutive tangents at the nodes, which can be
easily obtained from the FE formulation (34), where the same operation is performed at the Gauss
points. In addition, the condition number of the linear system (29) depends only on the local consistent constitutive tangents, as discussed next, whereas the conditioning of (34) also depends on the
mesh size and shape, when unstructured meshes are used, e.g., [32].
9.3.2 Collocation FFT schemes
Another reason to adopt the FE recipe when deriving FFT-based methods is to clarify the role of
the reference problem used in the conventional approach. The purpose of the current section is to
show that the reference problem is an intrinsic choice within the solution algorithm, for which more
efficient choices can be made accordingly.
To this purpose, consider a non-linear version of the basic Moulinec-Suquet scheme, e.g., [33,
Eq. (9)], which is based of an integral equation for the fluctuating strains ε∗ ∈ E,
∫
Γref (x − y) : σ (y, E + ε∗ (y)) dy = 0 for all x ∈ Ω,
(35)
Ω

where Γref is the Green function of the reference problem — an auxiliary local problem (2) with the homogeneous constitutive relation
(
)
σ x, ε(x) = C ref : ε(x) for x ∈ Ω.
(36)
The constant reference stiffness tensor C ref , on which the Green operator Γref in (35) depends, see
Eq. (66) in Appendix 9.A, is yet undetermined in the algorithm , which will be commented on later.
The discretization of Eq. (35) is then performed by the trigonometric collocation method [25,
Chapter 10], in which we expand the solution ε∗ in terms of the trigonometric polynomials, as
in (21a), and enforce the relation (35) directly at the grid nodes xkN (no numerical quadrature is thus
used). As a result, we obtain the following system of non-linear equations for the nodal strains ε∗ ,
cf. (27),
b
Γref σ(E + ε∗ ) = 0 with Γref = F −1 Γ

ref

F,

(37)

b ref is block-diagonal in the Fourier space; see [13] for a more detailed explanation
where the matrix Γ
and Appendix 9.B for the matrix representations. The remaining steps in the solution of the nonlinear system (37) now closely follow those of Sections 9.2.5 and 9.2.6, once the projection matrix G
is replaced with Γref , including the fact that Γref enforces nodal equilibrium and strain compatibility.
Finally, the reference stiffness tensor C ref has to be specified, which was so far done on the
basis of local elastic properties [33, 34], or of the initial constitutive tangents, Eq. (31) with i = 0,
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see [8]. However, as follows from our developments in Section 9.2 and also from the discussion
in [16, Section 3], this choice rather depends on the iterative algorithm used to solve the following
linearized system for δε∗(i+1) ,
Γref C (i) δε∗(i+1) = −Γref σ(E + ε∗(i) ).

(38)

For the collocation method this equation replaces (29), which did not depend on a reference medium.
The basic scheme from [33] is recovered by solving the system (38) by the Richardson fixed-point
iterative method, e.g., [16, Section 3.1], which is only conditionally convergent, depending on the
choice of C ref . Specifically, the optimal convergence is ensured by setting
C ref =

)
1 ( min
λ(i) + λmax
I s,
(i)
2

(39)

where I s is the fourth-order symmetric unit tensor. The maximum and minimum eigenvalues, λmin
(i)
and λmax
(i) , are defined as
(
)
k
λmin
λ
C
,
min
(i)
(i) = min
2
k∈ZN

(
)
k
λmax
λ
C
.
max
(i)
(i) = max
2
k∈ZN

(40)

The reference medium thus must be updated during the Newton iterations to ensure convergence. For
this choice, the number of iterations to reach the given tolerance, η CG in Algorithm 1, grows linearly
min
with the condition number λmax
(i) /λ(i) .
On the other hand, when the linear system (38) is solved with, e.g., Conjugate Gradients as proposed
by Zeman et al. [13] for linear problems and by Gélébart and Mondon-Cancel [34] for non-linear
problems, it suffices for the convergence of the algorithm that the condition number is finite. This in
turn implies that the CG method works for any choice of reference media, no updates of C ref during
CG
the Newton
√ increment are needed, and the number of iterations to reach the given accuracy η
min
grows as λmax
(i) /λ(i) , cf. [20, Section 5.1] or [16, Section 3.2]. Therefore, the simplest option is to
take C ref = I s , for which Γref = G, see Appendix 9.A, whereby the collocation and the variational
formulations coincide.
Even though the collocation and variational approaches become equivalent for specific choices
of the reference stiffness tensor C ref and the iterative solver, the variational formulation offers at
least two advantages. First, it clarifies the connection between the strain compatibility, equilibrium
conditions, and the reference problem in non-linear homogenization, which has been a source of
confusion in the FFT-based literature. Second, it enables us to interpret and understand the Fourierbased technique in the language of (spectral) FE methods, so that the extensive knowledge accumulated in the field of non-linear Finite Elements may be explored when developing Fourier solvers
beyond small-strain computational inelasticity.
For the reader’s convenience, we conclude this section by summarizing the most important characteristics in Table 9.1.

9.4

Constitutive models and their numerical implementation

As pointed out above, the proposed FFT scheme is general and robust in the sense that arbitrary
constitutive models formulated in small strain framework may be inserted at the integration point
level. To demonstrate this feature, we consider three different constitutive models – non-linear
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Table 9.1. Comparison of FFT-based and Finite Element methods.
Finite elements
Galerkin
general
Lagrange
displacement
automatic
automatic
static matrix B T
×
Gauss
regular symmetric,
sparse
direct/iterative

Discretization approach
Computational grid
Basis functions
Unknown
Compatibility of solution
Compatibility of test fields
Equilibrium
Reference problem
Quadrature
Linear system
Linear system solver

Conventional FFT
collocation
regular
trigonometric
strain
linear solver
×
Green matrix Γref
yes
×
singular non-symmetric,
structurally sparse
iterative

Variational FFT
Galerkin
regular
trigonometric
strain
linear solver
projection matrix G
projection matrix G
×
trapezoidal
singular non-symmetric,
structurally sparse
iterative

elasticity, elasto-plasticity, and visco-plasticity – which are non-linear or/and history dependent. Each
of these models is discussed briefly below, together with its numerical treatment. More details for
the elasto- and visco-plastic models can be found in textbooks, e.g. [22, 23]. Note that the same
symbols are used in the different models, their exact meaning and quantification may however be
different.
9.4.1 Non-linear elasticity
Model
The following non-linear elastic model is considered:
(
σ = Ktr (ε) I + σ0

εeq
ε0

)n
N,

(41)

where I is the second-order identity tensor, N is now the direction of the deviatoric strain defined
as
N=

2 εd
;
3 εeq

(42)

and the equivalent strain, εeq , is defined as
√
εeq =

2
3

εd : εd ,

(43)

with εd the strain deviator. The parameters are the bulk modulus K, a reference shear stress σ0 and
strain ε0 , and an exponent n.
Stress update
Since this model does not depend on the deformation history, the stress can directly be evaluated
from Eq. (41) for every increment.
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Consistent constitutive tangent
The consistent tangent operator is obtained by taking the derivative of (41) with respect to the strain
ε, i.e.:
∂σ
σ0
= KI ⊗ I +
C=
∂ε
εeq

(

εeq
ε0

)n (

)
(n − 1) N ⊗ N + 23 Id ,

(44)

with I d = I s − 13 I ⊗ I the fourth order deviatoric identity tensor.
9.4.2 Elasto-plasticity
Model
Standard J2 -plasticity is considered. In this model the total strain, ε, is additively split into an elastic
part, εe , and a plastic part, εp , i.e.
ε = εe + εp .

(45)

The stress, σ, depends on the elastic strain, εe , through the standard linear relation:
(
)
σ = Ce : ε − εp ,

Ce = KI ⊗ I + 2G Id ,

with

(46)

wherein K is the bulk modulus and G is the shear modulus.
The elastic domain is bounded by the plastic admissibility condition
Φ(σ, εp ) = σeq − (σ0 + Hεnp ) ≤ 0,

(47)

wherein the parameters are the initial yield stress, σ0 , the hardening modulus, H, and the hardening
exponent, n. The deformation history enters this expression via the accumulated plastic strain, εp
(which equals zero in the initial stress-free state). Finally, the von Mises equivalent stress, σeq , is
defined as
√
σeq = 32 σd : σd ,
(48)
with σd the stress deviator.
The plastic strain rate follows from normality as
ε̇p = γ̇N = γ̇

∂Φ
3 σd
= γ̇
,
∂σ
2 σeq

(49)

where N is defined differently from (42). The accumulated plastic strain is determined from
∫t
εp =

ε̇p dt′ ,

√
with

ε̇p =

2
3

ε̇p : ε̇p = γ̇.

(50)

0

The reader is reminded that in this model the time-derivative is used just for convenience, the model
is completely rate-independent.
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Stress update
The model is discretized in time using the, unconditionally stable, backward Euler scheme. The stress
update is implemented using an elastic-predictor plastic-corrector scheme, whereby the amount of
plastic flow is determined in two steps. First, a trial state is calculated by assuming the increment in
strain to be fully elastic (elastic predictor). Second, if necessary, a return-map is used that quantifies the
plastic strain increment (plastic corrector).
Given an increment in total strain
∆ε = ε(t+∆t) − ε(t)

(51)

(where ∆t refers to a pseudo-time step), the trial state (elastic predictor, denoted by
by assuming that ∆ε gives rise to a purely elastic strain increment, i.e.:
tr

εp = ε(t)
p

and

tr

tr

•) is computed

εp = ε(t)
p .

(52)

The trial stress, tr σ, is found by evaluating Eq. (46) , using ε = ε(t+∆t) and εp = tr εp .
The yield function in Eq. (47) can now be evaluated for the trial stress tr σ. If tr Φ ≤ 0, the
current increment does not give rise to plastic flow. The actual state thus coincides with the trial
state, and
εp(t+∆t) = tr εp = ε(t)
p ,

ε(t+∆t)
= tr εp = ε(t)
p
p ,

)
(
σ (t+∆t) = Ce : ε(t+∆t) − ε(t)
p . (53)

If tr Φ > 0, a return-map (plastic corrector) has to be performed to return the trial state to an
admissible state. For this state, the equality needs to hold in the yield function (Eq. (47)), given the
actual stress that in turn depends on the plastic flow (Eqs. (49, 50)). Due to the assumed normality
(Eq. (49)), this non-linear system of equations can be rewritten as a single scalar equation:
Φ=

tr

n
σeq − 3G∆γ − σ0 − H( ε(t)
p + ∆γ ) = 0,

(54)

which has to be solved for ∆γ (in closed form for n = 1, or numerically for arbitrary n). The
resulting state can is then determined as
tr
ε(t+∆t)
= ε(t)
p
p +∆γ N ,

ε(t+∆t)
= ε(t)
p
p +∆γ,

(
)
σ (t+∆t) = Ce : ε(t+∆t) −ε(t+∆t)
. (55)
p

Consistent constitutive tangent
The tangent is easily derived by linearizing the stress update procedure. If the trial state is elastic, i.e.
when tr Φ ≤ 0, the result is trivially C = Ce . Otherwise, the stress update in Eq. (55) needs to be
linearized, giving
∂σ (t+∆t)
∂ε(t+∆t)
)
(
6G2 ∆γ
∆γ
1
tr
2
N ⊗ tr N .
= Ce − tr
Id + 4G
−
( (t)
)n−1
tr σ
σeq
eq
3G + nH εp + ∆γ

C=

(56)
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9.4.3 Visco-plasticity
Model
The considered visco-plastic model has many similarities to the elasto-plastic model of the previous
section. The only differences are that the visco-plastic model is rate-dependent and that there is no
discrete switch between elasticity and plasticity (i.e. there is plastic flow at each stage of deformation).
Similar to elasto-plasticity, the model is governed by an additive split of elastic and plastic strains
(Eq. (45)). The stress can be expressed by the elastic strain only (Eq. (46)). The direction of plastic
flow, ε̇p = γ̇N , is determined similarly as in Eq. (49), however the plastic rate depends on the stress
through Norton’s rule
(

ε0
γ̇ =
t0

σeq
σ0

)1/n
.

(57)

In this equation ε0 , t0 , σ0 , and n are material parameters. Note that n in this case is the strain rate
sensitivity exponent, which has a different meaning than n in the elasto-plastic model.
Stress update
A backward Euler scheme is used for discretization in time. Even though the actual physical process
is never elastic, a trial state in conjunction with a return-map is again employed. This has the benefit
that the plastic strain can be determined by solving a single scalar equation. In particular, given an
increment in strain (Eq. (51)), the trial state (elastic predictor) is given by Eq. (52), where ∆t now
refers to a real time step. A plastic corrector is needed to enforce (57), leading to the following implicit
equation for ∆γ:
∆γ =

ε0
∆t
t0

( tr

σeq − 3G∆γ
σ0

)1/n
,

(58)

which is solved numerically. The plastic strain and stress are then determined from Eq. (55).
Consistent constitutive tangent
The consistent tangent is obtained again by linearizing the stress update. The result reads


(
(
)n−1 )−1
nσ
6G2 ∆γ
∆γ
∆γ
0
 tr N ⊗ tr N . (59)
C = Ce − tr
Id + 4G2  tr
− 3G +
σeq
σeq
γ0 ∆t γ0 ∆t

9.5

Examples

9.5.1

Two-phase laminate

The goal of this section is to demonstrate the accuracy and the convergence rate of the Newtonbased FFT algorithm. We consider a periodic two-phase laminate subjected to shear, see Figure 9.3.
In this figure, the numerical discretization is also indicated, whereby each pixel corresponds to one
grid point in its center. The applied global shear is indicated by arrows, corresponding to a global
strain tensor
E = E12 (e1 ⊗ e2 + e2 ⊗ e1 ) ,

(60)
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wherein E12 is the global shear strain. Phase 1 is modeled with different material models: non-linear
elastic, elasto-plastic, and visco-plastic. Phase 2 is taken to be linear elastic in all cases. The elastic
properties of the two phases are identical, except for the non-linear elastic case.

phase 1

phase 2

Figure 9.3. Two-phase laminate. Phase 1 is modeled using different materials models: non-linear elastic,
elasto-plastic, and visco-plastic; phase 2 is always linear elastic. The applied shear is indicated by E12 .

The used material parameters are listed in Table 9.2. The total overall shear strain is set to
E12 = 0.05. Note that for the non-linear elastic and the elasto-plastic model a single time increment
suffices to obtain the exact solution. For the visco-plastic model the deformation is applied in 200
equi-sized increments, each with a time step of 10−3 seconds. The tolerances are set to η NW = 10−6
for the Newton iterations and η CG = 10−16 for the Conjugate Gradient iterative solver.
Table 9.2. The material parameters of phase 1 for the different material models. Phase 2 is linear elastic with
shear modulus G.

parameter
H/G
σ0 /G
ε0
t0
n

non-linear elasticity
−
0.5
0.1
−
10.0

elasto-plasticity
0.05
0.01
−
−
0.1

visco-plasticity
−
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3

The results are presented in Figure 9.4. All diagrams in this figure are cross-sections of the
corresponding fields along the x2 -axis whereby the red and blue color correspond to phase 1 and
2 respectively, cf. Figure 9.3. The response is constant in x1 -direction. The numerical response is
included using a marker for each node / integration point. In each case, we show a comparison with
the response of a FE simulation (solid lines) of just two elements (one per phase), which for this
case resolves the problem exactly in space. The rows correspond to the different considered material
models for phase 1; the left column shows the distribution of shear stress σ12 , the right column
shows the shear strain ε12 . The results reveal a perfect agreement: a constant shear stress σ12 and a
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piece-wise constant shear strain ε12 . A perfect agreement is also found when the responses of the
simulations are compared to analytical solutions, for which the exponents are set to n = 1 (results
not shown).

FE simulation
(interpolated)

FFT simulation
(nodal quantities)

phase 1
phase 2

Figure 9.4. The shear stress σ12 (left) and the shear strain ε12 (right), both along the x2 -direction (the response
does not depend on x1 ). From top to bottom the different material models for phase 1: (a–b) non-linear
elasticity, (c–d) elasto-plasticity, and (e–f) visco-plasticity. The predicted numerical response is shown using a
marker at each node / integration point and the result of a FE simulation of two elements using solid lines; for
both, the color corresponds to the phase (cf. Figure 9.3). The stress is normalized by the shear modulus, G,
and a reference elastic stress that accompanies the applied strain. The strain is normalized by the applied shear
strain, E12 .

It is also observed from Figure 9.4 that while the trigonometric interpolation may not be able
to fully capture the step in the response because of Gibbs phenomena, at the nodes / integration
points no artifacts occur. When the nodal quantities are interpolated using the trigonometric basis
functions, such oscillations are however clearly observed: see the solid black line in Figure 9.5. This is
in agreement with validation studies by Moulinec and Suquet [33] and Anglin et al. [35], where a good
match with analytical solutions at the grid points has been reported for several elastic benchmarks.
To verify that the convergence is quadratic, the residual at the end of each iteration is listed in
Table 9.3. In all cases, the quadratic convergence has indeed been achieved, by virtue of the use of
consistent tangent operators in the FFT algorithm.
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Figure 9.5. The interpolation of the nodal response using the trigonometric polynomials, according to (21a),
for the non-linear elastic model (cf. Figure 9.4(b)). The interpolation is shown using a solid black line, in addition
to nodal quantities (markers) and the FE result (solid red and blue lines).
Table 9.3. The stress residual for each iteration of the Newton process for the different, non-linear, material
models.

iteration
1
2
3
4

non-linear elasticity
−01

4.23 · 10
1.24 · 10−02
2.44 · 10−05
9.18 · 10−11

elasto-plasticity
−01

3.19 · 10
1.26 · 10−04
2.70 · 10−10

visco-plasticity
1.33 · 10−01
7.39 · 10−05
6.49 · 10−10

9.5.2 Application: dual-phase steel
To demonstrate the practical applicability of the method, the microstructural response of a commercial dual-phase steel (DP600) is studied. This steel has a complex microstructure comprising a
relatively hard but brittle martensite phase that acts as reinforcement of the comparatively soft yet
ductile ferritic matrix phase. Minor fractions of several other phases are frequently observed, however this is disregarded in the present work. To obtain the cell Ω, a steel sheet is imaged in the
cross-section using a scanning electron microscope. A protocol of grinding, polishing, and etching
is applied to create a surface with a small height difference between martensite and ferrite. This provides contrast in the secondary electron mode of a scanning electron microscope (SEM), as shown
in Figure 9.6(a). In this image, the bright regions are martensite while the darker regions are ferrite.
The phase distribution can be obtained by thresholding, combined with a Gaussian filter to reduce
local artifacts due to image noise. The result is shown in Figure 9.6(b), for which it is found that the
hard phase volume fraction equals 17%.
Both phases are modeled using the isotropic rate-independent elasto-plastic model of Section 9.4.2. The parameters are taken more or less representative for the martensite phase, denoted
“hard” below, and the ferrite phase, denoted “soft” below. The initial yield stresses and the hardening
moduli of the two phases are
σ soft
σ0hard
= 2 0 = 1.7 · 10−4 ,
E
E

H hard
H soft
=2
= 2.6 · 10−4 ,
E
E

(61)
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(a) secondary electron image

(b) phase distribution

Figure 9.6. (a) An SEM micrograph of commercial dual-phase steel (DP600) taken in secondary electron mode.
(b) The result of the image intensity thresholding: the identified hard martensite is white, the soft ferrite is black.

and the hardening exponent is set to
nhard = nsoft = 0.2
The elastic properties are identical for both phases, with the Poisson ratio ν = 0.3.
A macroscopic pure shear deformation
√
(
)
3
E=
Eeq e2 ⊗ e2 − e1 ⊗ e1
2

(62)

(63)

is applied to this microstructural volume element. The global equivalent strain, Eeq , is imposed
in 200 equi-sized increments up to the value of 0.1. A finite strain assumption would be appropriate
for such strain levels, in particular because the magnitude of local strains is further amplified by the
microstructural arrangement. Nevertheless, the purpose of this example is to demonstrate robustness
of the solver for highly nonlinear problems, the small strain framework is therefore sufficient.
The macroscopic response is shown in Figure 9.7(a) in terms of the macroscopic equivalent stress
Seq as a function of the applied equivalent strain Eeq (solid black line). The constitutive response of
the two phases is also included using colored dashed lines. As observed, the predicted response is a
non-linear combination of that of its constituting phases phases. In this figure also the convergence
is tabulated, revealing that the convergence is no longer quadratic. This is a well-known limitation
for an elasto-plastic model, which is caused by the on/off switch for yielding, accompanied by a
significant differences in the tangent stiffness, e.g. [36]. This effect is enhanced by the complex
microstructure. Still, the method remains robust as no convergence difficulties were encountered
during the simulation.
The local response is shown in Figure 9.7(b) in the form of the accumulated plastic strain εp .
As observed, the plastic flow is concentrated in bands that are oriented at ±45 degree angles. These
angles correspond to the direction of maximum shear set by the applied macroscopic deformation.
The percolation in bands is fully determined by the microstructure. To better understand this, the
plastic response is plotted for each phase separately in Figure 9.8 revealing that the plastic strain is
obviously higher in the soft phase (Figure 9.8(a)) than in the hard phase (Figure 9.8(b)). Furthermore,
it is observed that the plastic strain is localized in bands in the soft phase, wherever it is close to the
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(a) macroscopic response

(b) local plastic strain

tensite)
rd phase (mar

ha

microstructure
soft phase (ferrite)
iteration

residual

#CG iterations
33
21
11
6

1
2
3
4

Figure 9.7. (a) The macroscopic equivalent stress Seq as a function of the applied equivalent strain Eeq . The
convergence of the Newton iterations and the number of iterations of the conjugate gradient algorithm are
indicated for a representative increment (Eeq = 0.01). (b) The local accumulated plastic strain εp at the final
increment of applied strain (Eeq = 0.1).

hard phase. This localization pattern is most pronounced where the separation of the islands of the
hard phase is small.
(a) isolated soft phase

(b) isolated hard phase

Figure 9.8. The local equivalent plastic strain εp at the final increment of applied strain (Eeq = 0.1) for the
(a) soft phase and (b) hard phase.

9.6 Conclusions
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based incremental-iterative solver for micromechanical simulations of heterogeneous media has been developed that can deal with non-linear, history- and timedependent materials laws under small strains. Contrary to conventional approaches derived from
integral equations of the Lippmann-Schwinger type, the proposed formulation aligns the standard
procedures used in non-linear Finite Element methods. Specifically, we have (i) discretized the strainbased weak form of the local cell problem with trigonometric polynomials, (ii) approximated the inte-
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grals with trapezoidal quadrature, and (iii) solved the resulting system of non-linear nodal equilibrium
equations with a Newton scheme that employs consistent linearization to obtain a lineared system,
which is solved iteratively with the Conjugate Gradient algorithm. The method has been successfully
verified for a two-phase laminate with inelastic rate-(in)dependent phases and the quadratic convergence of the Newton solver has been confirmed for this benchmark. Its applicability for realistic
problems has been demonstrated using a micrograph-based analysis of a sample of dual-phase steel
with elasto-plastic phases.
Based on these results, we conclude that
1. FFT-based solvers can be constructed using a similar variational basis as done for conventional
Finite Element Methods,
2. in consequence, constitutive routines developed for non-linear finite element formulations can
be directly interfaced to FFT-based solvers, while keeping the computational efficiency of the
FFT-based method,
3. the only role of the (material-dependent) reference problem, central to the LippmannSchwinger approaches, is to ensure the convergence of the Richardson scheme used to solve
the resulting system of linearized equations. This work proposes to use other linear solvers
instead, such as the Conjugate Gradient method, that rely on the (material-independent) projection matrix.
As the next step, we will extend the presented developments to a finite-strain setting, departing
from the recent works by Eisenlohr et al. [37] and Kabel et al. [38].
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9.A

Operators

For the non-zero frequency k ∈ Zd \{0}, the Fourier transform of the fourth-order projection
b introduced in (5), is provided by, e.g. [39, Section 6],
operator G,
b ijlm (k) = 1 ξi (k)δjl ξm (k) + ξi (k)δjm ξl (k) + ξj (k)δil ξm (k) + ξj (k)δim ξl (k)
G
2
∥ξ(k)∥2
ξi (k)ξj (k)ξl (k)ξm (k)
−
∥ξ(k)∥4

(64)

where the scaled frequencies ξi account for the size of the unit cell through ξi (k) = ki /Li and δij
b ijlm (0) = 0 because of the zero-mean property.
stands for the Kronecker delta. For k = 0, G
The Fourier transform of the Green operator Γref , from Eq. (35), associated with the reference
stiffness C ref is more involved, e.g. [1, Section 5.2]. For k ̸= 0, we assemble the second-order
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acoustic tensor
Ail (k) =

2
∑

ref
Cijlm
ξj (k)ξm (k)

(65)

j,m=1

to express the fourth-order Green operator in the form
1 ( −1
b ref
Γ
(k)
=
A (k)ξi (k)ξl (k) + A−1
ijlm
jl (k)ξi (k)ξm (k)
4 jm

)
−1
+ A−1
im (k)ξj (k)ξl (k) + Ail (k)ξj (k)ξm (k) .

(66)

b ref (0) = 0. A direct calculation then reveals that the two operators
For k = 0, we set again Γ
ijlm
ref
coincide for Cijlm = (δil δjm + δim δjl )/2.

9.B

Matrix notation

On a regular grid Z2N with |N | nodes xkN , any periodic symmetric second-order trigonometric polynomial τ and its Fourier transform τb can be represented by the real- and complex-valued columns,
recall (18),






τ11
τb11






∈ R3|N | ,
τb =  τb22  (k)
∈ C3|N | ,
τ =  τ22  (xkN )
√
√
2τ12
2b
τ12
k∈Z2
k∈Z2
N

N

where we have employed the Mandel representation, e.g. [24, Section 2.3]. During this vectorization
procedure, data indexed by k ∈ Z2N are gathered according to Figure 9.9.

x2

x1
Figure 9.9. Scheme of the vectorization operation.

Under such nomenclature, the matrices from (19) implementing the forward and the inverse
Fourier transforms attain the form
]
[
]
1 [ −km
−1
3|N |×3|N |
km
∈
C
,
F
=
∈ C3|N |×3|N | ,
F =
ωN I (3×3)
ω
I
(3×3)
N
|N |
k,m∈Z2N
k,m∈Z2N
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b Eq. (20),
where I (3×3) is the 3 × 3 unit matrix. The Fourier transform of the projection matrix G,
is obtained as




√
b 1111
b 1122
b 1112
2G
G
G
√

km  b
b =
b 2222
b 2212 
G
∈ R3|N |×3|N | ,
G
2G
δ
 G1122
 (k)
√
√
b 1112
b 2212 2G
b 1212
2G
2G
2
k,m∈ZN

with δ km standing again for the Kronecker delta. Likewise, the matrix form of the Green operator
from (37) reads



√ ref 
b ref
b ref
b 1112
Γ
Γ
2Γ
1111
1122
√ ref 
km  b ref
b ref = 
b 2212  (k)
b ref
Γ
∈ R3|N |×3|N | .
2Γ
Γ
δ
 Γ1122

√ ref √ 2222
ref
ref
b
b
b
2Γ1112
2Γ2212 2Γ1212
2
k,m∈ZN

The conversion to the matrix format is completed by the treatment of the constitutive laws.
Specifically, the stresses from (26) need to be arranged in a column



σ11
(
)



∈ R3|N | ,
σ =  σ22  xkN , E + ε∗ (xkN ) 
√
2σ12
k∈Z2
N

whereas the tangent matrix (31) attains the form of a block-diagonal 3|N | × 3|N | matrix:




√
∂σ11 /∂ε11
∂σ11 /∂ε22
2∂σ11 /∂ε12
)
√


(
C = δ km  ∂σ22 /∂ε11
.
2∂σ22 /∂ε12  xkN , E + ε∗ (xkN ) 
∂σ /∂ε22
√
√ 22
2∂σ12 /∂ε11
2∂σ12 /∂ε11 2∂σ12 /∂ε12
k,m∈Z2
N

Finally, the spaces of the nodal values of general, TN , and compatible, EN , trigonometric polynomials from Section 9.2.4 are provided by
[
]
b F R3|N | .
TN = R3|N | ,
EN = F −1 G
(67)
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CHAPTER 10
FFT-based solver: finite strain

Abstract
Computational micromechanics and homogenization require the solution of the mechanical equilibrium of a periodic cell that comprises a (generally complex) microstructure. Techniques that apply
the Fast Fourier Transform have attracted much attention as they outperform other methods in
terms of speed and memory footprint. Moreover, the Fast Fourier Transform is a natural companion of pixel-based digital images which often serve as input. In its original form, one of the biggest
challenges for the method is the treatment of (geometrically) non-linear problems, partially due to
the need for a uniform linear reference problem. In a geometrically linear setting, the problem has
recently been treated in a variational form resulting in an unconditionally stable scheme that combines Newton iterations with an iterative linear solver, and therefore exhibits robust and quadratic
convergence behavior. Through this approach, well-known key ingredients were recovered in terms
of discretization, numerical quadrature, consistent linearization of the material model, and the iterative solution of the resulting linear system. As a result, the extension to finite strains, using arbitrary
constitutive models, is at hand. Note that the implementation of the solver is thereby substantially
easier than that of other (Finite Element) codes. Both claims are demonstrated in this paper and
substantiated with a simple code in Python of just 54 lines (without comments). The aim is to render
the method transparent and accessible, whereby researchers that are new to this method should be
able to implement it efficiently. The potential of this method is demonstrated using two examples,
each with a different material model.
Keywords: homogenization; micromechanics; Fast Fourier Transform (FFT); representative volume element (RVE); finite strains
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10.1

Introduction

Computational micromechanics and homogenization generally involve the numerical solution of the
mechanical equilibrium of a periodic unit-cell [1–4]. Such a unit-cell thereby provides a representative
geometrical representation of the microstructure – which is often complex. An accurate representation of reality therefore necessitates a high-resolution numerical method, which remains efficient
in three dimensions. The conventional approach, using Finite Elements, results in costly computations. For periodic cells, an attractive competitor to the Finite Element Method was developed by
Moulinec and Suquet [5, 6]. It employs the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain a significant gain
in efficiency compared to Finite Elements, both in terms of speed and in terms of memory footprint. Furthermore, the method is rather straightforward to implement efficiently, as FFT-libraries
are readily available. In its original form, the method uses a homogeneous auxiliary elastic problem.
This form has been extended to (geometrically) non-linear problems [7–12], however still relying on
a reference medium, which may impact the convergence and obscures consistent linearization. It
has nevertheless been successfully applied to large-scale computations [13–16]. Currently, even a
mature open-source implementation is available featuring different solution techniques [17]. It does
however not include consistent linearization, which is the contribution of the present paper.
Recently, Vondřejc et al. [18] have recognized that the problem can be reformulated in a variational form. This framework has the benefit that discretization, quadrature, constitutive linearization,
and the solution of a linear system can be properly distinguished and optimized individually [19, 20].
This shows that the equations solved are essentially nodal equilibrium equations – much like in the Finite Element Method (FEM). The variational formulation also obsoletes an auxiliary elastic problem
by employing a projection operator that merely maps arbitrary tensor fields to compatible ones. Unlike conventional FEM, the integration points coincide with the nodes, which results in an extremely
efficient, local, update of the strains and stresses. The method allows one to use the local consistent tangent in the equilibrium iterations, providing a quadratic convergence rate. It has recently
been demonstrated that convergence is robust for several types of non-linear constitutive behavior
in small strains (see Chapter 9).
Treating the problem in the variational form renders the extension to finite strains relatively
straightforward. The intrinsic simplicity of the method is thereby reconfirmed. This claim is demonstrated the present (short) paper, by incorporating a simple Python code for a three-dimensional
unit-cell problem in finite strains, which enables efficient and independent implementation by other
researchers. The computational efficiency is inherited from the efficient Fast Fourier Transform.
We furthermore demonstrate that the method can be employed for arbitrary constitutive models in
finite strains, defined in either the undeformed or the deformed configuration. For the latter, both
the stress and the consistent tangent must be transformed to the undeformed configuration using a
pull-back involving simple tensor operations.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 10.2 the variational approach due to Vondřejc
et al. [18] and Chapter 9 is extended to finite strains, following the same steps. Section 10.3 presents
a pseudo-algorithm accompanied with a discussion on the most import operations. In Sections 10.4
and 10.5, two examples are considered. A short summary is included in Section 10.6. In the two
appendices, the adopted nomenclature is presented in Appendix 10.A, the Python code in Appendix 10.B.
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10.2 Method
10.2.1

Problem statement

A periodic cell is considered containing a representative volume of the microstructure (in one, two,
or three dimensions). It is composed of one or more phases described by arbitrary material models
formulated in a finite strain framework. For simplicity of notation, the derivations in this section are
performed for a non-linear elastic model. The extension to time- or history-dependent materials is
trivial (in line with the FE-based formulations of Chapter 9) and therefore omitted. The microstructure is discretized using a regular grid (i.e. a grid of pixels or voxels, see Figure 10.1).
The goal is to solve for static mechanical equilibrium in the periodic cell for a given applied
overall deformation. The balance of linear momentum, pulled-back to the (undeformed) reference
configuration, reads
⃗ 0 · P T = ⃗0
∇

(1)

involving the divergence with respect to the reference configuration of the transposed first PiolaKirchhoff stress tensor P . In index notation Eq. (1) reads ∂Pij /∂Xj , see Appendix 10.A for our
nomenclature. The stress P depends non-linearly on the deformation gradient F :
P = P (F )

(2)

Figure 10.1. A simple periodic cell discretized using a regular pixel grid, each ‘pixel’ having equal area. The
solution is discretized on the same grid (Eq. (8)); the corresponding nodes are shown using crosses. The nodes
and integration points coincide.

10.2.2

Weak form

The integral form is obtained by multiplying (1) with test functions δ⃗x and integrating over the
reference domain Ω0 :
∫
(
)
⃗ 0 · P T dΩ0 = 0
δ⃗x · ∇
(3)
Ω0

which must hold for all periodic δ⃗x.
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Subsequently, integration by parts is applied in conjunction with Gauss’ divergence theorem. The
boundary term that arises vanishes because of periodicity. The result reads
∫
(
)
⃗ 0 δ⃗x T : P T dΩ0 = 0
∇
(4)
Ω0

where : denotes a double tensor contraction, see again Appendix 10.A.
In Finite Elements, the problem is discretized at this point by introducing a finite element inter⃗ – or the displacement ⃗u(X)
⃗ – as well as the virtual
polation scheme for the position vector ⃗x(X)
⃗ where X
⃗ is the position in the undeformed configuration. The problem is
displacement δ⃗x(X),
then solved for the nodal positions or displacements. In the FFT-methods, one generally does not
formulate the problem in terms of positions / displacements but in terms of strains, or, in the context
of finite deformation, in terms of the deformation gradient tensor F . By analogy, the test function
is expressed in terms of a virtual deformation gradient. The weak form of Eq. (4) is accordingly
reformulated as
∫
δF : P T dΩ0 = 0
(5)
Ω0

in which the test functions δF are periodic and compatible. Note that compatibility is guaranteed
when δF is the gradient of a virtual position vector, as in Finite Elements, but now must be enforced
as a constraint in conjunction with Eq. (5).
10.2.3 Projection to a compatible solution space
The compatibility of the test functions δF is imposed by means of a projection operator G. It maps
an arbitrary field Ã to its compatible part A through
Ã ⋆ G = A

(6)

wherein ⋆ is the convolution operator. The convolution can be evaluated in Fourier space as a
simple, local, double tensor contraction. Furthermore, G has a simple closed-form expression in
Fourier space, see below.
Application of Eq. (6) to the weak form of Eq. (5) results in
∫
∫
(δ F̃ ⋆ G) : P T dΩ0 = δ F̃ : (G ⋆ P ) dΩ0 = 0
(7)
Ω0

Ω0

whereby the second expression is treated in Chapter 9 in more detail. Equation (7) should now
hold for arbitrary, i.e. not necessarily compatible, periodic test functions δ F̃ . Please note that the
deformation gradient F , hidden in the stress P through Eq. (2), should still satisfy the compatibility
constraint. This is enforced below, in Section 10.2.6.
10.2.4 Discretization
Adopting a Galerkin scheme, the unknown field F and the test functions δ F̃ are discretized in the
same way. Like in Finite Elements, the continuous fields F and δ F̃ are approximated by a finite
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number of n nodal values, Fk and δ F̃k , that are multiplied with shape functions Nk associated with
each node, i.e.
⃗ ≈
F (X)
⃗ ≈
δ F̃ (X)

n
∑
k=1
n
∑

⃗ Fk = N T (X)
⃗ F
Nk (X)

(8)

⃗ δ F̃k = N T (X)
⃗ δ F̃
Nk (X)

(9)

k=1

where the underlined symbols indicate a column matrix of nodal quantities and the superscript T
transposition of the matrix, e.g.:
[
]T
F = F1 , F2 , . . . , Fn

(10)

In Figure 10.1 the nodes are indicated by crosses. Fundamental trigonometric polynomials are used
as shape functions N [21]. These functions have global support, but are interpolatory, i.e.
⃗ m ) = δkm
Nk (X

(11)

where δkm is the Kronecker delta and k and m are node numbers. In addition, they constitute a
partition of unity, i.e. the sum of all shape functions equals one everywhere in the domain.
The discretization is applied to the weak form (Eq. (7)) which therefore becomes
( )T ∫
δ F̃
: N (G ⋆ P ) dΩ0 = 0
(12)
Ω0

⃗ has been used to take them out
where the fact that the nodal quantities δ F̃k are independent of X
of the integral. Note that in this discretized form, the stress P depends on N T F .
Eq. (12) must hold for all δ F̃ , which implies
∫
N (G ⋆ P ) dΩ0 = O
(13)
Ω0

10.2.5

Quadrature

The integration is performed using numerical quadrature. For the employed trigonometric polynomials N the trapezoidal rule is used, which assigns equal weight to each nodal quantity. This implies
that there is no distinction between integration points and nodes. Applied to Eq. (13),
∑
[
]
⃗ k ) G ⋆ P (X
⃗ k) = O
N (X
(14)
k

We now apply the fact that the shape functions can be expressed in terms of the discrete Fourier
coefficients; and the delta property of the shape functions (Eq. (11)). In terms of the Discrete Fourier
Transform F and its inverse F −1 , Eq. (14) can be expressed as
{
}
F −1 Ĝ : F{P } = O

(15)
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see Chapter 9 for details. It is thus composed of a sequence of (i) the Fourier transform F of the
nodal stresses P , (ii) a double tensor contraction of them with the, explicitly known and constant,
Fourier-coefficients Ĝ, and (iii) the inverse Fourier transform F −1 of the final result. The notation
of Eq. (14) is abbreviated to
G:P =O

(16)

Thereby, the stress at each node depends locally on the deformation gradient, i.e.
[
]T
P = P1 (F1 ), P2 (F2 ), . . . , Pn (Fn )

(17)

Equation (16) can thus be thought of as a set of local, tensor valued, constitutive relations of the form
Pk (Fk ), whereby the global equilibrium is enforced by the non-locality of the projection operator
G.
In Fourier space, the matrix Ĝ is a diagonal matrix, i.e.


Ĝ11


Ĝ22



Ĝ = 
(18)
..


.


Ĝnn
The expression for Ĝkk is obtained by adjusting the Green operator that was obtained using an
auxiliary elastic problem by [10], to become a projection operator. Restricted to grids with an odd
number of nodes, it reads

Ĝijlm (⃗qk ) = δim ξj (⃗qk ) ξl (⃗qk ) + ξi (⃗qk ) ξj (⃗qk ) ξl (⃗qk ) ξm (⃗qk )
⃗ 2
⃗ 4
(19)
∥ξ∥
∥ξ∥

⃗
Ĝijlm (0) = 0
wherein ⃗qk is the (spatial) frequency vector and ξi are the scaled frequencies that account for the size
of the cell through ξi (⃗q) = qi /Li . The zero frequency (⃗q = ⃗0) is associated with the mean of the
inversely transformed field. The definition Ĝijlm (⃗0) = 0 therefore ensures the zero mean property
∫
G : P dΩ0 = O
(20)
Ω0

This is used below to prescribe the macroscopic deformation, while solving only for the periodic
micro-fluctuations.
10.2.6 Linearization
The weak form in Eq. (16) is a non-linear equation, as the material model involves a non-linear
relation between the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and the deformation gradient. We employ Newton
iterations to solve the nodal equilibrium equations (16). To this end the nodal unknowns at iteration
i + 1 are expressed as
F (i+1) = F (i) + δF

(21)
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where F (i) are the last known iterative values of the deformation gradients and δF are their iterative
updates. Note that δ is now used to indicate a small variation. The stresses are linearized around
F (i) . In a material point this corresponds to
δP T = K(i) : δF T

(22)

Note that by expressing the linearization in this way, including the transposes, we stay as close as
possible to the standard Finite Element formulation.
Combined with the discretized weak form in Eq. (16), the iterative update δF is found by solving
the following linearized system
T
G : KLT
= −G : P (i)
(i) : δF

(23)

wherein KLT
(i) are the left-transposed local tangent stiffnesses, assembled in a diagonal matrix:

( LT )
K(i) 11
( LT )


K(i) 22


LT 

(24)
K(i) : 
..

.


( LT )
K(i) nn
It thus consists only of the constitutive tangents evaluated locally at the nodes (Eq. (22)).
Note that the compatibility of the deformation gradient field still needs to be enforced. This
is done by solving the linear system of Eq. (23) using an iterative solver which delivers the compatible solution [18, 19, 22], see also Chapter 9. Below, the conjugate gradient method is used.
However, other projection based solvers may be more appropriate depending on the (a)symmetry
of K introduced by the constitutive
∫ model (e.g. GMRES [12]). Note also that the definition of G
(Eq. (19)) ensures that the mean Ω0 δF dΩ0 = O. The iterative update only affects the periodic
micro-fluctuations of F . Its mean value is thus prescribed by setting
F (0) = F̄

(25)

10.3 Implementation
The numerical algorithm requires the solution of (16) in an incremental–iterative fashion. Each increment thereby consists of Newton iterations updating the nodal deformation gradients F (i+1) using
(21–23) until equilibrium is satisfied up to an accuracy η NW , by employing the linearized constitutive
response. The linear system in Eq. (23) is solved up to an accuracy η CG using the conjugate gradient
iterative solver.
These implementation aspects are further explained using Algorithm 2, which holds for the case
that macroscopic deformation gradient tensor F̄ is prescribed. Prescribed macroscopic stresses can
also be used [23], however this results in additional computational complexity and hence is deliberately avoided here. As the goal of this paper is to make the method simple, an implementation, in the
Python programming language, is included in Appendix 10.B (for the hyper-elastic example given in
Section 10.4).
Based on Algorithm 2 the following comments are made:
T
• The conjugate gradient solver only requires the (repeated) result of G : KLT
(i) : δF . There-

fore Ĝ and K(i) are stored independently, the fully populated system matrix is never assembled.
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• Although F , P , K, and Ĝ are written as columns and diagonal matrices, the actual storage
coincides with the grid of nodes. For a three-dimensional problem, the grid of second-order
tensors are stored as five-dimensional matrices with (only) 32 ×n entries, where 32 corresponds
to the tensor components and n to the nodes. Likewise, the fourth-order tensors are stored
as seven-dimensional matrices with 34 × n entries. More involved representations (e.g. sparse
matrices) are therefore not needed.
• The projection G : • involves the Fourier transform, a tensor contraction, and the inverse
Fourier transform. Both the Fourier transform, F, and the inverse Fourier transform, F −1 ,
of a second-order tensor are performed per tensor component for each spatial direction. For
a three-dimensional problem it thus involves 3 × 3 × 3 one-dimensional Fourier transforms
and the same number of inverse Fourier transforms. Most FFT-libraries however provide an
interface to such an operation in a single command.
• For most problems, the Fourier transform and its inverse are the most costly operations. Fortunately, efficient open-source implementations with interfaces to all popular programming
languages are freely available, often readily parallelized. Furthermore, the Fourier transform
only scales as n log(n) with the problem size n. A practical disadvantage can be that the
efficiency is highly dependent on the exact number of grid points. A speed-up of orders of
magnitude can sometimes be obtained by slightly modifying the number of grid points [24].
Not all problems allow for this luxury.
• The constitutive model is evaluated only at the nodal level, requiring only the nodal deformation gradient tensor Fk as input. The constitutive implementation at the integration point
level as used in Finite Element codes can therefore directly be used here as well.
• Since the iterations only update the fluctuations of F , the macroscopic deformation F̄ is added
to it before the first iteration (line 3). Since this step doubles as the initial guess of the Newton
iterations and the added field should equal F̄ only on average, more efficient choices than in
line 3 are used in practice, such as the update of the previous increment plus a correction to
set the average to F̄ .

10.4 Application to Hyper-elasticity, formulated in the reference configuration
10.4.1

Introduction

One of the simplest constitutive models to consider is a hyper-elastic model defined in the reference
configuration. It is therefore used for the implementation in Appendix 10.B, and was also used by
Kabel et al. [10]. Note that the problem is still non-linear because of the geometric non-linearity.
10.4.2 Constitutive model
The model is defined in the undeformed configuration and it involves a linear relation between the
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S and the Green-Lagrange strain E:
S=C:E

(26)

wherein C is the standard fourth-order elastic stiffness tensor
C = λ I ⊗ I + 2µ Is

(27)
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Algorithm 2
1:

Stress free state: P = O and F = I

2:

for t in increments do

3:

F (0) = F (t) + ∆F̄

4:

δF = ∞

5:

while ∥ δF ∥ / ∥ F (t) ∥ > η NW do

6:

for k = 1, 2, . . . , nnodes do

▷ (i) incremental loop

▷ (ii) Newton loop

Constitutive response Fk → Pk , Kk

7:
8:

end for

9:

T
= −G : P (i) with accuracy η CG ▷ (iii) iterative linear solver
Solve G : KLT
(i) : δF

F (i+1) = F (i) + δF

10:
11:

end while

12:

F (t) = F (i+1)

13:

end for
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with Lamé’s constants λ and µ. In terms of Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio they read:
λ=

Eν
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

µ=

E
2(1 + ν)

(28)

Furthermore I is the second-order identity tensor and Is is the fourth-order symmetrization tensor
(see Appendix 10.A).
The connection to the deformation gradient tensor F and the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P is
made by the definition of the Green-Lagrange strain
(
)
(29)
E = 12 F T · F − I
and of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
P =F ·S

(30)

10.4.3 Consistent tangent
The constitutive model is linearized in the reference configuration in accordance with Eq. (22). Its
derivation is straightforward. The first step is to linearize the stress relation in Eq. (30), leading to
(
)
δP T = S(i) · δF T + IRT : F(i) · δS
(31)
wherein IRT is the fourth-order right-transposed identity tensor (see Appendix 10.A). The constitutive model in Eq. (26) is already linear. Combined with the linearization of the Green-Lagrange
strain one obtains
(
)
T
δS = C : Is · F(i)
: δF
(32)
The expression of the tangent stiffness follows by combining (31,32) to obtain
(
) RT
T
K(i) = S(i) · I + IRT : F(i) · C · F(i)
:I

(33)

whereby the right-symmetry of C has been used to absorb Is .
10.4.4 Example
As an example, a three-dimensional unit-cell comprising two phases is considered – a cubic particle with a stiffness that is 10 times higher than that of the matrix in which it is embedded, see
Figure 10.2(a). The unit-cell is loaded in simple shear, described by the following macroscopic deformation gradient
F̄ = I + γ̄ ⃗ex⃗ey

(34)
hard

This example has been simulated with the code given in Appendix 10.B; the parameters are E
=
10E soft and ν = 0.3. A large deformation is applied, with γ̄ = 1.
The example needs less than a minute to run on an ordinary desktop computer, requiring four
iterations (in a single increment). The response is depicted in Figure 10.2(b), showing the equivalent
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress Seq . As observed, the stress in the hard phase is significantly higher
than in the soft phase, while the soft phase accommodates most of the deformation. Furthermore,
even though F is discontinuous across the phase boundary no artifacts of the continuous interpolation are observed at the nodes (see also [6, 25] and Chapter 9), in-spite of the phase contrast. Note
that the deformed geometry has been reconstructed for visualization purposes using Finite Elements.
To this end, a mesh is used in which each element encloses one pixel. The nodal displacements of the
corners are sought such that the resulting deformation gradients closely approximate the deformation
gradient field F that follows from the equilibrium simulation with the FFT.
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Figure 10.2. Simulation using the Python code of Appendix 10.B: (a) the phase distribution, and (b) the equivalent second Piola-Kirchhoff stress Seq normalized with Young’s modulus of the soft phase. The deformed
geometry has been reconstructed using Finite Elements.

10.5 Application to Simo elasto-plasticity, defined in the current configuration
10.5.1

Introduction

The elasto-plastic Simo model [26] is considered to demonstrate that a model in the current configuration can be treated in a straightforward manner, by employing the procedures developed for Finite
Elements. Note that the code for this model is (obviously) substantially longer due to the more
involved stress update and constitutive tangent. Often, however, these parts are readily available
in existing FE implementations. For the micrograph-based example below, we have interfaced the
Python solver to this particular material model as implemented in our in-house Finite Element code
(in Fortran and C).
10.5.2

Constitutive model

The model departs from the conventional multiplicative split of the deformation gradient tensor into
elastic and plastic parts, Fe and Fp respectively:
F = Fe · Fp

(35)

The Kirchhoff stress depends on the elastic part of the deformation gradient though a linear relation
with the elastic logarithmic strain 12 ln be , as follows:
τ =

1
2

C : ln be

(36)

wherein C is the elasticity tensor given in Eq. (27).
The elastic domain is bounded by the yield criterion
ϕ(τ , εp ) = τeq − τy (εp ) ≤ 0

(37)

wherein εp is the accumulated plastic strain, τeq is the equivalent Kirchhoff stress, and τy is the yield
stress which hardens depending on εp . The directions of plastic flow follow from normality. This
model is implemented using an implicit time-integration scheme for the plasticity, resulting in an
elastic-predictor plastic-corrector algorithm. This procedure is rather standard and can be found in
several references [26, 27]. Note that, by virtue of the logarithmic strain, its implementation is similar
to a small-strain elasto-plastic model, available in textbooks [28, 29].
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10.5.3 Consistent tangent
To obtain the consistent tangent we start from the linearized relation from the updated Lagrangeframework, which is obtained by linearizing about the last-known (iterative) configuration. The
linearization is of the form
)
(
−T
δτ = −IRT · τ(i) + C(i) : F(i)
· δF T
(38)
The first term in (38) arises from the geometric non-linearity, while the second term follows from
the linearization of the constitutive model including the strain definition. For this model an explicit
expression for C(i) can be found in references [26, 27]. Note that it involves a discrete elasto-plastic
switch, which affects the convergence around the yield point.
10.5.4 Pull-back to the undeformed configuration
The pull-back of the Kirchhoff stress to the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress reads
−T
P(i) = τ(i) · F(i)

(39)

This expression is also used to pull-back the consistent tangent operator, which in the form of Eq. (38)
reads:
−T
δτ = (K⃗x )(i) : F(i)
· δF T

(40)

The subscript ⃗x indicates that the tangent is defined in the last-known iterative configuration. In
terms of a variation in the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress (40) can be rewritten as
[ −1
]
−T
δP T = F(i)
· (K⃗x )(i) · F(i)
: δF T
(41)
Note that this pull-back does not introduce additional approximations.
10.5.5 Example
To illustrate the method, a simulation is performed directly on a dual-phase steel micrograph, see
Figure 10.3(a), under the plane strain assumption. The micrograph has been obtained by thresholding
an image of 451 × 451 pixels, acquired using scanning electron microscopy. For this material, the
contrast in secondary electron mode is due to a small height difference between the two phases
– martensite (black in Figure 10.3(a)) and ferrite (white in Figure 10.3(a)) – which results from a
protocol of grinding, polishing, and etching. The two phases are assumed elastically homogeneous.
Plasticity is governed by linear hardening, whereby the yield stress in (37) reads
τy (εp ) = τy0 + Hεp

(42)

The parameters used for the two phases are
hard
soft
τy0
= 2τy0
= 0.006 E

H hard = 2H soft = 0.008 E

ν = 0.3

(43)

Macroscopic pure shear is applied, which corresponds to the following macroscopic logarithmic
strain
F̄ = λ̄⃗ex⃗ex + 1/λ̄ ⃗ey⃗ey

(44)
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where λ̄ is applied in 200 increments up to λ̄ = 1.2. The overall simulation takes approximately
seven hours to run on a desktop computer, a single increment thus takes about two minutes on
average. On average 2.2 iterations are needed for each increment: up to six around the yield point,
and two in the plastic regime (in this case for λ̄ > 1.04)
The accumulated plastic strain response is shown in Figures 10.3(b–c) for the soft and the hard
phase respectively. The plastic strain is significantly higher in the soft phase than in the hard phase.
The region of the localized strain is aligned with the applied shear (at ±45 degree angles) and reaches
its maximum near the hard phase. With the value of 0.87, the maximum is significantly higher
than the applied macroscopic equivalent strain (of approximately 0.2), due to the strain partitioning
between the phases.
soft

hard

Figure 10.3. (a) Segmented micrograph used in the simulation. (b–c) The accumulated plastic strain εp is the
soft and the hard phase respectively; for ε̄ = 0.2.

10.6 Summary
A methodology has been presented that solves large deformation mechanical equilibrium problems
defined on a periodic unit-cell. It follows the standard steps used in the Finite Element Method by
defining a weak form, its discretization using Galerkin’s method, numerical quadrature, and finally
linearization towards a Newton scheme. The differences with respect to standard Finite Elements
are that (i) globally supported trigonometric polynomials are used for the interpolation and (ii) the
method is formulated in terms of the nodal deformation gradient tensor and the first Piola-Kirchhoff
stress, tensor, rather than nodal displacements and nodal forces. Compatibility of the solution is
enforced through the projection operator in conjunction with a suitable iterative linear solver that is
based on a projection (e.g. conjugate gradients or GMRES).
The following conclusions result from our developments:
• The method is quite general, and is suitable for arbitrary constitutive models in a finite deformation setting.
• The method is memory efficient, without relying on an involved data-storage.
• The computational efficiency results from the use of the Fast Fourier Transform.
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• Because of the former two facts, the method is easy to implement. This has been substantiated
with a 54 lines Python code (without comments) for a 3-D finite strain problem.
• The constitutive level is independent of the adopted solution strategy. The same constitutive
implementation can be used for a FFT-solver as well as for a conventional Finite Element
solver.
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10.A

Nomenclature

⃗a

vector

ai

A

second-order tensor

Aij

A

fourth-order tensor

Aijkl

C = AT

tensor transpose

Cji

C=A

fourth-order tensor transpose

Clkji = Aijkl

C = ALT

fourth-order left tensor transpose

Cjikl = Aijkl

C=A

fourth-order right tensor transpose

Cijlk = Aijkl

C =A·B

dot product

Cik

C=A·B

dot product

Cijkm = Aijkl Blm

C=A:B

double dot product

C =A⋆B

convolution

Cijmn = Aijkl Blkmn
∫∞
A(⃗x) : B(⃗x − ⃗y ) dΩ
−∞

⃗0·A
∇
(
)
⃗ 0 ⃗x T
F = ∇

divergence (reference configuration)

∂Aij /∂Xi

deformation gradient tensor

∂xi /∂Xj

I

second order identity tensor

Iij = δij

I

fourth order identity tensor

Iijkl = δil δjk

IRT

fourth order right-transposed identity tensor

RT
Iijkl
= δik δjl

Is = 12 (I + IRT )

fourth order symmetrization tensor

A

column of tensors

A

matrix of tensors

T

RT

T

A

10.B

= Aij

= Aij Bjk

[
]T
A1 , A2 , . . . , An

matrix transpose

Python code

The example of Section 10.4 has been simulated using the Python code included in this appendix. All
quantities are stored as three-dimensional matrices of second- or fourth-order tensors. This obsoletes
sparse data-structures, while never storing more than needed. The implementation is rather efficient;
the only somewhat costly part is the definition of the Fourier coefficients of the projection operator,
Ĉ, in lines 34–39.
What follows in the full code, interrupted by a brief explanation of the following statements.
Import modules
Load modules to extend the standard Python functionality with import. Functions from these modules are then called using modulename.function. This is optionally aliased, such as for numpy and
scipy.sparse.linalg below. NumPy is the most important module in the present context. It contains
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a large set of linear algebraic operations, rendering it equivalent to Matlab.

1
2
3

import numpy as np
import s c i p y . s p a r s e . l i n a l g as sp
import i t e r t o o l s

Define tensors
Initialize a stress-free state with P = O and F = I, both as a grid of second order tensors. In
addition, grids of second- and fourth-order identity tensors are initialized to evaluate the constitutive
response (see Appendix 10.A). The NumPy-function einsum allows the use of index notation; the
comma thereby separates input arguments.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

# identity tensor ( s i n g l e tensor )
In
= np . eye ( 3 )
# s t r e s s , deformation gradient , i d e n t i t y t e n s o r s ( g r i d o f t e n s o r s )
P
= np . z e r o s ( [ ndim , ndim ,N,N,N] )
F
= np . einsum ( ’ i j , xyz ’
,
In
, np . ones ( [N,N,N] ) )
I
= np . einsum ( ’ i j , xyz ’
,
In
, np . ones ( [N,N,N] ) )
I4
= np . einsum ( ’ i j k l , xyz-> i j k l x y z ’ , np . einsum ( ’ i l , j k ’ , In , In ) , np . ones ( [N,N,N] ) )
I4rt
= np . einsum ( ’ i j k l , xyz-> i j k l x y z ’ , np . einsum ( ’ ik , j l ’ , In , In ) , np . ones ( [N,N,N] ) )

Tensor products
Create functions to evaluate the tensor operations and products (see Appendix 10.A). Note that in
Python, functions are defined using def for functions that comprise more than one line and lambda
for single-line functions.

22
23
24
25
26
27

transp
ddot42
ddot44
dot22
dot24
dot42

=
=
=
=
=
=

lambda
lambda
lambda
lambda
lambda
lambda

A2
:
A4, B2 :
A4, B4 :
A2, B2 :
A2, B4 :
A4, B2 :

np . einsum ( ’ i j x y z
np . einsum ( ’ i j k l x y z
np . einsum ( ’ i j k l x y z
np . einsum ( ’ i j x y z
np . einsum ( ’ i j x y z
np . einsum ( ’ i j k l x y z

-> j i x y z
’
, lkxyz -> i j x y z
’
, lkmnxyz->ijmnxyz ’
, jkxyz ->ikxyz ’
, jkmnxyz->ikmnxyz ’
, lmxyz ->ijkmxyz ’

,A2
)
,A4, B2)
,A4, B4)
,A2, B2)
,A2, B4)
,A4, B2)

Projection
Initialize the Fourier coefficients Ĉ, cf. Eq. (19). The itertools-module allows one to loop over
several indices at once. Note that in Python loops are terminated by changing the indentation level;
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no end-statements are used.
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

# p r o j e c t i o n o p er a t o r ( only f o r non - z e r o frequency , a s s o c i a t e d with the mean)
freq
= np . arange ( np . f i x ( -N/ 2 . ) , np . f i x (N/ 2 . + 0 . 5 ) )
Ghat
= np . z e r o s ( [ ndim , ndim , ndim , ndim ,N,N,N] )
d e l t a = lambda i , j : np . f l o a t ( i==j )
f o r i , j , k , l i n i t e r t o o l s . product ( range ( ndim ) , r e p e a t =4):
for x , y , z
i n i t e r t o o l s . product ( range (N) ,
r e p e a t =3):
q = np . array ( [ f r e q [ x ] , f r e q [ y ] , f r e q [ z ] ] )
i f not q . dot ( q ) == 0 :
Ghat [ i , j , k , l , x , y , z ] = - q [ i ] * q [ j ] * q [ l ] * q [ k ] / ( q . dot ( q ))**2 + \
d e l t a ( i , l )* q [ j ] * q [ k ] / ( q . dot ( q ) )

Create functions to evaluate the operations C : • and C : K(i) : • using a sequence of the Fourier
transform F, the double tensor contraction with the Fourier coefficients Ĉ, and the inverse Fourier
transform F −1 . See Equations (15–16). Note that fftshift, and its inverse, have been used to align
the zero frequency with the center of the grid.

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

# ( i n v e r s e ) Fourier transform
fft
= lambda x
: np . f f t . f f t s h i f t ( np . f f t . f f t n ( np . f f t . i f f t s h i f t ( x ) , [N,N,N] ) )
ifft
= lambda x
: np . f f t . f f t s h i f t ( np . f f t . i f f t n ( np . f f t . i f f t s h i f t ( x ) , [N,N,N] ) )
# define
G
=
K_dF
=
G_K_dF =

p r o j e c t i o n ’G ’ , and product ’G : K : d e l t a F ’
lambda A2
: np . r e a l ( i f f t ( ddot42 (Ghat , f f t (A2) ) ) ) . reshape ( - 1 )
lambda dFm : transp ( ddot42 (K4, transp (dFm. reshape ( ndim , ndim ,N,N,N) ) ) )
lambda dFm : G(K_dF(dFm) )

Problem definition and constitutive model
Create a grid with the fourth order elasticity tensors of Eq. (27). For the example of Section 10.4 a
cubic particle is embedded in an otherwise homogeneous matrix, see also Figure 10.2.

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

# phase i n d i c a t o r : 0=s o f t , 1=hard
phi = np . z e r o s ( [ N,N,N ] ) ; phi [ - 9 : , : 9 , - 9 : ] = 1
# c r e a t e 4th - order e l a s t i c s t i f f n e s s t e n s o r : C4 = lam* I * I + mu* I 4 s
cfun
= lambda lam , mu: \
lam * np . einsum ( ’ i j , k l ’ , In , In)+\
mu
* ( np . einsum ( ’ ik , j l ’ , In , In)+np . einsum ( ’ i l , j k ’ , In , In ) )
# e l a s t i c s t i f f n e s s ( grid )
C4
= np . einsum ( ’ i j k l , xyz-> i j k l x y z ’ , cfun ( 5 . 7 7 , 3 . 8 5 ) ,
phi )
C4
+= np . einsum ( ’ i j k l , xyz-> i j k l x y z ’ , cfun ( 0 . 5 8 , 0 . 3 8 ) , 1 - phi )

Define a function to evaluate the constitutive model (for the entire grid). I.e. calculate the first PiolaKirchhoff stress tensors P (i) and tangent stiffness tensors K(i) based on the deformation gradients
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F (i) , see Equations (26–33).
64
65
66
67
68

d e f c o n s t i t u t i v e (F ) :
S = ddot42 (C4 , . 5 * ( dot22 ( transp (F) ,F) - I ) )
P = dot22 (F, S)
K4 = dot24 (S , I4)+ddot44 ( ddot44 ( I 4 r t , dot42 ( dot24 (F, C4) , transp (F) ) ) , I 4 r t )
re t u r n P, K4

Newton iterations
Apply macroscopic deformation gradient of Equation (34).
73
74

F [ 0 , 1 , : , : , : ] += 1 . 0
Fn
= np . l i n a l g . norm(F)

Iterate towards equilibrium using the standard Newton algorithm. To this end the constitutive response is evaluated to calculate the residual and the tangent (P (i) and K(i) ). A linear system is
solved using conjugate gradients to obtain the iterative update δF , which is then added to the nodal
degrees-of-freedom. See Equations (21–23), and Algorithm 2.
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

# i n i t i a l residual
P, K4 = c o n s t i t u t i v e (F)
# i t e r a t e as long as the r e s i d u a l does not vanish
while True :
dFm,_ = sp . cg ( t o l =1.e - 8 ,
A
= sp . LinearOperator ( shape=(F . s i z e , F . s i z e ) , matvec=G_K_dF, dtype=’ f l o a t ’ ) ,
b
= -G(P) ,
)
# (1 ) s o l v e l i n e a r system using CG
F
+= dFm. reshape ( ndim , ndim ,N,N,N) # (2 ) update DOFs
P, K4 = c o n s t i t u t i v e (F)
# (3 ) new r e s i d u a l / s t i f f n e s s
p r i n t ’ %10.2 e ’ % ( np . max(dFm)/Fn)
# (4 a ) p r i n t r e s i d u a l
i f np . max(dFm)/Fn<1.e - 3 : break
# (4b) check convergence

10.C

Reconstruction of deformation for visualization

A Finite Element discretization is employed to closely approximate the deformation gradient field F
that follows from equilibrium. For the latter, the result of the FFT simulation is used. In a continuum
formulation this problem can be written as
∫
(
) (
)T
min 12 F∗ − F : F∗ − F
dΩ0
(45)
⃗
x

Ω0

wherein F∗ is the approximate deformation gradient field that will be obtained from the Finite Element mesh. Stationarity of Eq. (45) is written as follows
∫
(
)T
δF∗ : I : F∗ − F
dΩ0 = 0
(46)
Ω0
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which must hold for all test functions δF∗ . The problem is now discretized using a Finite Element
mesh, for which a regular grid is used. An example is shown in Figure 10.4 wherein the edges of
the Finite Elements are shown using lines and their nodes using circles. The deformation gradient
tensor F and its approximation F∗ are discretized by interpolating the nodal positions ⃗x and test
functions δ⃗x with the gradients of the shape functions, i.e.
⃗ 0 N T (⃗x) ⃗x
F∗T ≈ ∇

⃗ 0 N T (⃗x) δ⃗x
δF∗T ≈ ∇

and

(47)

Note that the shape functions are the regular Finite Elements shape functions (bi-linear for Figure 10.4), which are not be confused with the trigonometric polynomials employed in the FFTmethod. Consequently, the discretization of the weak form in Eq. (46) results in
∫
∫
T
⃗
⃗
⃗ 0 N · F T dΩ0
∇0 N · I · ∇0 N dΩ0 · ⃗x = ∇
(48)
Ω0

Ω0

After applying the standard Gauss quadrature, this procedure results in a linear system. The deformation gradient F at the Gauss points is thereby taken from the FFT-solution (in Section 10.2). By
virtue of the regular mesh, each “FFT-node” is enclosed by one Finite Element. The nodal quantities F (Eq. (10)) are thereby assumed to be constant for the entire element. The solution of the
linear system finally follows by applying periodic boundary conditions and constraining one node to
suppress rigid body motions.

Figure 10.4. Two-dimensional Finite Element mesh (the element-edges are drawn using lines, the nodes using
circles). Each element encloses one node of the FFT-method (crosses).
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CHAPTER 11
Damage in real microstructures

Abstract
Understanding the microstructural influence on the failure mechanisms in multi-phase materials
calls for the identification of the worst-case scenario. This necessitates a statistical approach. By
performing simulations directly based on micrographs, such an approach becomes feasible. This is
applied here to extract the average microstructure around damage sites.
Keywords: ductile fracture; multi-phase materials; dual-phase steel; micromechanics; FFT; RVE
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11.1

Introduction

Multi-phase materials present an attractive blend of ductility and strength by combining two or more
phases in the microstructure. The distinct mechanical properties of the phases have a strong influence
on the plastic response up to failure [e.g. 1–3]. However, the phase distribution is one of the key drivers
governing damage [e.g. 4–6].
The role of the microstructure is not easily identified as it calls for the transparent and objective
identification of the worst-case configuration. Micrographs of the material’s cross-section or its
fracture surface [7–9] are often restricted to snapshots prior to failure and require extensive expert
interpretation. On the other hand, simulations are often limited to simplified microstructures with
isolated observations [10, 11], because their computational costs prohibit a statistically representative
analysis. Idealized models [12], and Chapter 2, do allow a statistical treatment, but the approximation
due to the idealization cannot easily be quantified.
This paper overcomes some of these obstacles by performing a statistical analysis using simulations that are directly based on a series of micrographs. The goal of this paper is two-fold. First, it is
demonstrated that by employing an advanced FFT-based solver, computations on true microstructures become sufficiently efficient to render the proposed statistical approach feasible. Second, the
average microstructure around damage initiation sites is characterized qualitatively and quantitatively.
We consider a two-phase microstructure, represented by an ensemble of 100 thresholded micrographs of a dual-phase steel microstructure in which martensite and ferrite are identified, considered
simply as hard and soft as described in Section 11.2 together with the mechanical model. Sections 11.3
and 11.4 present the computed macroscopic and microscopic responses. Section 11.5 performs the
statistical analysis by quantification of the average probability of hard phase around damage, followed
with a discussion on how this insight can be used to screen microstructures for regions that may be
suspected to develop damage, in Section 11.6. This paper ends with concluding remarks and an
outlook in Section 11.7.

11.2

Microstructural model

The microstructure is modeled using an ensemble of 100 two-dimensional volume elements, each
acquired from a micrograph of a commercial dual-phase steel. A protocol of grinding, polishing,
and etching creates a small height difference between the hard and the soft phase. Two detectors
of the scanning electron microscope are used simultaneously to image the spatial distribution of the
phases. The secondary electron (SE) detector provides contrast due to the height difference (e.g.
Figure 11.1(a)) and the back-scatter electron (BSE) detector due to the different crystal lattice of the
phases (e.g. Figure 11.1(b)). The phases are identified from a weighted average of the two images.
The weight is optimized to obtain a maximally separable image according to Otsu’s method [13]. A
typical result is shown in Figure 11.1(c), wherein the hard phase is white and the soft phase is black.
Both phases are modeled isotropic elasto-plastic using the finite strain model due to Simo [14].
This model involves a linear relation between the logarithmic elastic strain and the Kirchhoff stress
τ which is parametrized using Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν. The elastic domain is
bounded by a yield criterion, wherein the yield stress hardens linearly with the accumulated plastic
strain εp beyond an initial value τy0 . The two phases are assumed elastically homogeneous and differ
only in terms of their plastic response. The parameters are taken in a regime that is relevant for the
dual-phase steel that has been imaged [11, 15]:
hard
soft
τy0
= 2τy0
= 0.006 E

H hard = 2H soft = 0.008 E

ν = 0.3

(1)
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(a)

(c)

Figure 11.1. Typical micrographs acquired with the (a) SE detector and (b) BSE detector; (c) segmented
weighted average. In each image the martensite is brighter than the ferrite. The resolution is 451 × 451 pixels.

The soft phase fails in a ductile manner, while the hard phase is assumed not to fail. A damage
descriptor D is used to track the material degradation, but it does not weaken the material. It is
constructed such that a failure is predicted in a pixel once D ≥ 1. Specifically, the damage descriptor
is of the Johnson-Cook type [16] and incrementally compares the accumulated plastic strain rate ε̇p
to a critical strain εc as follows
∫

t

D=
0

ε̇p
dt′
εc (η)

with

εc = A exp (−Bη) + εpc

(2)

I.e. εc decays exponentially with the stress triaxiality η. The parameters A, B, and εpc are also taken
representative for the considered steel [15]:
A = 0.2

B = 1.7

εpc = 0.1

(3)

The average macroscopic deformation is fully prescribed, whereas the local micro-fluctuations are
the result of equilibrium and are required to be periodic (see below). Pure shear is applied according
to the macroscopic logarithmic strain
ε̄ =

√
3
2

ε̄ (⃗ex⃗ex − ⃗ey⃗ey )

(4)

where ε̄ is the macroscopic equivalent logarithmic strain. The deformation is applied in small steps
of ∆ε̄ = 0.0001, until “macroscopic failure” is predicted once D ≥ 1 in 1% of all pixels in the
ensemble. Note that although this criterion is somewhat arbitrary, it is in the experimentally observed
range, and earlier work has shown that our conclusions are insensitive to it (see Chapter 6).
The response of each image in the ensemble is computed using an FFT-based solver (see Chapters 9 and 10). This solver is preferred over finite elements because it outperforms them in computational efficiency, both in speed and in memory footprint. The FFT relies on a regular grid, which
naturally coincides with the pixels of the micrographs. Each pixel is attributed a (tensorial) degreeof-freedom which corresponds to the local deformation gradient. The material model as well as the
damage are evaluated in the individual pixels. Note that because of the FFT algorithm the solution
is intrinsically periodic.
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11.3

Macroscopic response

The range of macroscopic equivalent stress responses of the individual microstructures is shown in
Figure 11.2(a). They initially coincide as the phases are elastically homogeneous and then start to
deviate at the initial yield stress of the soft phase. The plastic response varies between different microstructures, depending on the hard phase volume fraction φhard of the individual microstructures.
This is shown in Figure 11.2(b) as a strong correlation between the stress at the final increment, along
the vertical axis, and φhard along the horizontal axis. Evidently, the precise geometrical arrangement
of the phases is relatively unimportant as far as the hardening response is concerned and it is mostly
the hard phase volume fraction that matters.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11.2. (a) Statistical range of macroscopic equivalent stress responses, τ̄eq , as a function of the applied
equivalent strain ε̄. Correlation between the hard phase volume fraction φhard and (b) the equivalent stress at
f
the final increment, τ̄eq
and (c) the “void” volume fraction φf ; for ε̄ = 0.09.

11.4

Microscopic response

A typical computed microscopic response is shown in Figure 11.3. The accumulated plastic strain
is significantly higher in the soft phase (Figure 11.3(a)) than in the hard phase (Figure 11.3(b)). It
is thereby localized in bands at ±45 degrees, aligned with the applied shear. The highest values are
found close to the hard phase.
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The hydrostatic stress is on average higher in the hard phase (Figure 11.3(d)) than in the soft
phase (Figure 11.3(c)). In the hard phase a tensile stress (red) is observed in horizontally aligned
regions of hard phase, while in the soft phase high values are observed left and right of the hard
phase.
(a)

soft phase

(c)

(b)

hard phase

(d)

Figure 11.3. Typical (a–b) accumulated plastic strain and (c–d) hydrostatic stress response, for (a,c) the soft
phase and (b,d) the hard phase; for ε̄ = 0.09.

“Failed” pixels are those pixels where D ≥ 1. Their volume fraction is denoted φf . Figure 11.2(c)
shows φf as a function of the hard phase volume fraction φhard , at the final state of all simulations.
A mild correlation is observed; φf is typically higher for higher φhard , but at the same time φf
varies with up to a factor two for the same hard phase volume fraction. This implies that the damage
depends much more on the precise arrangement of the phase than the hardening – cf. Figure 11.2(b).
Three typical damage responses are shown in Figure 11.4: the one with the lowest φf , the median,
and the one with the highest φf . It is clear that the damage in the soft phase is determined by the
adjacent presence of the hard phase. It is especially high where the soft phase is neighbored left and
right by hard phase.

11.5

Damage hot-spot

Our ability to simulate many microstructures may be exploited to quantify the role of the phase
distribution on fracture initiation. For this we follow our earlier developed approach of Chapter 2.
It is briefly explained here on the basis of a single image.
The phase distribution is described by an indicator function
{
1 if ⃗xi ∈ hard
I(⃗xi ) =
(5)
0 if ⃗xi ∈ soft
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Figure 11.4. Typical predicted damage responses for the micrographs with the (a) lowest, (b) median, and (c)
highest “void” volume fraction φf ; for ε̄ = 0.09.

where the position vector ⃗xi indicates the position of the individual pixels. The spatial average of I
equals the hard phase volume fraction φhard of the microstructure. Likewise, a fracture indicator D
is obtained which equals one where D ≥ 1 and zero elsewhere.
The average probability of hard phase at a certain position ∆⃗x relative to a fractured pixel can
now be computed as
∑
D(⃗xi ) I(⃗xi + ∆⃗x)
(6)
ID (∆⃗x) = ∑i
xi )
i D(⃗
wherein i loops over all pixels in the microstructure. The corresponding ensemble average ⟨ID ⟩(∆⃗x)
is obtained by furthermore averaging over all images in the ensemble. Its value may be interpreted by
comparing it to the ensemble average of the hard phase volume fraction ⟨φhard ⟩. A value ⟨ID ⟩ >
⟨φhard ⟩ corresponds to an elevated probability of finding hard phase. Since the microstructure
comprises just two phases, ⟨ID ⟩ < ⟨φhard ⟩ corresponds to an elevated probability of finding the
soft phase.
The result is shown in Figure 11.5, in which white corresponds to ⟨φhard ⟩, i.e. no correlation
between the hard phase and fracture initiation, red corresponds to an elevated probability of the hard
phase and blue to an elevated probability of the soft phase. Clearly there is quite a strong correlation
with the presence of hard phase: fracture statistically initiates where a region of the hard phase
aligned with tension (horizontal) is intersected by the soft phase aligned with the directions of shear
(at ±45 degrees). This confirms the result of Chapter 2 where a highly simplified microstructural
model was used comprising equi-sized square cells in which the two phases are randomly distributed.
It was argued there that the configuration of Figure 11.5 is critical because the hard phase triggers
hydrostatic tension while the soft phase promotes plasticity.
A similar analysis has been performed directly on gray-scale micrographs taken after deformation
(without thresholding) (see Chapter 3), on the same steel grade as used for the present study. The
present results match these observations quite well. The relative position and size of the regions
of the hard phase are comparable. In Chapter 3 the regions of the soft phase at ±45 degree angles were less pronounced. Based on the present results it is observed that this correlation is less
strong than the correlation with the hard phase. It is therefore likely lost in the more noise sensitive
experimental setting, or due to the fact that reality is three-dimensional. This advocates the added
value of performing the simulation, as these features do give insight in the mechanics of the failure
mechanisms.
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Figure 11.5. Probability of hard phase around damage, based on 100 simulated microstructures. The colors
indicate an elevated probability of hard phase (red) and soft phase (blue).

11.6

Discussion

Having the “footprint” of damage-prone areas (i.e. Figure 11.5) in hand, a microstructure can been
screened for local phase distributions which match it. For this we compute the correlation, PD (⃗xi )
between the microstructure around the pixel at ⃗xi pixel, characterized by I(⃗xj ), with the probability
of finding hard phase around damage, ⟨ID ⟩(∆⃗x), as follows:
PD (⃗xi ) =

N
][
]
1 ∑[
⟨ID ⟩(⃗xj − ⃗xi ) − ⟨φhard ⟩ I(⃗xj ) − φhard
N j=1

(7)

wherein N is the number of pixels.
Figure 11.6 shows the result for the three microstructure of Figure 11.4, whereby red corresponds
to a substantial probability that damage will develop. The prediction is rather accurate compared with
the computed damage intensities shown in Figure 11.4, in particular in the microstructures where the
damage is highest (Figures 11.6(b,c)).

Figure 11.6. Damage prediction based on the probability of hard phase around fracture initiation.
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11.7

Concluding remarks & outlook

By pairing micrographs with an FFT-based solver, a high resolution statistical analysis of fracture
initiation in a dual-phase steel has been enabled. The following observations have been made:
• The macroscopic hardening response scales with the hard phase volume fraction. It depends
only weakly on the microstructural morphology.
• The microscopic response is highly dependent on the phase distribution. Plastic strain and
hydrostatic stress in the soft phase localize in regions near the hard phase. High hydrostatic
tensile stresses in the hard phase are observed in grains or collections of grains aligned with
the direction of tension.
• Fracture initiation correlates weakly with the hard phase volume fraction, while a strong correlation with the local microstructural morphology has been observed.
• The average phase distribution around fracture initiation has been characterized. Fracture
initiation is likely to occur where regions of the hard phase are aligned with the direction
of tension, intersected by regions of soft phase aligned with the directions of shear. Based
on these findings, it has been shown that the microstructure can be screened for damage by
comparing the morphology to this critical configuration.
• Simulations based on real microstructures confirm observations made using a coarse idealized
microstructural model (e.g. Chapter 2).
The presented approach can be used in the future to perform high resolution quantitative
comparisons of damage events in two-phase microstructures, to study the effect of morphological changes induced for example by different heat treatments. The key added value of the current
analysis is that this can be done in a statistical sense and with great detail, which is desirable in the case
of damage. To this end an experimental analysis has been initiated in which both the microstructural
morphology as well as the damage are measured using a large set of high resolution micrographs.
Paired with the proposed numerical analysis this may enable quantitative predictions.
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CHAPTER 12
Conclusion & outlook

This thesis exploited an idealized model to enable a systematic and transparent statistical characterization of the influence of the phase and void distribution on the fracture initiation in a two-phase
material. The most important findings are summarized below. Remaining questions and challenges
are discussed thereafter.
• The mechanical response is determined by the presence of two phases. When the contrast
in the yield stress and the hardening modulus between the phases is higher than the contrast
introduced by the crystallographic orientation incompatibility, the effect of the crystallography
may be overwhelmed by it (see Chapter 5).
• The initiation of fracture is strongly correlated to the local arrangement of phases. It was found
that fracture initiates where regions of the hard phase aligned with tension are intersected by
bands of the soft phase aligned with shear. A simple mechanical analysis has shown that the
hard phase is responsible for a high hydrostatic tensile stress while the soft phase enables plastic
deformation (see Chapter 2 and further). It thereby appears relatively unimportant whether
the band of the soft phase is interrupted by the hard phase, or merely narrowed.
• The macroscopic stress state has a pronounced effect on the phase in which damage initiates
(Chapter 6). For low stress triaxialities the soft phase starts to fail first, while for high triaxialities the hard phase dominates. This has a significant effect on the macroscopically observed
ductility, which decreases substantially above a critical triaxiality. Its value depends on the
amount of the hard phase and the mechanical contrast between the phases. At low hard phase
volume fractions the soft phase dominates independent of the phase contrast, while at high
hard phase volume fractions hard phase failure is mostly observed.
• Voids that have been nucleated throughout the deformation contribute to the mechanics, and
thus also to the localization up to fracture. It has been found that once a sufficient number
of voids have nucleated in proximity of each other, they link up through a band of the soft
phase, aligned with the direction of shear (Chapter 8). Localization is thus determined by a
two-scale effect. Voids nucleate due to a local critical arrangement of phases (e.g. Chapter 2).
If such features are critically aligned with respect to deformation on a larger scale, localization is
triggered. The entire process of fracture is thus largely predetermined by the phase distribution.
A preliminary analysis suggests that critical regions for fracture may be predicted based on the
phase distribution in the microstructure alone.
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• In parallel to the above, the spectral solution method has been further refined (Chapters 9
and 10). This has resulted in a robust scheme which is straightforward to understand and
implement, and can be applied to arbitrary constitutive models in small or finite strain. The
solution scheme is thereby fully uncoupled from the constitutive model, enabling the direct
use of existing implementations defined at the integration point level.
Some challenges that result after this work are:
• The stress state was found to have a significant effect on the initiation of fracture (see Chapter 6). It would be interesting to see the influence of (a combination of) more complicated
macroscopic deformation paths on damage propagation. This would necessitate careful consideration of the characterization of the overall stress state once voids have nucleated, as the
history dependence has a different consequence for each microstructure.
• The critical phase distribution around fracture initiation may be extrapolated to a threedimensional setting (see Chapter 7). However, this may not hold for damage propagation
(Chapter 8). The computational demands of such a study are significant. Also because the developed spectral solver, that is more suited for these large systems, may experience well-known
Gibbs phenomena, rendering it unattractive for this setting. Smoothing techniques and multigrid approaches provide possible solutions. More work is however needed to render them
problem independent.
• Systematic identification of the role of the statistical properties of the microstructure may further refine the knowledge of the mechanics involved in fracture. The idealized model has been
proven insightful, and has provided new a perspective on how one can study the relationship
between the microstructure and fracture. However, depending on the statistical properties of
the microstructure the fracture mechanisms can be different (cf. Chapters 2, 3 and 11).
• An experimental analysis should be performed to verify and refine the conclusions that were
drawn here based on an idealized setting. One possibility is to use high power x-ray tomography on selected materials in which phases and damage are simultaneously measured in-situ.
However, currently both the resolution and the frame rate are limiting such an analysis.
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geholpen mijn blik te verbreden, jij hebt me mee naar buiten genomen ook als mijn hoofd helemaal
overliep en je hebt ontelbaar vaak ogenschijnlijk moeiteloos heerlijke diners tevoorschijn getoverd
als ik doodmoe thuis kwam. Maar je brengt me vooral heel veel geluk. Je doet mijn hart sneller
kloppen, maar je bent tegelijkertijd ook mijn beste maatje. Lançons nous!
Ook al weet ik dat men gebruikelijk terugkijkt in een dankwoord wil ik ook nog even vooruit
kijken. Door gesprekken met onder andere Bert, Fred, Erik, Harald en Jilt ben ik tot inzicht gekomen
dat mijn toekomst een academische is. Ik kijk uit naar een bijzondere tijd waarin El en ik over
de grenzen kijken. Ik denk dat dit onze bijzondere band samen alleen nog maar gaat versterken.
Daarnaast denk ik dat ik er als persoon van ga groeien. Ik hoop dat ik nog meer open ga staan voor
mijn omgeving. Professioneel hoop ik dat ik door nieuwe samenwerkingen mijn creativiteit verder
stimuleer. Daarnaast hoop ik dat ik, door nog vaker in een begeleidende rol te acteren, gestimuleerd
word als leraar en inspirator. Zodat ik anderen kan helpen het beste uit zichzelf te halen.

Tom
Eindhoven, maart 2016
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